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'J:Hll! PnOB!,EM AND lJKf!'INI'.t'IONS Oii' 'rERl\JlS USED 
One of the many experiences which may contribute 
to the muSical growth ot' a child in the elementary school 
today is that of listening and responding 1;o music as it 
may come to him from recordings. In this· situation the 
greatest opportunity for musical growth will oonte to the 
child fortunate enough to have a classroom teacher who is 
thoroughly responsive to and well acquainted with things 
musical and who also understands the principles of child 
growth as it a.pplies to the students in his oare. 
Should the teacher possess only a limited musical 
background he must be given material to guid.e him so that, 
through the use of recorded music • he may contribute in 
some way toward estflblishing a climate for musicd growth 
which is so rightly a pert of the heritage of every child. 
I. 'i'HE PHOBLEM 
statement of !h! 2roblem. It was the purpose of 
this study ( l) to determine the contributions which the 
use of recorded music may make towaro. ·the fulfillment of 
the object:tves of elementary school music educHt:l.on; (2) 
to determine the directions of musil;n1 growth to be fos~ 
tered through, and some valid teaching principles rela-
tive to music listening ao ti vi ties in th<~ elemente.t'y 
I 
aohool olsaaroom; (3) to make aul";!i<~l$1liona as to the teach• 
ing teQhn1qucs tmd. the organizat:'IAm or the select®(! re .. 
corded raaterial which uy asaist the olaasroom teaohex> in 
p.rol!Wtine; a cl1nmte favoril'ble to the developmE:int of mullti• 
mum tmwiolll growth in each fltttdent. 
!.:1.~1~~ §!! !hlllllt~. 'l::hh studyo was U.mited 
(1} to a emud.derat1on ~f th1(; .vroblem at! found i.n the 
public Bohl:Jol g.t'l,ld~s one through oix; ( Sll to tll~ use of 
selected records end m<ttsdals f<nmd in tb.6 H.G./,~ Vietor 
!l.!~O£ji 1;1hrarl f'l'.lr J£lr~lm0nte&Y; ilcl:\ool.ll; l ( 5) to an organ .. 
1~at:1on o:f deai.rahla units o:r study wh1cb raay i!.llide the 
teacllillr in promotinG ~&t"l1later mudoal wmwth in the student, 
ttnd does xtot praaume to prl'U.Jent a ~Olllplete program for 
llllll!JiC lil.ltanin!(; !M~t1 vi ties in these f!l'lniea. 
~R2!.~eece :2t l!!!. .!l.ti!'\Z• Iror e number of' Years tu 
more popular ootlOE~pt eol!IOerning the estM~nce ot qJdUoaUon. 
baa been that (1Xpounde4 by 3o:lm. llewey, namely • ·that edttca-
Uon its growth .resul t:Ln~ trrun axpilldence!h Althou~h thi.s 
o~.:ulcept naoe&aerU.y app:U01l to muaio educat:l.on an well. 
the impUOn'liions which it hat'! tm: t1l,Ueic aducat~ll'S a~f> ontyo 








a more extensive application of these·concepts in the area 
of music education will result in the development of 
e;reater responsiveness to music on the part of the student. 
With the evolu'\lion of new concepts in edu.etltion 
come new materials for the use of the teacher who is the 
actual implementor o:f' the concepts. Unfortunately, in the 
area of music education, there are :f'ew classroom teaohers 
who have had sufficient personal contact with music to 
e;i ve them the background necessary to adequately t~Uide 
their students in this area. Consequently it is necessary 
that music speoi.alists make an effort to gather e.nd to 
organize appropriate materials for the asaistanoe of the 
generlill teacher, and yet to so present these me.tarials 
that they m.ay be of val\ae in lil classroom situation based 
on the concepts of music education as growth resulting 
from rich musical experiences. 
II. DEFINI'l'IONS OF Tl~'HMS U:'rl!ID 
~ Ustenins lesson. The essence of the "listen~ 
ing lesson'* as oonoei ved in this study is purposeful 
listening to musie on the part of the student, This 
listening. being 1iesigned to promote in the student growth 
in l'esponsi veness to music • may be stimulated by various 
means and might result in a variety of responses or 
combinations of responses. 
4 
Musical growth. James t. Mursell is an exponant of 
the concept of growth as it has significance in the field 
of music. '!'he following definition may be found in his 
Education for ~Husical Growth. 
Musical growth means growth in hU!11an responsive,. 
ness to the essential values and iutimetion. and mean-
ings of the art ot music :1. tself , • • the process of 
becom.ing musical.'·' . 
I:tl. ORGANIZATIOl~ OF THE REMAUIDER OF THE THESIS 
While the first chapter of this t~tudy served to 
state the problem and to define two of the chief terms used, 
the second chapter will set forth certain educational con• 
cepts and objectives whiCh provide the setting in which 
m\U'If.O education makes its contributions. These oontl'i• 
buttona will be considered an.d the geuwral avenues whiCh 
may be followed :in a program of m.uste education wi.ll be 
l.'l~dietl,. 
Ol:lapter three will ded with the lilotening lesson 
1tselt; its definition and variations. more immediate 
goals and principles and tMluliques tor preeentation. 
Speo:U'io materials hne been selected for use in 
tbis study. A general evaluation 1111111 be maQ.e oi' these 
in chapter four a:nd in chapters five and six an organ! .. 
:aation o:t' these for their implementation by the classroom 
2 James L. Mursellt Education for Musical. Growth 






teacher wUl be mttde. Ohnpter sev•n will serve as a 
suma,..Y tor the ectud,f 1u1 fll wllt>l«h 
I 
CHAPTER II 
Any consideration of the role of :music education in 
the lite of the child should be viewed against the broader 
background of edueatio:n .me a whole and then it may be seen 
how music may make its special contributions. 
'l'hia chap tel' will be devoted 1 first to a brief con-
sideration of the idea or education as "growth,. and to the 
general objectives toward which educato:t:s would direct 
this growth. Than, the concept ot musical growth and its 
goals will be considered in connection With the component 
activities ot :mus:Lc education of which listening is one. 
The concept 2t edufHltion !! gro,wth. The :roost popup 
lal.' current idea of education is the t of Dewey • namely; 
that education is growth resulting from exper:l.a:nces.l 'l'he 
direct;ton of growth, be it positive or negative, will be 
determined by the nature or the expe:riencag which come to 
the child. Hence. it is the problem or the educator to 
aee that these experienoes are euoh as will contribute to 
growth in a positive d!rect:i.C>n and toward worth goals. 
'l.'he phrase, "education of thE! whole child", is based 
i 
I 
on the ret'lli!<ntion that• enoh lnd1V1dual is the S\ll!! tct,.ll 
of IIUUIY dl:t'fEU•ent <1ynmn1e fliiotors which !'OOkt' M.~ what he 
h. 'lie know toot the phys1clll., thli'J rll@lltal. and tlw 
lil!I!Otional are t.hree nre~u1. ot lito €®hod:h~d in every pex·-
son. l~eh ot the<~e ~H70!Ul 1.~ m U vet ct:Hlata.ntly 1.n:flUII'lt!O~~d 
'by Wltj)Etl'i"l:IOG find ()(Jtlt.i11l!ll:llly l!l<!W.:b~ t<'J the 5\Atrl tl'>tHl of 
tne lliho'l.e pera,)ZI. G!U'OUne 't!.t~ytm haa tb:i.fl tct m1y: 
7 
, , • we l!ih~'>tlld. sol;) this w.wl®niHu~ in thrt~e l?~li:lt)ts 
••tM elnotiont;(1 or l'eelitlg 1'~cet,. 111~' aeuon or doing 
:f'~u:te'li• !'l.m'l ttu~ rl!l<if:l(mine; o:r th:hll{ing ft;cat. Growth 
OCOU.l'f> alWilfi'JI Ui ii>ll thl'('>~ f'IH'M~tilla ~lthough net I'll .. 
wnys l>il'l!Ul tarlc<fiOU$lf K~M t~t tl:w St~lt'le J:>at~. • • • one 
b~e1c <'.l:m~i tion (lf <~htll$\aom~'ll tn~ ~mdn~~ is toot th\O)ee 
th:tEle ftiC!l)t~; of living a.re open f:it>ene .... tbtt't !'IS ~~X'ol'l'i\h 
tak~~;~ plece in one IU7ea • e!HU<I!il!llil l:!llte plaolll Ul others • 
l'i'lll!ulUnG in nEnv intagration.l! 
H!!lnce, thti! edllOI:!tol' Mil'l not tl:tlll, bUt titNll!> l'll't~t:l~ of 
growtb to nurtura anll! tc f11,\1lde; tt!.l'lile c~reaa in •'ihioh :ne 
l'rllll!lt li!E!lek to J!l"il'Vid~ eoncl'!:tiO!UI :f!lVOt>f:'l.ble t>o poattive ::'!.®• 
v~lopnwnt tl:il'ffl.rd 'l!'il::l!''t>l\y i!i,O~b. 
Qb~elU!¥~§! !!nld !i!l!!:EO!l!IIHa .!!! !~.c,t~ttnn. 'fh~ .:;tl;Jeo .. 
· tives mnd purposes rJf ®duefltior.!. loll\lfl: ll1we \1$:etl r1 sub jeot 
for much tb.o1~e;b.t Hnd liU.scwH'Ii.on. .~lohol.~u·t:; end t~d.ueotora, 
tsxpayfiJt'llt pN?ents, tloo even the ;)I'O\Ulf!l!lSt o:f studento ..... 
each l'Ule his 1:nfli vidual \U'!(~'<'Jrste~miing Qf ttte pUJ:'tJO!~a of 
\ 
~ 
this thing called "education". If this understanding is 
the result of a thoughtful consideration of the probl~, 
th~tn the fundamental personal and social values held by 
the person Ol' group will be the bas.is upon which the pur-
p~ses of education will be formulated. 'l'he statement of 
purposes set up by a committee of the State Department 
of Education most certaiply Will differ from those set 
up by the board ot ed.11cation of a small rural school. 
The first statement ot plll'pose would be broad in scope 
while the second might take the form of more limited 
objectives.- It both are based upon values that are good 
and values that are in accord w1 th the democx.•at:Lo way of 
life there should be no conf'lict-.. the more limited should 
complement and define the broader. 
The stert:el'OOnt of purpose of public eduorJtion in 
California as set up by the CaUto:rnia Framework Oommi ttee 
in 1 ts temporary presentation of 1949 uses a alight re• 
vision of that outline of pu.rposes prepared by the l~dUCI!!l• 
tional Pol.ioies Commi.ssion of the National Education 
Association :l.:n 1939. This outline or Pl.li'Poses aho1.11d be 
of interest to every aducationall,y .. mi.nded person end. should 
form the broad basis of unified pll!'pose for education in 
the enttre state. 
In ita report the Educational Policies Commission 
identified four areas of educational purpose centering 




others in home and ooll1ll1unity, (3) the creation and usa of 
material wealth. and (4) soeio-oivic activities. The four 
great groups of objectives are stated as those o:f': 
1. Salt~realization 
2. liurnan relationships 
3. llleo:nomic effie ie:ney 
4. civic responsibility 
Each of these, related to the oth<n's :i.n a Whole. is capable 
of further subdivision,3 
'l'he point of concern whieh these ob jaet:tves hold tor 
this study is that of relating the got~ls of music education 
to the larger purposes of education, The gpals of a specific 
erea should contribute in part to tho real:l.zatie>n of certain 
of the large.r objectives. 
Just as the school shares the responsibility of the 
achievement of these objectives with the home and uther 
social organizations and "in some areas the weight of eduoa• 
tion rests on the schools more exclusively than in others", 
so music, within and without the school, contributes along 
with other activities in the realization or these objectives. 
In some areas it eontri butes gt'eatly and in other areas 
soa;rcely at all. We are not :t'oroed to "justify" music's 
existence in the educational progrmm by showing that it 
3 Educational :Policies Ooll1l!1ission Of the N.li:.A., 
'l'he Purposes gt ]:l:duoation .!!!. 1illler ica:n uemo.crael 
(Washington, D.C.: 1938!. · 
10 
contributes in all areas • It is not an "all or none", 
propoeit:l,on. I:t' mus:i.o made contributions in only one area 
that '\'ifOUld be enough; i:t' without its contributions we would 
have less than an "educated person" than we have reason to 
assume that it has a rl ght:t'ul place in the to tal scheme 
of education. 
review ot educational purposes which exist in our society 
at this time. A more detailed statement of each of the 
broader objectives and its subdivisions may be found in 
'l'he Pmosss sz! Educajion .!!! American Demooracz, pages 
fifty-one to one hundred twenty-three, or {in limited fOrm) 
in "A Framework for Publ.1c Education in Oslifo!'nia", 4 pages 
nine to .eleven. 
I!!.! concept .Q! musical srowth. Musical growth has 
been defined as growth in human responsiveness to the 
values, intimations end meanings o:f' the art of musio"5 The 
tact that this responsiveness to music i.s a universal tend• 
enoy and not a sp&cial limited endowment • 6 and the fact 
4 The Framework Oommi ttee. "'l:'he Purposes of Public 
Education in Odifornia", Cal:tfornh Jqurnal .Q! :elem!!Jltarl 
Education, XVII (May 1949), a .. u. 
5 .Tames L. Mursell, Education for Musical Growth 
(Boston: Ginn and Company, !§48}, pagev., 
6 Ibid., P• 8. 
ll 
that the oul ti vat1on of this responsiveness .contributes to 
the growth or the student in some of th<t areas of educa-
tional purpose as det'ined above gives music its place in 
the total. scheme of public education. Pitts has said: 
It the aims e.nd purposes of music eduoation are 
identical• Ill timate.ly, with the aims or education in 
t!:&neral, mush is but another • though powerful nteans 
or making a di:t'ference in the way ohildren conduct 
themselves and their lives; what they ere inside of 
themselves and what musical (;rx:pression can do to en• 
large ·the persoxia.lit:I.U and enrich the sooial living 
of all, not just a few children ••• • '1 
For eduoa.tional purposes it is necessary to point 
out what specific hUIIla.n responses may be developed which 
will contribute toward nxusioal gX>owtll. This has been dis• 
c:>ussed by Mursell in his Music in American SchC~ols8 and • 
more extensively in Education for Musical Orowtb9 by the 
same author. These oo'Ul'oes Will 'be drawn on in the follow~ 
ing outline of the specifio areas which should be oul t1 vated 
ill order to promote the desired musical growth :l.n each child. 
'l• The enjoyment wh:!.oh the student finds :l.n music 
and the resulting enthusiasm which he has tor it is a basic 
consideration in the p.rolltOtion ot lllUsioal growth. 
8 James I.. Mur sell, Music in .!Uuer1ean school a 
(N'ew York: Silver Burclett Company, 1943). 
9 .!?l!.::. li) * t • 
I 
l2 
2. A Wide rang@ of experience with musio of many 
different types .will increase the student • s awa-reness of' 
music and subsequently will l3erve as a continuing factor 
in the growth ot his musiCal responsiveness. 
3. Growth in mu.eioal skill and il'.u:;ight should be 
both tht;t reslll t of stUdent enthusiasm for and experienee 
m'IU'$iCal. E!JljO;vntent a:pd broaden his musical horizons. 
4. The development of musical discrimination 
should grow as the student's eX!)erienoe broadens. "A 
musically di.aerimt:nl'lting person will always value and re ... 
speot mutdo which embodies something sincerely :t'el t, and. 
which projects that realing in adequately expressiVE! form".lO 
5. Responsiveness to musio should carry over :l.nto 
the everyday life of the student, for this is the area in 
which BUJ.sio must tu.nction if it is to serve as a oont:l.nu .. 
ing. constructive element. 
Goal,e. ~ ao'tiv:l.tiea tor, m1,1si.o education. Musical 
grovrt;h is t'osterEHi in several ;vays in the elementary school. 
'.l'his may include the area of performance wherein students 
participate musically by singinlh playing musical instru .. 
menu or by .responding with bodily movement. Activities 
such as these ouJ.tivate musical growth as a factor con-
tributing to the realization of the general objectives <r~f 
10 Ibid., P• 180 
I 
! 
' ~ I 
J 
1 
education. In this field are round situations in which 
students gain additional experience in the broad area of 
hW!lan relationships. discover and practice attitudes ot 
responsibility and self•discipline ·which are prerequisite 
to successful group performance, and participate in ex-
pressive act hi ties contributing toward the development 
ot creative, e:qu.•essi ve personal :I. ties. L:l.kewise, musical 
oom.posi tion 1 a ereative aoti vi t;v whiCh on the elementary 
level includes the w.ri tins ot verses tor melodies, com .. 
posing songltl or working out dramaUc aot:ton to aooom,pany 
:music • hdps the student di seover himself through the 
development ot his imaginative atld creet.ive powers. 
15 
Music listening, the topic of concern in the study, 
is another aeti'lrity which contr:l.butes toward musical growth 
and the realization of the ultimate objectives of education. 
It should be understood tha:\l list$n1ng1 as one of the 
several aotivi ties promoting mus:l.oal growth. may not be 
conaidered an isolated entity for it must always accompany 
performance and <~omposi tion, Conversely, listening to music 
lllllY promote or may be enhanced by activity in the other areas. 
Although recorded music should not be considered a 
substitute for the hearing of «live" musical perroxm1moes, 
it can render en important service in enriching student 
l!liUiioal experiences by- bringing to the classroom music 
which would otherwise be unavailable. It provides a greater 
14 
wealth of music representing peoples of many lands, com-
posers or many nationalities, different musical forms and 
styles• a variety of solo instruments or instrumental 
combinations witll their respective tone oolors alltl examples 
of the artistry ot noted performers. The hearing of com-
positions beyond the performing ability of students or 
available musicians not only serves to broaden musical 
horizons, but provides a Vital source of enjoyment, develops 
musical discrtmination and contributes toward musical growth 
generally. 
Vlhile a.ll musical activities contribute in some 
respect, music listening plays a particularly significant 
role in. the development of imaginative personalities. 
This tunotton ot music is described by Pitts: 
'the . growing pe.rsonaU ty has the potential oapaci ty 
to achieve still hie;he.r reaches of perception. under .. 
standi~ and appreciat:lon through the llli'H~ioal power 
and vitality of the creative 1maginat.ion. Malilllation 
'tlhat comes from the po\?er to imagine the unseen calls 
tor greater extensiona ot the self than is required 
in situations where physical and emotional values are 
til$ .dotllinent elements. 
'l'h:ls Ufting of the imaginative mind up and awa1 
from the reltrloting bond.s of time and spllloe iS one 
ot the purest f\mctio:ns of mus ie .• ll · · 
Thull!. gl'owth as fostered by a program of music edu.ca .. 
tiOn in c'!ihe eleme:nta.l!'y SOh.o()ls may oontribute in SOlli$ Well 
c 
defined ways towal'd the achievement of the general objec-








which are not easily defined but which raoli'gl'.inize and. re-
orient the entire personality. The inner process ot be-
coming a musical person is "the organizat:l.on of peroeption. 
:l.llll!lgery. feelings and standards • and judg!llents of Value. 
its external counterpart 1 s the opening up of a whole range 
of U.v1ng"~l2 Certainly mo:r.-e abundant l:l.v:l.ng, 'both within 
oneself and, witJain soeiety is a blessing all should share. 
l2 James L. MurseU., l~duoat:l.cn fol' Mua:l.oal Growth, 
P• 69. 
'l'UE LISTENING LESSON 
In thtil preceding chapter tha aontrihlltio:ns Which 
aot1v1 ths .of' a music education program ro.ight make toward 
the aohieva!llent of' the general goals of' education were 
stated and listening to muaie was Cited aa one !llEI~ms by 
which musical growth might be cultivated. The study will 
be continued in this chapter with a discussion of the 
listening lesson, its definition and variations, t~nd the 
more immediate a;oals. 1\ consideration of the general 
teaching principles whioh may be used in classroom listen-
ing lessons will oonolude the chapter. 
Detiniti.on.!!.!! variations. On page three of this 
study the listening leason was defined as "purposeful 
listening to music on the part of tbe student. This 
l:l.stening, being designed to promote in ·too student growth 
in responsiveness to music, could be stimulated by various 
means and might result in a variety of responses". In tho 
younc student listener a chief stimulus is the strong 
rhytl'iluic :rae tor of music ·to which he responds w:L th physical 
activity. U the& proper musical. growth takes place this 
sensitivity to the rllytl'llu:Lc as well as to the emotional or 
feeling taotore of music will be deepened as physioal 
maturity approaches; but the physical response to the 
music will become more of an optional taetor l.lS far as 




othor h('lnd• e:x:pe.rlenoli'!l 1111th mtXIIIliO sho\tld result in a 
(!rowing int(l!Ueatunl. ~<Warenass. hading mten:!:uaUy to 
"Mnn.:ttive, d1ocr1:minat1ng lh~>eninc; to musia(ll dt!)dgn and. 
madill• which is, poasibl,y, ·t;h$ most h1ght;r developed skill 
thera ii'J".l 
Tllus it may ba seen that a (teacription of the Uetan .. 
in.tellecotual musi~el mntlu'i ty of th.e ch&!h In the primary 
grad~s l:aotiVatiO'll for and l'rilSr!OUi>0 tO ti~·t.l'!n;l;ng l~ill Ol:ll.'l\l:t'i' 
in terms of the pbysica1 and emotional • In the upper dEl .. 
mentsry claa$~s, altltough the irr!H~llMtunl m11tivation and 
respoMe will take on grt!)!llter impo.r·tanc~, it is desirnbb 
thlt\t th$ joy and fl'eedcm in phy!illcal rllytl'l!nto reaponse 
ahould contllU.I.t.h .F'or th$ purpol'.lea of this study the total 
nothit:V will i:lo called ~~· "l.iDtening l.ealllOn" if purp0$8• 
f\1.1 Us't~td.ng ts th'lll lklud.nant aotivity. It should be noted, 
however, that in tho 1owe3':' grades rhythms invotvine b0d1l:V 
mov~nt and the rJlayi.nt~~ or rhythm ini1Jt.r\l1'1l(,nta ot't0n m ll, 
be en import!'l.nt teowr, while tn tM upper Bl)'ades Vfl'l•bal 







are one with those of the music education program as a 
whole, namelyt the cultivation of appropriate musical 
growth in the individual to the end that this will con-
tribute toward more abundant living tor him and for 
society. All or the points cited on pages tan and 
eleven as avenues for musical growth are valid for the 
program in listening. Some of the more specU:io types 
of experience and areas of development which may be fos-
tered in the listening lesson are outlined as follows: 
1. The development or responsiveness to and en-
joyment in hearing the expressive elemen.ts of music, 
namely, the rhytbmio factors, the melodic line 1 the 
harmonies and instrumental tone color. 
2. The development of interest and initiative 
which will carry music listening into the <laily life of 
the student. This may result in his greater awareness 
and response to all music that is heard in daily life, on 
the radiot in the movies, etc.; it may lead to a growing 
interest in increasingly higher types of musical programs 
which may be heard on the radio or in concl!lrts; the 
collection of a private record lib.rnry and the voluntary 
use of the higher type or recorded music may be other re• 
sults of a listening program which provokes interest and 
initiative in the student. 
3. :n:xpertenee :l.n hearing different types of music 
by classic 1 romantic and modern ca~posers 1 and. a develop-
ment ot responsi vetleiUl to the chtlreoteriatio expreard. ve 
faotors of the various types. 
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4. 4cqu6intance with the perfor~~nee of a n~ber of 
noted erthts an<l the (IOli\P.O.ei Uons ot seleoteli eom.po~wrs oo 
thl!lt a keen perc,~Qnol. :tntert~et between U.ntontu~ rmd artist 
or c~~poser develop~. 
evaluation concernins the true exprtH£aivt'lnl'laa of tho musical 
eompofll1tions llenrd end to 11111 eveluation of the a:x:oGllenoa 
ot the porforsumaE~J bV tbe arth!t. 
e. '11:ut d®velopmerrt ct an awa.rene~H~ of musical ele-
ltllU1ets such 1Ui form, .1n$trumanttlt:s.on !}nd harmony which will 
provide too ba.eis for a f!l'OWi~;; in tell actual raepon1:d. ve• 
nee a to mtusic. 
l~:t:~n~i,Plea !J!.\l tecl;n~<lU,\'t~ !!!. ;era,a.en~~ltlo~. ':.~nile 1 t 
ie &IU!Ullled tbat f!>Vllill'Y toMher han ~uloptEid teohnillttes and 
pdtlo1plcs '~h:toh aeet(l. 1m.Ud :!:'or hitil. in guiding hi,s illludenta 
along thE'61r r!U!ny M1enu0u or growth • e'IU:~tY' fl~OCI. teacru:1,r 1a 
oonatantl:!f on the alert tor n~~~ 6£1})rt}aa'llea to the t~tak end 
fi.nds tblrlt taclmiJ!Uilla ere developed and ch!Ul.t-ged with the 
arrival ftf ne~~ a1 ttmtiona. :ht th.;~ preeentatton o:r the 
U.stml.ing 1esoot• th(J t(llaohel" \~ill need to apt1lY the hast 
basic tochnhUEUI at hi~ qol!lll:tand end should • Ukewiaa, take 
into oonaide:ration fi fraw opooialil!:od poi:nta hoving to do 
1110:re apao:ttioally 1•ith the Ustentr•~:~ lea~on. 1.'hfl frJllow:l.ng 
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2 James L. litll'sell, 1£ducation !2£, Mus~ cal Growth, lh 253. 
3 Marian B. Brooks, and Harry A. Drown, Mus1p ~duea­
tion .!!! the ElementarY Sob.ool (!'lew York; 1\l!M~trioan Book Company • 
!9"4J) , P ":'"1:U • 





3. Listening should be r\')garded as an agency for the 
establisbment of discriminating standards.5 There is much 
value to be had in encouraging critical group discussion in 
which the student is tree to express his frank opinions of 
compositions, but is warned not to consider these opinions 
as final and absolute. Further, he should learn that "his 
reasons, and that opinions are exMtly as good as the 
thOughts from which tlu,y come'.'. 6 
4. Every lesson shOuld have a purpose; should "open 
up a new understanding". J'l.l though no lesson sb.ould serve 
as mere repetition, there should be much purposeful re-
hearing of musical compositions. It has been observed that 
most people derive the greatest enjoyment from a close 
aoquain tanee with specific compositions. 
5. The presentation should be set up in such a 
manner as to promote interest and grip the attention of the 
student. In thie regard 1 positive psyohologi<lal factors of 
approach are important. The example, attitude, and sincerity 
or thl!l teacher toward the subject is a au.btle but -very potent 
:l."orce. 7 
5 James L. Mursell, Mus;!,o in JU:neriean Schools, P• 152. 
. 6 Lillian Baldwin, "Listening" • 'l'hirty•fifth Year-
Book g£ lb!. Music Edt~oators National Conteranee, ISartJY, 
~2. . . 
'1 James L. Mursell. 2.2.!.. oit •• p~ 151. 
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6. The presentation should promote and make pro• 
vision for a_ oarry-ov,er of interest leading to rala ted 
activity by the student on his own initiative. This carry· 
over, highly individualistic, may take the form of :f'lu:ther 
listening which should be encouraged through the avail" 
ability of records or information concerning sources of 
~itrerent types o:f' music on the redio. Individual research 
may be promoted through discussion in connection with music 
heard. Often the makir~ of a music notebook to hold pic• 
tures and intox-mation relative to the unit of study will 
furnish the student with a means of expreesing his interest, 
7. Successful listening alwsys has a focus;. the 
student must learn to listen for something. Points for 
attention lll£IY' include (a) the general emotional content. 
(b) specifie emotional meanings, (c) elements of the com• 
pose:r•s style, (d) elements of musical form and structure, 
or (e) the expressive treatment given the music by the 
performer.a 
a. The student's response to music through rhythmic 
bodilY movement may contribute significantly toward his 
finding meaning and enjoyment in the musical content. In 
the primary grades rhythms serve as an activity through 
which the child may demonstrate what the music is telline; 






him. Further t it may he the ,purpose for listening since 
"in the beginning stages of' musical growth children are 
m.ore interested in expressing then in listening, though 
the ear is involved in both of these aotivities".9 The 
following points are valid in conneotiol:t \Vi th activity in 
the lesson; 
a. "Children should be led to .listen ceref'ully 
before they move and while tbey are moving, and to 
express in bod:l.ly aotion the content of what they 
hear" .10 The activity should be a consequence of 
hsving listened. 
b. Student rhythm.:l.o response to the mus:to heard 
should be in terms of bodily movement wherein the 
movements are large loHld f'r([le .. flowing. 
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o. "Movement chosen end .created by the person who 
makes it i.s better thl!ln movement in an imposed. stereo.• 
typed pa.t tern. , • • 'l.'he learner needs gui danoe, 
suggestion, and help. nut it should be guidance and 
help tending :ll() enable him to find out for himself 
what he wishes to do",ll 
9 Gladys Tipton, ~ cit. • P• 13. 
10 James t. Mu.rsell, !!!_s:l.o,!!! lll!l.eriean t>ohools 1 p, 220. 






d. Any thoughtful response. however crude it may 
be • should be accepted by the teacher tor experience 
which contributes toward the child 1 s growth is more 
important than per:f'e(ltion in perfol"l!!Elnoe. 
· e. In developing techniques of response. pupils 
learn from each other's examplefJ. "Imitation can be 
expe9ted to some extent until each ohild has had enough 
rhy·tbmio experience to be abl,e to interpret and express 
his own ideas•; •12 
t •. Discrimination and judgment should be developed 
through evaluation at the part ot the student of the 
performt:Ul.O.e of himself and others• 
g. student participation in rhythmic response may 
be that of individuals, of small groups, or of a large 
group. A coy,nbination of these three techniques, deter• 
mined by the nature of the movement, :!.s recomn•ended. 
9. 'l'he nse of seleotetl. l'llYthlll instruments may en-
hance the meaning and increase the enjoyment to be found 
in the listllining lesson. students should be guided in 
selecting instruments appropriate to the composition. They 
should play them at such a time and in such a manner as will 
enhance the total musical result. A listening lesson is not 










10~ Wh:l.le it may be a convenient practice to 
specifY one music period per week as a ''listening lesson" 
wherein hearing of recorded music irs the 'basis oi' the 
lesson, this should remain a :f'le:ldbla arr1u1gement so that 
the activity 11l1lY be engaged in at the psychological time 
most sui table to the claes and to the general mus:l.cal con-
tent to be heard. The amount of tim<il to be spent will 
depend upon the immediate eondit:l.ons or student :maturity 
and intereet. For young children, ten or ti:f'teen minu tea 
ma,v be· su:f'f'ident. and for students or the intermediate 
·grades it may be that thirty minutes will be needed. 
ll. The records and record player should be in 
good condition, tor any difficulties with these 1 tams will 
detract froo the real p\U"posa of the presentation.. In 
addition to the general.. s.atisfaotor;r, mechanical con .. 
di tio:n or the machine • the records flhould be tree .from 
dust (various types of record cleaners are availabla)j the 
needle should be in good condition, and only recordings 
which present the music without distractions (undue sur ... 
race noise or wavy tone) should be used. 'l'he whole pur .. 
pose of the listening lesson ''is quite likely to be defeated 
it the reproduction ts bad, mnd more partic.ularly, U its 
tonal quality ie bad" .13 




Having defined the listening lesson, set forth its 
objectives, and .certain basic teaching principles and tech• 
niquea, there reu1min the problems of curriculum materials 
and their organization ror use to be coneidered. The follow .. 
ing chapter will contain an evaluation of the R.O.A. Viator 
Record Library t_or Elementa:r;y .§.!>h,OOls which is OIU'.rently 
available to the public schools. 
The thief implementing material of the listening 
lesson as defined in this study is the recorded musical 
composition. At the present time ·there is a g!'eat wel!ll th 
of every type of music available on recordings, hut not 
aU of 1 t is sui table for use in furthering the purposes 
of music education, and certainly not all of the suitable 
material may be 11sed. For the purposes of this study one 
collection of recordings has been chosen. The ini tiel 
selection was made on the bash of the facts that this 
is an organtged group of records, planned for use in the 
elementary school and readily available to teachers. A 
general acquaintance with this material led the writer 
to believe that a use or this content might contribute 
toward a realization of the gods in Music Education. In 
this chapter a study and evaluation of these materials will 
be made. 
In 1947 the nadio Corporation of America published 
its ~ec.ord Librarz to.r Elementary; Scl!oo~r:; which ro naisted, 
at that time, of twenty ... one albums ot .recorded music. The 
musical content or the J,ibrary was selected and. organized 
by Miss f.illa Belle Pit·ts, Professor of Education at 
'reacluu.'s College • Ool umbia Uni ve:rsi ty, and by 
Miss Gladys Tipton, Assistant Professor of Music Education 
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at the Illinois ~>tate Normal University. Miss Tipton sub• 
mitted the material, together with prefacing chapters, in 
1947 to the faculty of Teachers College, Columbia University, 
as a dissertation in partial fulfillment of requirements 
for the degree, Doctor of :Eduoati.on. 
Content .and plan 2t ?Jll:lianizatioy. In her intl'O• 
duotion to the published material, :Miss Tipton states that 
the record libreu:y "is planned fol' two broad levels in the 
elementary sohool .. •the prim.!U'Y level, consisting of grades 
OXllll • two • and i;hree • and the upper grade level, oonsiating 
of grades tour, five, and six" .1 She adds the t music can .. 
not be arbitrarily classified as belonging exclusively in 
one grade or another, and recomm.ends "that all albums on 
each broad level be made available to each grade in that 
level". 2 
The major content <>f the Library, in addition to 
the broad divisions described above, has been classified as 
of three general "p.rograms"t thtll "basic rhythm progr1un" 
with six volumu, '!ihe "bas:l.e listening program." with six 
volumes, and the "basic singing program" with tour volumes •. 
l Glaclys Tipton, "Music fo.r Children" :!'rom pamphlet 
The RCA Victor Recorcl Librarf !5!!:. .Ele!!).entar:v SobQols (Radio 
Corporation or America, !947 , p. 7. 






'.!.'he 1'1 ve albums entitled "Singing Garnes", "Christmas Time", 
".Music o:f' .ll.!nerioan Indians" • "Music for Rhythm Bands" • and 
"Patriotic Songs" • CO!l\Pleted the Library. (Other special• 
ized albums have been added since the original publioationl. 
Concerning this division of musical selections into 
specific areas Miss 'l'ipton states that "a given selection 
cannot legitimately be isolated for only one purpose since 
music, in and of 1 tsel.:t', is a oornpound of many elements". 
Therefore, there h actually an overlapping of activities 
tor "within each area the individual. selections have been 
t.reatelil broadly in a musical sense".:; 
The plan of selection and organization of the music 
materials is said to have been based upon a number ot con-
siderations 14 ar11ong them: 
1. Variety in music • including :ro.lk music • selec-
tions from well•known composers, story and descriptive 
music, excerpts from small and large forms, selections 
representing classical, romantic, and modern music litera• 
ture, and so forth. 
2. Variety in performing media so that the more 
comon voice typea end orchestral instruments are repre• 
sen ted. 
3 Glaqya Tipton 1 £!:. Basic Record Library !2.£ l!ilement-
arz Schools, P• 10. 
4 Ibid., PP• 9·10 
3. Simplicity and clarity ot melodic line, 
rhythmic elements • mood form, words and design. 
4, Brevi ·ty of the selection--tho~e of shorter 
length usually considered more appx•opriate for young 
children. 
5. Designation or maturity levels. In this re-
$_pect Miss ~ripton. states that the narbi trary grading of 
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materials for apprecia:tion is difficult". for a "musical. 
selection may be en;joyed in one way by young children, 
but can be approached differently by older children and 
adults". 0 
In addition to the reoc1rded materinl "Notes for 
Teachers•· has been included in each album. The purpose 
of these notes being to present explanatory material for 
each musical select:l.on "in order to help teacher' use the 
records in a discriminating and imaginative way".fi 
Contributions. '!'he 11eoord Library !9£. J!_lementar;y 
Schools has many features to recommend it for use in the 
schools. The criteria for selection and organization. as 
briefly sketched in pre(H:lcUng parr~grr:rphs 1 is in line with 








generall~. the musical content is in keeping with the 
stated determining factors. 
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While the ph~sical qualities should not be oonsid• 
ered a prime factor in the selection of materials, they, 
nevertheless, are significant. In this regard the Record 
Librarl !2!:. Eleme:n:tF<l'l Sohools makes several oon·tributions: 
l. The records are of a non-breakable quality which 
makes them practical for use in the classroom where in-
expert handling Of records by students llas traditionally 
made breakage so grcst as to make the formation of a record 
oollection almost impossible. 'l'hese non-breakable record.s 
make possible mo.re informal student-initiated listening as 
was recornmended in the procedures of the preceding cmpter. 
2. In general, the set contains recordings of good· 
quality reprOduction. 
3, lUl effort has been made to let the use of the 
composition govern its length, that is, for younfr.er students 
whose attention span is shorter, the compositions are short. 
4. When more than one selection appears on one r~­
aord side s division has been made between them. 
5, The general activity groupings of compos! tions, 
in grade-level albums, assures the teacher that, without 
too much aearoh, he has recordings generally m itable for 
a particular s!·tuation. 




All of' these factors are helpful to the teacher who 
is attempting to oultivate.musioal growth through listen-
ing lesson. 
Although the claim that "oomplete teaohing. :t.n-
st.ruetions are available for each composition"7 cannot be 
entirely supported• it would be fair to say that extensive. 
notes are available for each composition. These vary some• 
what with the different aot:ivitiea and grade-levels and are 
quite helpful in ·the pre santa tion of each individual musi• 
cal selact:l.on. 
Limit~~gns. In spite of the Library 1 s numerous 
favorable characteristics it is often stated that the 
teachers do not like it; toot the al'bUI'lla are found more 
often on the shel;t' than in active use. This condition is 
brought about by the fact that each album contains such a 
wealth of material that the classroom teacher finds him• 
self at a lt)SS to knew where to begin and how to organize 
the selections for actual classroom use. To become well 
acqu!linted with all of the compositions in an album, to 
select those which might prove most useable in a given 
classroom situation, and to plan a unit for preaentation, 
is a lengthy process i'or even the music specialist. The 
7 HOA Vietor Division, Radio COl'!H.)ration of America 
advertisement pamphlet. RCA Vietor Rem)rd Library 12.£ 









classroom teacher, with a limited nmsical background and 
too rrmny other de:ma nds upon his time, simply avoids music 
listening 1essons as a project beyond his ability. 
It is true that a wealth of material, is necessary 
in order to provide flexibility in the Ustaning program, 
but in any series o:t' lessons there should be an obvious 
organization of .rna terials and aottvi ties vrhioh will serve 
to assure a certain amount of progress toward the desired 
goals. In the opinion of the writer the contributions of 
the Library. are comm\<.mdahle, but the laok of organization 
makes its wealth of tnaterial impractical for use by the 
In order to make the Library aceessfble it would 
seem necessary that a series of units of work be planned 
in connection with the musical rna terial of each album. 'l.'he 
teacher, after becoming atH'JUainted with the album in this 
way • would then be in a poai tion. to use the compoai tiona in 
ways which might add flexibility to the listening program. 
The albums of the Record. LibrarY for Faementarz 
Schools which contain recorded selections most appropriate 
for general use in a listening program, as described in 
this study • are those six albums in the p1·ogram of Rhythmic 
Activities and the six albums in the program of r .. :tsteni!!fi~ 
A<ltivities. Although the :former has selections appropriate 









the use of both will contribute much toward the program 
of musical growt11 described in tlte preceding chapters. 
In an effort to supplement the work of Miss Pitts 
and Miss Tipton, and in or(lel' t<) overcome the chief 
deterring factor to ·~he Library's general use by class-
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room. temahers, the following two chapters are presented. ss 
the prime contribution of this study. In Chapter Five, 
each album. of I!hithrllic ,Activities is considered a unit 
within i tsel:f' tor use on a specified grade .. level. Within 
each album several shor·t units of study are reool't!lllend.ed. 
'fhese units consist of a number of aomposi tions related 
by a specific theme or toward a specific objective. A 
sugge:rrted order for the presentation of tha compositions 
within each unit is given along with brief sketches de~ 
s.:tgned to show the possible relationship of the numbers 
and points f'o.r emphasis within each lesson. These units • 
phnned l'or use w1 th the recorded matedal and the "l'lotes 
for Teachers" to be :round in the front of each record album, 
are nwde as brief and concise as possible so that they will 
add to, rather than detract from. that m.ate.r:tal. Chapter 









USING 'l'HE RHYTHMIC ACTIVI~:IJml 
The foregoing chapter consisted o.f a general ant!lyr~is 
and critique of the RCA VictOI' Reoord Libnry tor lt:lemen.t-
ary Schools. In that discussion an attempt was made to 
show vqherein lay the strengths and weaknesses of the mater• 
ial as it related to the need Clf tbe elementary classroom 
teacher in his attempt to further st:l.muhte the musical 
growth of the students in his oare. 
I.n this chapter the musical content of the six :re-
cord albums 1 :RHYTHl:J!!C AC'!.'IV!'l~II~S, have been elraluated and 
a variety of study uni i;s have been set up tor use with 
each album. 
The music contained in the six albums of :RHY'l'HM:IC 
ACTIVI'l'IES has been :round to consist ot that in which the 
rhythmic factor is of much importance and is readily heard. 
In Volumes One and Two much of' the music is based on the 
• 
simple rhythms which are foun.d in everyday child life, 
those lending themselves to large-muscle activities such 
as skipping, walking, 111arahi:ng~ and swaying, and so forth. 
This is most appropriate for it makes possible the use of 
the r11ater~.el in Ill program of education "built on the normal 
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.., 
and spontanecma activities of the child" •'' which, accord-
ing to ll.rooks and Brown. should be the basis for the de-
velopment o:f a :feeling :for rhythm. 
Starting with these aotivities the child <lhould be 
guided in his development of increasingly exp:ressi ve 
physical responses to musical rhythms; he should find that 
one pieoe of music may be appropriate for several types of 
.rhythmic activity or that within one composition there may 
occur a change of mood which he must account for in his 
interpretation. Gradually he must expand and perfect his 
means ot response l)y experimenting with a greater variety 
of phyllical activity and by using rhythm instrUlllents in 
various ways. 
Introduced in VolUllle F'our a 110. continued in VolUllle 
:nve are a group of the standard dance forms uuoh as the 
m;ltz, gr.votte, and minuet. It is this musical content, 
together with the greater variety of marches contained 
in these volun1es, which the student of the fourth and 
fifth grade shoul•i learn to know 11nd to use as an ao• 
oompaniment tor his rhythmic activities. A study of the 
m.usioel rhythms of Volume Six will acquaint the student 
with marches and dances of greater variety, for here more 
bizarre rhythms and modern harmonies are encountered. 
--------
2 Brooks tHid Brown, Music u:duaation in the Jnoment~ 
ar1. Sohool. p. 147. - - =~=..::;. 
I 
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Although he should continue his rliythm:l.o ao.tivi.tiea 
in respf)nee to tillud.c througl.1out tbe intermediate grades • 
·the studtmt t'lf.l:?' oome to di soove,r• that rhythm may be <~n­
joy(c\d wi th<mt notice¥lbltS physical tH'ltivity, end fur.thel'• 
thtlt rhythm in only o!Ml of several i'tloto.rs whiell are of 
1ntereat in music. In <>hort, the rhythmic prog.ran.t tn 
tll\Hlio t~duoatitm must gredually lend tlt!l stude:nt f'ron1 the 
*'Pont~mooue pltyaieal re!!ponsills of ea:t'ly ohildh<JOd towa1•d 
t:ho ndult•s d:l.sor:imi:nlltitJg mental ret,p(mae v'lliCh roay or 
l:!.atening Pl'Ogl'llm w.lum its pw~po:sas erlll tc> aet"lllil both as 
11. stimulus for listening Rnd as !> meerm of understantUtl~ 
munia which will. in turn enrich thta Ufe of tlw itldi.vi<luol. 
tn this eht~ptar the !lllll\licfll content 1n' e<;ch of the 
iuto l1JUggeatad un1 ts of atudy. 'l'his, U1e !'(1SUl.t ot ex• 
tensi VII) study m'l.d El'Xfi<"J:' imeni;ation j,n nctuel cla.esrooDI!!, 
ia daliii.grM'Jd to t~hcn'l the t:sncher in what grOUIJilll~ l'lnd order 
the oomposit:f.ona m.ay ba used. :i.t j,a nln:nned t!tat the 
tench.JSr mwul<i f'olltnv the ~»~;;geat:l.ons g:l.ven :!.ri ''Notes fnr 
.lli!.qg.fJl: J41:n.•au £2!:. :}hme.nto,rl£ D«h<!Ola was da1;ign~~d ty the 




and ·the upper grade level, consisting of grades four t five, 
and six" .3 It is recommended that the albums "on each 
broad level be made available to eMh grade in that level, 
so that children may always rehear favorite music remem-
bered from previous years". 4 This wri tar would agree that 
a general availability of the various albums tor use on 
it :l.s felt that one album of each type should be assigned 
for careful study each year. 
'l.'hia then, was the plan used in setting up the 
following uni.ts: Volume One is designated. for study in 
First Grade classes; Volume Two is listed as basic mater~ 
ial for study in Second Grade classes, and so forth. The 
teacher of a olass lacking the musical background to en-
joy and effectively study the material assigned to that 
grade would be free to use that of a lower level. 
In all of the albums there are compositions which 
everyone should know and make a part of his repertoire 
or memorable music. In each unit these compositions have 
been starred(*) in the hope that they might be heard 
more often and studied in such a way that they might 
3 Gladys Tipton, "Music tor Children". Oarnden, 
!ilew ,Tersey: TWA Victor Division ot Radio Corporation of 
America. 
4 Loc. cit. --
become life~lorag f'avori'tes with each student. They are 
referred to as "memory melodies••. 
VOLUME I 
The recorded selections available in this album 
are or a sort which will inspire aotivi ty in the young 
student. 
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and play rhythm. instruments with the m.usio. 'rhere are 
many compositions displaying a steady rhythm. with n<l 
breaks or .d tards. 'l.'hese are important because the 
student's first problem is to feel and to respond to a 
steady rhythm. His next problem. is to discriminate be· 
tween different rhythms when they appear in different 
compositions. A good variety or short, steady rhythms, 
suitable for such fundamental movements as m.arehi:ng. 
galloping or skipping. running and swinging, are presen.ted 
in this album. 
When he has learned to respond to dii'ferent types 
of steady :rhythm the student will need tnore variety in 
musical selections. 'rh:lfl is provided in a few compositions 
containing rhythmic breaks or ritards. With this tnusie 
the student will need to learn to respond in a more 
dratnatie way. He will pretend he is a clown or a fairy 
and will learn to listen for the changes in the tnusio, 
the breaks, ritards, phrase char~ges, and eontrastine; 
sections which ·tell him what the clownor fairy does. 'l'his 
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activity will challenge the imagination as well as develop 
physical coordination and good listening habits. 
In add:l.tion to the use of large bodily xnovement, 
clapping and the playing of .rhythm instruments are important 
activities. At first the student may respond by playing 
and clapping the nlelody rhythm if it h easily heard; then 
he vdll need to learn to hear and feel the steady metric 
beat and to pl!ly it on drum or sticks. tater, some first 
grade students will learn to hear and play only the down 
beats while other students play all o:r the beats. 
The musical content or this album. has been arranged 
into four units of study. In these the compositions are 
listed in the order suggested for presentation and a brief 
desc.t'iption is given of each so that the teacher may know, 
in ge~ral• what to expect in the music. 
~! LflarninS !g follow the music. Included in 
this unit are ten short eomposi tiona in a variety of steady 
rhythms. The use of this content will give the young 
student experience in feeling and responding with bodily 
movement to different rhythms in music. 
are: 
Skipping or gt:Jlloping rhythms included in this unit 
"Barcarolle" by :Rubinstein. !lecord #45-5001. 
"Galloping Horses" by Anderson. Rec.ord i/45~5002, 




J., •. ,, •• ''('f'il -..~~oort._ (:· ":~:.~·:;""'~' _,,, . , • 'I'his 
~!:his nutab(;')r :ia <!lxtramely short and runs 'Ni th very t1cy fur:t 
ateps. 
;, swaying or awirv.; :tnf~ r·hyth.m ts: 
"Love!f3 lJre~~m·'.t.t'ter t>he 'Ball" by tlz:!.bulk:o. necord 
at tll.~ end. 
!t is .reecmw~ended ~;hat ·th$ oqu,i W!l'!!nt of atX laasons 
be devoted to the aotivity of Ucstening t.o end l~H~rning to 
follow thia !'llllsie. 
At the i'iNlt lesson too tee,ohe.r should introduce 
the unit by t1~lling tJ1e stude~tts that llltUJio telle those 
"sk.ip and at oU1er M.m!i)s it tell1J the lis'i;ene:r to wolk or 




speaking, in the {!Verage size classroom, only three or 
four students at til time should participate with the large 
free movements. 1'he other students will enjoy keeping 
time by tou.ohing their hands lightly on the desks or by 
clapping, Each will be eager to have his turn mt skipping 
or running with the music. 
:'lubsequent lessons should include a rehearing of 
some of the old and a presentation of one 1'r two new com• 
post tiona each time;, It is expected t.hat a study of these 
numbers will enable the average student in nny first grade 
classroom to feel secure in his ability to skip • gnllop, 
run, and walk with different length and weight ot step 
depending upon his in·terpretat:ion ot the music he hears. 
Unit IX !!:m !§ !narcll~ng? Jl'our of the f:!.ve avail-
able marches are suggested for use in this unit of four 
"March in F~major" by Anderson, Ileoord ;\145-5002. 
This is suggest! ve of brisk !llarcll:ing and he s a very s·teady 
"Tiptoe March" by Anderson. Record r/45•5002. 1'h:is 
has a good ste<1dY rhythm and is s\tggesti ve of' quiet walking 
on tiptoe. 
"Military March" 1>y .Anderson. Record 1)\45~f>002. 
'fhis is a very good straight~torward march, 
"Dwarfs" by He inhold. Hecord. lf4~5~!1000. Although 
very dramatic ami rnyate.rious :l.n olu:tractar, tM.s has a 
I 
I 
steady marching rhythm.. 
Lesson 1. Dl.l.t'ing the first lesson only the first 
two marches should be used. The teacher should guide the 
ch.ildren as they enjoy marching, take tl.l.t'ns m.arohing 1 
doing, and imagining things as suggested in "Not!Hl for 
Teachers". It is important that the students feel the 
difference in the oharaoter.· of the two ma.r.ohes. 'I'he one 
is quite a soldiex••like march and the other is suggestive 
of small, quiet creature moving about. 'rhe 11se of a 
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1 imi ted number of rhythm. i.nstru..l!len ts ahould be an appropri-
ate aotiv1.ty dl.l.t'iXlg tlle study of these marches, 
Leason 2. The second period should give the studm~ts 
an opportun1 ty to enjoy again the first two marches ~1nd to 
become well acquainted with the "Military :March". In :re .. 
sponse to this march the students should show the miJ.i tar:r 
spirit in their marching. 
Lesson 3. During the third lesson the students 
should consider llow the dwarfs would march and perhaps 
decide upon othEu· sui table "dwar:f'ish" ~ott vi ties to ao-
oompany the music. The other three marches should be :re .. 
Viewed as t;he students march appropriHtely in character 
with each, Whenever possible -~he teacher should eneol.l.t'age 
creative activity on the nnrt of ·the student. 
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Lesson 4. It is hoped that the students w:i.ll want 
to march to this music often and that they will learn to 
recognize the character of' each march. At a fourth lesson 
all of the marches should be heard in the ox·cler given. ~'he 
students may take turns partioipa'ting in the rhythmic 
t~etivities asHOoiated with each. 
Another march which is quite similar to "Dwarf's" 
and which al>m has a steady tempo is "Gnomes" by Reinhold. 
Heoord ;1i45~5000. 'l'he teacher may U!JEl this number to extend 
the unit if desired. 
1l:!!ll HI Wha;l! ~ you h!!§1: J.!l the music'? Although 
Unit Three gives etlmpositions in a steady tempo and 
suggestive of the simple tundamental movements, it is more 
ad.vanoed .than Unit One. The musical numbers are longer 
and the observation of phrase length and repetition may 
be ino luded in the study. As a roaul t of the sa consider-
ations it is recommended that this be used after Unit One 
oos been completed. 
The following is suggested as the arrangement of 
eompos:l.ttons for presentation in four oonsEHmtiva weekly 
lassonsl 
"Bie:!.lienne" by Gluok. Heoord it4e>~5003... This 
compos! tion fea·t;uras a slower 1 steady skipping or galloping 
rhythm. 
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"Flying B:trds" by Anderson. Record 11'45-5002. This 
is a pleasing and smooth swinging or swaying rhythm. 
"High Stopping Horses" by Anderson. Heoord !(45•5002. 
In a very slow, heavy rhythm, this oomposi tion is suggestive 
of pushing, pulling, and heavy walking. 
'!Jaglied" by Sohumfmn. Record j,14fi-5003, This l.s 
a vigorous skipping or !&allo:ping .rhytl:un in which the phrases 
are readily hetlrd. 
"Sparks" ·by Moszkowski. Jleoord #45-5001. J\1 though 
this number has a steady rhythm throughout, its greater 
length and slower runt.ti.ng patterns give it mc1ro dramatlo 
possibilities. 
Since too stUdents already have had some experience 
:tn following the music with rhytl:unio aoti v:t ties they i:lhould 
thoroughly enjoy this unit with its delightful <wmpos:tt:tom;. 
The teaoher should lead the students to hetn• some of the 
more subtle chn.uges :tn tlJe music such os phrases which are 
repeated so:f'ter o.t· with different :tnst.rmnen·~~~ in lower or 
higher voices. '£hese !llll5ioel changes suggest changes in 
the response to the music.. 1?erhaps diffeu:ent and bigger 
ponies or birds gallop or fly when the musi o sounds bigger, 
and so forth. Much experimenting should be done with differ-
ent aativi ties and irili·tati ve ideas so that imajllinations may 





Lesson 1. Introduce the unit with s study of 
"fUc :!.lie nne", After· their experience with Unit One the 
students should be able to select for tl'w:m.sel vee the physi• 
cal movement which seents best to follow this music. After 
a :nu.ntber of st;udents have had an opportunity to .r<Jspond 
With ·their chosen activi·ty the teacher should nsk all to 
listen quietly f:or a spot in the music where only one or 
two ponies gallop or ch:l.ldren skip (dependir;g upon the 
choice of the scti\li ty). :Haised hands might indicate the 
two short, softer spots in the music where the flutes 
instead of violins carry the melody. 'rhis may then be 
included in the dramatization. 
The con·tresting seleot:l..ortt "Flying Birds", should 
also be st1~ied at this lesson. The teacher should guide 
the stulients in selecting appropriate expressiVe aoti v:tty. 
The ends of the phrases lnay be heard quite readily; th.is 
might indicate a change of direction in movemant. 
L.esaon 2. He hear and review briefly tl:l.e compod t:tons 
and activities used at the last lE'!sllon. fltudy "High 
Dtepping Horses" which should inspire body movements show-
ing the slow • heavy oharao tar of the lllUsi c. 
Lesson 3. During the third period "J"aglied'' should 
be s·tudied. !t may be found that, in addition to the 
activities suggested, ·the students will select marching 
as an appropriate response to this music. 'l'he beg.innings 
"· 
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and endings of the phrases are readilY heard in this music 
and the students may include this in their interpretations 
by changing direction of movemnt at those points. "High 
Stepping Horses" should be reheard and followed with np-
propr:l.ate rhythmic response as was done during Lesson Two. 
Lesson 4. "Sparks", the .rem.ainillg cor.Aposition in 
this unit should be usad in this lesson. In this Again 
the phrasing is quite obvious and should be a factor in 
the dramatization. The stUdents should understand the 
phrase encli!l£~ as a spot where the tune seems to stop and 
then begin again. Also, during this lesson 1 the oi;her 
musical numbers used in preceding lessons may be replayed 
tor enjoyment and .rh,ytb.mic participation. 
In the study of this unit all of the students should 
have had further experience in ntoving to a variety of regu-
lar l'hYthms and a few students may have learned i;o listen 
for and to respond to the movel.oont and change of phrases in 
some ot the composit icms, 
Unit IV Music !!?£. Jllretending. lll"ora :tmaginat ive 
interpretations are de1oonded by the music of Unit Four. 
ilere the student may contbine variou.s ftmdaraental movements 
as he interprets the drama tic elementn of the mut;ic. In 
order to follow the music of this unit the student will 
need to know how to listen carefully 1'irst and to deo:tde 
what the musie says to do. 'l'h<m he will need to know how 
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to respond to the music as the same time as he listens for 
its changes. 
'l'he following arre.ngament or compos:!. tiona should 
make an interesting uni·t of four lessons: 
"fldagio" by Corell:!.. He cord /}45-1>003. '1'his is a 
longer composition in e basic running rhythm. It contains 
t:wme bra ales. 
"Clowns" by Mendelssohn. ' 'I He cord l,t;4lS~5000. In a 
nearly steady rhy·thm, this oomposi tion has a skipping, 
whirling movement. 
''Ballet" by CUucl{. Record /}45-500~~. This compos:!. t1on 
is in a solemn mood. It has a basic running pattern and con-
tains two breaks in the melody reythm. 
"Fairies" by Schubert. Record t/45•5000. This is 
a longer selection in '3/4 meter. It contains several changes 
end breaks in the tempo and has a contrasting section. 
Lesson l. At the beginning of the first lesson im-
press the students with the necessity of listening to the 
music and "going with" it. The "Adagio" will probflbly in-
spire light running and stepping movements with various 
imaginative interpretations. "Clowns" is self'-e:x:planatory. 
It is hoped that the students Twill enjoy the composition 
but will consider it seriously enough to attempt good 
dramatizations of the music. Which "clown" really seems 
to follow the music? 
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Lesson 2. During the second lesson the first two 
compos:!. tions may be reviewed and enjoyed and then ''Ballet" 
should be presented. With this rausio different indi viduais 
ol' groups might take turns moving to the rhythm of alternat-
ing phrases. 
Lesson 3. "FEliries" should be the important con1• 
posi t:l.on (luring this period. 'l'he nuxnber has a:l.milar firs~t 
and lat>t seo~tions and a oontrnsting mi<ldla section, 'l'hose 
facts will need to be shown in the children's interpreta-
tions. Also review the "Ballet" during this period, point-
ing out ·the d if:ferent moods in the two !lUlllbers •. 
l.eason 4. All of the compositions should be reheard 
and dramatized at the final lesson. It is hoped that a 
study of this unit will have given the students wider ex-
perience in interpreting. mus:to. 'l'he various fundamental 
movements should provide the basis i'or the creative physical 
responses. 
Qomnoai tiona for Q)Jiet liatenine;. The following 
nuxnber.s are appropriate for use as music to be played 
during resting periods. 
11Val.setta" by llorowsl'i. Hecord f/45·5001, Since the 
rhythm of this number :ts hard to follow: it is not recommemled 
for activity • however • it will serve as a quieting in-
fluence during the resting period. 
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"Valse Serenade" by Poldini. Record f/45-5001. Not 
included in any other unit • this is a good swinging or 
swaying composition with several ritards. It is a longer 
composition and will make appropriate background. music for 
the resting period. 
VOLUME II 
The general mus:l.cHl content of this album has been 
found to be of considerable variety, but in all, the rhy<tbm 
is the important feature. In it are compositions which 
maintain a steady beat throughout and which mey be used as 
accompaniments to some of the more fundamental movements. 
Other of the <mmposi tiona display a general basi<! rhythm 
but also contain ocMsional ritsrds and contrasting sections 
which demand more careful listening on the part of the stud-
ent. All of the oom:rmsi ti.ons lend themselves, in ~~ome 
degree. to the acts of impersonation or dramatization which 
are such vital factors in child life. 
'l'he appropriate use ot• such musical materials may 
result in the achieVe!i1.19nt of some of the :following objecti vas: 
1. 'ro relate the familiar childhood aetivi ties to 
the rhythmic content of music. 
2. To develop disortmiMtion, buili; on a growing 









which is then revealed in more appropriate physical responses. 
5. To develop muscular control and coordination as 
the means by wll.ich rhythm• expressive physical movement,B 
is realized. 
4. To encourage creative imaginative responses 
which are expressed through itnperflonation or dramatization. 
mus:l.o will help determ.ine these responses and• in ·turn, his 
sensitivity to these factors will grow with the experience. 
5. To give experience in listening to music not 
only as a prerequiai te to valid physical response but as 
a pleasurable experience in i taelf and the key to greeter 
musical growth. 
6, To develO;'J skill and diserirainati<m in the use 
ot rhythm instruments as expressive acoompany1ng instruments. 
From the available recorded material four units of 
study are suggested. l~ach unit should be presented in four 
or five lessons of from twenty to twenty~five m1,nutes in 
length. The teacner is advised to refer to "!'Iotas for 
Teachers" at the front of the al·bum for specific suggestions 
i.n connection with the presentation of each numbe.r. While 
these units may be presented indepel'!.dently of one another 
and at intervals during the year, it should be noted that 
5 James t. Mursell, Edttoation t.:?,t Mueia.al Grqwth 








Units Three and Four contain music with slightly greater 
problems tor the listener end should be used later than 
Units One and Two, 
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Y.!!ll! Helating ~imple. rhythmic aot:l.vitiea .if?. music. 
This tmi t may be thought of as a review, With new musical . 
joyed at an earlier time. Such basic physical re1~ponses as 
stepping, walking 1 swaying, bending, slcipping, galloping, 
and hopping may be refined and related to appropriate 1nusio 
and the student should develop discriminating listening to 
the extent that he does not confuse distinct types of rhythm. 
Thia is not to say that there is only one activity possible 
for each compos! tion. Often one musical rh;vthln may suggest 
uuarching as well as skipping or running • but th€1 teacher 
should gUide the students in discriminating between act:i'vities 
which are appropriate to the music and those which are not .• 
It w111 be t.'ound that some students perticipa.te 
w:l. tb m.ore freedom and enjoyment than othal:'!h The use of 
these simple fundamental rhythms should give the reserved 
or sh;v child an opportunity to experience more freedom in 
phYsical. rasponl:\le and should provide mus:l.cal settings for 
simple impersonations whi.oh call the creative imagination 
into pby. 
l!'or a short un.it of approximately four lessons it 
will be well to use the l'ollowing rmmbers in this order: 
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"Waltze,r"' by Gurlitt. Reeo.rd #45,.!3005. This is a 
very smooth swaying rhythm. It has no breaks or .t'i tards. 
"Waltz" .N\u)lber G by Brahms •. RMord 11;!.!5•500&. Like· 
wise, oontaini.ng a steady- rhythm. tht'oughout; this nurll.ber 
has a slower, more languid 1 sad and lonely :t'eel.ing than 
the preceding ''Wal tzar". 
"Run• Run 1 Run" by Oonoone. Record ,<{45 .. 5006. This 
contains a steady- running rhytlm1 and may be utHld as. such 
or in oolll.b:ination with whirling movements. 
"Air de Ballet" by Jadassohn. IleMrd f/45 .. 5006. ·This 
is a regular stepping o1• tiptoeing rhythm which eont.r.aats 
well With the preceding number. 
"Las Pifferari" by Gounod. :fleoord /)45 ... ~>007. A 
frolicking but steady rhythm, this may be interpreted as 
music tor skipping or b,opping. 
Lesson l. At the fir at lesson "Wal tzar•• and "Waltz 
NUmber 9,. should be played fo:t.• student partioipat:Lon. The 
atudents may Wish to experiment with d:tf:f'e:rent types ot 
bodily 1110vement to fit these swaying rhythms. A :tew light 
soundin~ rl:\ythm instrUl'!'l.ents may be UMd '!;o aocompany the 
m:ua:t.c. It should be observed that "Waltz r~umber 9" has a 
rather sad and lonely feeling., 
Lesson 2. '!'he two waltzes mey he replayed :tor 
quiet listening snd enjoyable participl'ltion during the 
seoorul lesson. Inform the students that at this lesson 
they will hear l!\UaiQ for other :rhythrili!h Play the reool'd• 
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ill~$ of "Run, Run, Run'' as the students U!!!ten to decide 
and then demonstrate the act:l.vit1ea best fitting the mus.ie. 
"Air de Ballet" ~1:1.11 make a quiet contrasting rtU!!lber which 
the students should recof',nize as a welki:ogt stepping, or 
tiptoeing rhythm .• 
Lesson 3. Replay "Air de BHllet" du.ring this period. 
'l?hc students may taka turns particips·ting wUh different 
activities in response to the mus :I.e. Thi.s is a good nU!!lber 
Wlth which to expeX'i!llent to find appropriate rhythmic in• 
strwnents. "Lea Pifferari" may also be studie<l at this 
time;; It is r:tppropriate for galloping, marching, and so 
forth, and is also suitable tor the use or certain rhythm 
instruments. 
Lesson 4, AU of the compositions in the unit should 
be reheard during the final lesson., The students should 
take turns participating in response to ·the music ®ither 
through tb$ use of the fundamental bodily movements or 
with rhythm :instruments. Every child should have an oppor .. 
tu:nUy to partic;ipate in the manner in which he is most 
capable. 
Three ad(Utional compositions in this album display 
a steady rhythm artd SU;ggest aotivity using the simple funda~ 
mentli!l bodilY movements. If the teacher wishes these may 
be used to extend the un:tt. 




QOlllpOSi tion hilS an un:l.ntel."l'Upted rhythm and iS smooth .. 
swaying in character. It is qUite Short. 
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"Bunning Game" by Gu.rUtt. · Record !,145 .. 5006. The 
steady running pattern of this <:~omposition may be done in 
one of. two speeds depending upon which rhythmic pattern 
is followed. 
"'l'a.rantelle" by Mendelssohn. Reeord 1~45 .. 500'7. (Not 
to be confused with Ba:l:ut~saens "'l'arantelle", Heoord 
6<45•5005). 'l'hi.s number has a very steady rhytblll and is 
sui table tor different. responses such as steppin.g or 
galloping. 
Unit II DH'ferell'\l kinds ot marches. As with the 
--- - --·- I 
compositions included in Unit One, all of the ma.rQhes in 
this unit display a stee.dy rhythm. There are no breaks 
or ri tarde to confuse the young student as he :ma.rehes. In 
this unit of four les:;~om; the students should learn to 
follow the ml.lsical rhythms more skillfully with va.t•ious 
physical responses and should be lad to hear and to feel 
the different chax·aeter of the various :marches. 
'l'hia :113 a crisp "toy" march wh:l.oh lends i tsel:t' to !!Hlrchtng, 
stl:'utting 1 and clapping. Its chief characteristic is a 
steady, easily followed rhythm. 
"March" from !J:,~ste by Gluck~ Record £14!3 .. 5004. This 








dramatic expression. It ma:r be used for quiet-titne, rest .. 
ful listening as well as a part of a unit in the study of 
marching rh;rt:tuns. 
*"March" from the Nutcracker Suite by Tchaikovski. 
Record #45 .. 5004. As a crisp "toy" march t;h:I.G number is 
similar in tee ling to the preceding "Soldiers March", but 
contains more contrast of feelin{o; w:tthill the regular rhythm. 
Lesson 1. At the first les.son general en,joyment of 
maroh:i,ng, using "fjoldiers Mareh" 1 should be the important 
factor. The student should observe that a good soldiel' 
makes his feet go wi:th the music and is alert and eteot., 
A second n.umber, "March" from Aleestet should be played so 
that the students :may hear the different oMrac·ter of the 
mus.to. Their nmrching should display this change to a 
dignified ''church" type of march. 
Lesson 2, "March'' t.r.orn Alceste should be used again - . 
at the second lesson with different groups of students 
marching appropriately to the .music. Then tlle contrasting. 
crisp "toy" marches tnay be played: "Boldiers Haroh" which 
was considered at the first lEIIHWn and. "March" from the 
!~utorMker Suii;e. .A few rhythln sticks or other dry .. sound-
:tng instrUillents may be used to keep t:l.me with the marches. 
The students may tl:l.scover t:bla t "March" from Aloeate is too . .,..... __ 




Lesson 3. During the third period "March" by 
Uollaender should be thoroughly studied, 'l'his is a slow, 
ponderous march whichp 11' they have learned to hear and to 
feel musical mood and movement as they sl10ulil, will cause 
the students to walk heavily, to lunge :t'rom side to ~:;ide t 
or to stamp their feet as they march. 'l'he heavier sound .. 
ing rhythm inst:t'11ments, large drums and sand blocks, may 
be dieoovered as those prodllcing the moat appropriate 
aocom"l)anillle:nt :ror this music. As a contras"t:J:ng nUlllber the 
"March" :t'rom the Nutcracker Buite should be used aga:i.n 
during this lesson. 
Lesson 4. The l'inal lesson should be one during 
which all of the above numbers are heard and in which the 
students are able 1 by thei:l? wu·ching and discussion, to 
shOw that they feel the distinct d.:l.:t':fers:nee in. tM mood 
Uni;!l. III :foll.owint;; changes !! l!t.! l'hYth:m. "In 
general, rhythm must 'be felt and apprehended. in terms or 
its expressive t'unotion if it is to be experienced and 
learned tu.>ight". 6 Ue:noe, participation in even the simple 
fut~dll\mentel rhltthms should have expressi\re meaning for the 
child.. If this has been the ca13e he will be prepared to 
6 .ran\es L. l\fu.rsell 1 Eduoa tion for Musical Growth. 
-.--=- --
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respond meaningfully to music which includes changing mood 
and rhythmic elements. 
'l'he compositions suggested for this unit contain 
simple ritards o.r breaks in the rhythmic flow or changing 
rhythmic patterns in the melo<ty, all of 1vhi0h the students 
will be able to interpret easily. The teacher should re• 
rhythm.s should be emphasized. The following order o:r 
!>resentation will high .. light this contrast. 
"Jumping" by Gur 11 tt. Record lf.4t}•5006 • This numher 
contains a definite jumping pattern which becomes il'.t'egular 
near the end. 
"Waltz Number 1" by Brahms. Heoo.rd 1/45-5006. The 
initial movement of the composition is a steady but rather 
abrupt sway followed by a slight ritard. '.!.'his leads into 
a broader swaying movement and then ends with the original 
movement followed by a ritard. 
"t' Arabesque'' by Berg~nuller. Record t/45 .. 5005. This 
composition has e steady, walking, rhythmic boat above which 
at intervals has been placed running, whirling patterns. 
'*Tarantella'' by S.aint•SifHms. Record 1f4t>-5005, In 
this oom:pos:l. tion as steady, jogging basic fliythnt is '3orab1ned 
with irregular running patterns in the melody. 
"!.a nergeronette" by Be.rgmuller. Record ir45~5005, 
The movement of this oomposition changes in the ntiddle sec-





to a running and faster hopping movement. 
I.esson 1. The music in this unit may be.st be 
approachtld from an imaginative point ot view. The first 
composition "Jumpit1g" may inspire the students to hop 
''like rabbits" and so forth. They will discover that the 
music says just when the rabbit hops, "Wal'tz No. l" will 
provide a contrast. '!'he problem here is to listen and to 
follow the muaio when it ritards in a number of spots. 
Lesson 2. "L • .Ara'besque" presents a difi'erent Jl.I'Ob• 
lem. Here the student dramatizations should take into con-
sideration the steady walking rhythm which continues 
throughout as well as the periodic Whirling figures in the 
melodic line. Many ideas of imitation and dramatization 
are applicable but the important item is to develop the 
thoue-,htful expression of those ideas. "Tarantella" by 
Saint .. saens may al~1o be studied during this period. !t 
is possible that several students will need to work to• 
f!:ether to produce an appropriate dramatization for some of 
these compositions. Selected rhytblll instruments may be 
added to the accompaniment. 
Lesson 5. Uuring this period briefly rehear and 
review "L '.Arabesque" and "Tarantella" wh:i.ch were presented 
at the last period. 'l'his should be followed by a study of 
"La Eergeromt·lrte" which may well be music auggestive of 





students to suggest and to demonstrate the ideas which 
this music gives them. The on11 limitations should be 
drawn in terms of stnoe.ri ty and reason101 bleness o:r the idea, 
Lesson 4. The :t'inal period should be one for the 
rehearing of ell or the compositions in the unit. The 
students should take turns responding to the music in ways 
which they enjoy and which indicate an effort to interpret 
the music. 
Two additional oomposi tion.s may be. used to extend 
the unit if the teacher desires to do so. These are; 
"Skating" by Kullak. Record ;)145•5005, This is a 
rather abrupt swaying rhythm .with a break in the middle 
but with no contrasting sect.iona,. 
"Scherzo" by GW?li tt. Record /?45~5005. The short• 
ness of this oompoai t:!..on makes it :i.mp.ractical for extensi.ve 
rhythmic activity. Its main use would be for the dramatiza-
tion of the activities of small creatures, 
1!8U !! Respond. ins ,!2 varia tiona !a JihYthm !!!,(! mood. 
'rhe music suggested tor this unit contains greater variety 
in rhYthm and mood and featlU'es somewhat longer compositions. 
These numllers ~~ill demand a more imaginative approach, keener 
listening, and the physical aomraand of e variety of ex .. 
pressive responses, As the child bec.omes aware of the ex• 
pressive changes in music he will experience keener enjoy• 
ment in listening as well as in physical response to the 
music. 
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"Wal t:z, Nuniber 2" by Brohllls. Record f/45•5006, This 
is a slt!Ooth-swaying rhythlll which contains two moderate 
ri tarde. It is restful and will also serve well as music 
for quie t•tinte lis tentng. 
~>Happy and Light Of Heart" by Balfe. Record 7}45-
5007. This is music for skipping or for a brisk march. 
In three places it includes a whirling turn-like tigure. 
"Boating on the I,ake" by Kallak. Hecord #45-5005. 
The gentle rooking sections at the be$1nning and the end 
of this number are in contrast to its agitated middle 
section. 
"Praelud.ium" by Jarnfel t. Record //45-5007. This 
compos! tion is in five parts, It has a gay tripping rhythm 
in sections one, three, and f'ive. 'J:his is in contrast to 
the swaying movel!!Eilnt of section two and the slower rhythlll 
of section four, 
Las13on 1. The two compos! tiona, "Waltz Numbet• 2" 
an<t "Happy and Light of Heart" comprise the musiMl con-
tent of the first lesson. The students will easily respond 
to the waltz with several suitable activities, however, 
·they will need a little expel'ieno.e with the Iil.Uaic to enable 
them to slow their movements to follow the ri tarded soouons. 
Children who think of theln.selves as danoers will enjoy 
"t!apny and Ught of Heart" for if they listen as they <lo 





will tell. them to whirl around. 'l'he students sho.uld be led 
to discover the basic aotivi ty and the variations of these 
numbers for themselves as far as possible. 
Lesson 2. "Boating on the Lake" is an interesting 
number, suggestive of calm. rooking interrupted by what 
might be a mild "storm". .agnin, the teacher should re-
frain from interp.ret.ing the music to the students but 
should use the available :l.nformation to dr1n1 suitable tdeas 
t'rom them. 12he stUdents will enjoy hearing again, "llialtz" _ 
and "Happy and Light or Heart'' during th_i!) __ ].ee~_e~_on_. ________ _ 
Lesson :3. A composition displnying a. greater num-
ber of' contro.sting sections ·than have heretofore been en-
countered is "Praeludium". 'I'hese contrasts should. re-
l)!'esent to the students a variety of aoti vi ties by some 
person or creature. It is des:l,rnble that the students 
develop their own fanciful stories in relation to music 
they hear. 
Lesson 4. 'l'he fourth period rnRy be used f'o:r. the re~ 
hearing of' all of' the cornposi tions and the an,joying o:r the 
sui table rhythmic participation wh:!.ch was wor.ked out in 
the preceding lessons. The important <Wnoept for the 
st-udents to (te.r1 ve .from this unU is that musical com-
positions of'ten exM.bit changes of speed o.r movement to 
make them more interesting. In order to f'ollow this kind 
-
' ~
of music it is necessary that one lis ten very carefully 
as he moves to the music. ·· 
VOLUME III 
A study of the recorded. mus:!.aaJ. content of this 
album reveals tllat a great many of tlle composit.ions dis-
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play a steady t ul:lbroken rnatric beat throughout. Of these 
tllere are several marches ill different moods as well as 
rhythms a.pprop.l."iate for the aacom!laniment of other funda-
mental rhythraio movem.ents su.ch as skippi.ng or gallopin.g, · 
.running1 walldng, swaying or rocking. !n addition, "there 
flre short dances of different types as well as compos! tions 
containing c ont.rast:l.ng sections which wi 11 be found suit~ 
able for dramati:o:ations incorporating the fundamental move· 
menta. 
Although many of' the oomposi tions in this and p.revi-
ous 11lllums. suggest a limited use of the :rhythm instruments, 
there are included in this al bu.rn several numbers which lend 
themselves to a more extensive use of the. instruments. It 
will be found that students of the third grade possess 
enough skill in playing the :l.nst.l."uments and su:t'fioient 
basic musical awa)~enesa to produce very interesting fJnd 
satisfying orchestrations. 
The teacher will discover that third grade students 
who hf1Ve had previous ex.perienae in responding to music 
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with rhythmic bodily movement have a basic eonm:tand o:r the 
fundamental movemants rJ.rid thus, are able to devote tnore 
attention ·to the expressive elements of the music. They 
may have a more :tmat~ina t:Lve approach in both listening 
and part:to:l.pa'tion and, therefore, will roaiiily become more 
s<msi ti ve ·to musical mood and feoling. Further • these 
students will be interested in listening to music as they 
follow tnelodt lines which ere notated on the blaalt:board. 
'I'hey will enjoy 1hteniJ:lii~ for the simple phNJae structure 
of a eomposi tion and. the)! will be eager to learn to recog-
nize nnd to iltentify when they hear them, some of the ruore 
common instrUllletlts of the orohestra. 
>i'hile some !'}tythm1c end listening activities fit 
into the c urricu.lum in rel!! tion to the soaial stu1Ues • 
physical education and other activities probably the great~ 
est satisft3ction aru.\ musical growth win ra~Jult -when a unit 
of study is pwsued. 'fhe follow it!€.; four units of work are 
suggested for use in connection with the material avail" 
able in this album. Although the units need not be studied 
:ttl the order given, Units One and Two aontai.n t!1e most 
simple ro.ater:ta:t end should probably be used i'ir:st. g;Hth 
unit should be studied in a sa.t•:ies of' :!'ou:r. ox• fi'lre eon-
.EHltllH;ive weekly lessons !!'lith . .rela.ted raaterial, songs, and 
so forth, bt~ing used whenever possi hle in the other lllU<: ia 
periods during these weeks. '.~he teacher is advi5ed to 
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refer to "Notes for l'eachers" at the front of the album 
for specific suggestions in connection with the presfmta• 
tion o:t• e11oh compos! tion. 
Unit .! ~.rchinG alone;. 1<'1VE~ marches have been <Jelected 
for use in this unit. · The s tud.ents will er1joy marching 
npproprintel;y to the music, selecting and plnying suitable 
rhythm instruments and, whUe ptuticipating, observing the 
simple elem.ents of form and orohastration, It will be 
found that there is considerable contrast in type among 
these marches, The lilolllpositions may be presented in the 
following order so that this contrast is most apparent. 
"Come L11sses and Lads", an English T•'olk •rune. Re-
cord ;/4t>-5009. A composition in a steady, lively rhythm; 
this selection may be used for marching, skipping or 
galloping. The phrase patterns are very W<!ll defined in 
this number. 
"Dolly's l>'uneral" by Tohaikowsky. RElCOrd ;Y,45-ti010. 
This is a sad • very slow march which iil most sui table for 
dramatization. 
"March" by Bach. naoord /}45 ... 5008. This is a good, 
brisk march in steady rhythm. It has a ri tard at the very 
end, If marched in half speed 1 t heoonles n slow pro-
cesflional tyoe of march. 
*"March Mili taire" by Solmhert. He cord :/4e>-;.J009. 
'J!his is a very well~lm0111ll .march with which all children 
-
~ 
th:!.J.'US thr•OUi};h the .t'!JGOl'ding • 
"Mt;~roh of the '1'in :'ioldiars'' by 'l:'ohdkovsk;r. noaord 
"very Gif'ferent kind of ma.roh" lthan ''Do11.y's l''tmcral'' is 
played. They wi U roadU,y Cfl toh the xnoou. of the oot~.~ 
!)osition, and, ~ftau· hea:rit'lg it plf:lyed once, should be 
nble to rt>'!lrch FWd d.rnro:tet:l.l?.o tll.e feelirw; it convoys. 
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ot "Come Lasses and Lads" may provide an enjoyable eniiing 
for this lesson. 
r.~sson :3. "March Militaire" is a fino S.!Ulppy num-
ber for soldiers marchine;. The students should march in 
character, 1rc1. th h!eads erect, good posture and with a free 
stride. A oontras·t:l.ng type ot march is found in "March ot 
the Tin Sold:ters" whioh has the sti:t'f character of toys 
marching. In both of these marches, and espeCially the 
last, the phrases are clearly defined and should be shown 
in the marching by a ehnnge of direction, 
Lesson 4. All of the marches may be rehe!.lrd and 
enjoyed during the last lesson. The students should take 
turns marching appropriately or plt.1ying rhythm instrument a 
and th~ teacher should point up the contrasts in mood and 
movement among the omnposi tions. 
ID!U.!! Follov.•ing ~rhythm 2! ~ mu$io. some 
of the compositions in this album which may be classed as 
music inspiring fundamental rhythmic activity have been 
incorporated into Hn i.mportant and yet simple un:t t of 
study to be completed in :t'our or five lessons. .tUl of the 
students should be able to respond acoul·ately and with goo(l 
freedom of movementto these different rhytb:..'1Js. In addiUon, 
they shtJuld learn to listen for similarity and contrast :l.n 







interpretations. Hhythm instruments should be used when-
aver possible and the metric swing (the movement of the 
rhythm in three or four beats) should be noted and con-
sidered in the use of the instruments. 
"Song of the Shepherdess" by Weber. H~1cord il45-5008. 
This composition has a very steady. rather slow, running, 
rhythmic pattern. 
"Postillion" by Godard. Record ;/45-5011. Included 
in this basic galloping rhythm are changes in movem<m t am 
instrumentation which are suggestive of a sequence of 
events. 
"Northern Song" by Schumann. Il.ecord t/45-5008. This 
composition exhibits a very steady walking rhythm. It is 
quite slow and sedate. 
"Weltz" Opus 9a, Humber 3, by 1:$ahubert. Record 
In a smooth swaying rh;vtlnn, ·this wol tz has no 









"John Peel", an old hunting song. Beoord #45-t1009. 
This oom.pos:l. tion has a very steady, brisk, vmlking, rhythmic 
oattern. There is a ritard at the end. 
Lesson 1. 'l.'wo compos! ·t;ions may be a tudied during 
the first period. Introduce the unit by informing the 
students tl~t they will hear several compositions with 
different rhythms. They should be prepared not only to 
walk, skip, or sway with the music but, Hlso, should 
listen for meaning :l.n the music-•rHu·haps ·the composer tried 
to describe something or wished to tell a story through the 
music. Only those listeners with sharp ears fdlld keen 
imaginations will be able to hear these opeoial musical 
meanings. Study ''~lieilitma" carefully. Skipping or 
galloping, in order to :t'it this music, will need to be 
quite heavy and slow. A com;iderat:l.on of a few tmportant 
instruments and melody patterns which are heard u1ay be in-
corporli,i,ted J.nto the study of "Song of flhephe:r<lesa". The 
phrase pattern of the composition may help determine the 
dramatic action. 
Lesson 2. "Postillion" is a very lively number 
and 11il.l readily suggest dramatic episodes t!> the students. 
Galloping it> the br.~sic l'hythmic movement to be used, 
"Northern Sol~" provides a good contrast in mood and 
activity to the above composition, Here sedate walking 




aoti vi ty. It ·time parmi ts, "Song of ·the m!ephe.rdess" may 
be replayed tor .r.hythnlic activity and enjoyable listening. 
Lesson 3. 'I'he students should .rehear and review 
·the im;JO.rtant rwints ot "Postillion" and "No1•thern Song" 
during this lesson but amr>le time should be allowed for 
fln adeqwate study of "Waltz". 'I'his number shottld inspire 
some very graceful rhythmic partic:l.pati(m which takes 
into consideration the phrase patterns of the music. 
'l~he students should be la<i to observe the waltz rhythm of 
one he!lVY beat followed by two light beats. 'J:his foator 
may be considered in oonnt)Otion with the use tlf. selected 
rhythm instruments. 
Le~H~on 4. Introduce this lesson v<ith a rehearing 
an<! review o:r the AC-tivities rmd esaentiol points of 
"Waltz" • 'l'he teacher should be sure that the students 
feel and ph1y the three .... rour meter of the 1i?llltZ for 
it should serve as a contrast to the i'our~four rhythm. 
of'\Tohn Peel" which will be introd<tced in this lesson. 
In clapping or plnying this rhythn! the te~1oher should 
observe that eaoh phras<' frtarts on ·the fourth beat of the 
meal.mre. Th:l.s leeds into the heavy beat whioh Ghould. be 
called "one", 







this unit should be replayed during the f'inal lesson. The 
student.s may take turns responding rhythmically with bodi].y 
movement or by playing selected rhythm instruments. The 
important ooints of eaoh composition .should be mentioned 
and the contrasts between the several numbers pr>:i.nted out, 
!:!.ill:.! 1,!! ill.!£ !.!, dancing? Most children J,;now how 
to pretend for it is one of the basic ingred.ients of child• 
hood which so often end too soon falls victim of' its foe, 
sel:f'·conscioulmess. Music is a wonderful stimulus tor all 
kinds of imaginings and pretend.ings, tmd al,l Us tening and 
rhythmic studies shoul<l ee.U the imagination into play in 
some way. In this particular unit an active imagination 
is espeoblly important. A combination of the various 
fundamentnl movements will provide the basis for dancing 
and dramatizations whioh the muaie suggests to the atlldan·ts. 
The following four dances are suggested for study 'in this 
unit. Four lessons may be stlff'icient for the study of 
this material, but it is possible that a class might show 
slich interest and enthusiasm that several additional peri.ods 
will be needed to complete the unit, 
"?easan·ts• Danca" Ho. 1 by Schytte. neeord #MJ-5011. 
This dance features a steady, awkward, px·anoing, rhythmic 
pattern w·l th pointed accents throughout. 
"Dance of i;he Moorish Slaves" by Verdi. Haco:rd 1}45·50013. 
The mood. and rhytbmio character of this music suggest a 
lighter, tiptoe sort of stepping dance with accents pro .. 
duced by drums and cymbals. 
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"Mirror Dance" by Gounod. Record #4f:i-5011. The 
graceful swaying or stepping rhythm of this composition is 
interrupted by occanional breaks and ri tards. It providell 
a pleasant contrast to the other heavier and more grotesque 
dances in this unit. 
"Slavonic Dance l\iumber 1" by Dvorak. Hecord 
1/45•5008. 'l'his oomposi tion features a heavy stamping move-
!nent alternating with light running patterns. 'l'he accents 
are often placed on the second beat. 
Leuon 1. In troduoe the unit with a general die• 
cuss ion of dancing. From their previous experience with 
music the students should know the t mua:te for the dnnoing 
of fairies differs from the dancing music of clown, for ex-
ample. ~'hey 1nay kno•N that Indian dances differ from dances 
of our own people. "l>easants1' should be described as 
country folk who enjoy vigorous dancing. The compos:!. tion 
''Peasants Dance" may be the ini tiel oomposi't:l.on for study 
in this unit. 1'he r!lus:i.c is sugg<lstive of mid•European 
type of folk dancing with arms akimbo and prMloing steps. 
The spirit and rhythm of the compos:!. t ion are the mos 't im-
portant items to be grasped. "Dance of the Moorish Slaves" 
may serve as a contrasting type o:f' dance. It suggests soft 
shoes or bare reet with x·hythmic bodily movements. Lleleoted 
I 
j 
rhythm in~truments may be used as they are suggested by 
the music, 
Lesson 2. "Peasants Dance" and "Dance of the 
Moorish Slaves" may be reheard and enjoyed with rhythmic 
participation at. the begi.rming of the second lesson. 
"Mirror Dance" is nwre sweying and graceful than either 
of the above rlanoes, 'l'his ctmtrast should be observed 
and incorporated into the rhytl:lm.io participation. 
J...esson 3. ':P.he acoen·t in ''Slavonic Dance" often 
seems to fall on the l!lecond beat, thus making the rhythm 
of this composition more difficult to comprehend, How• 
ever, the students will enjoy this heavy rhythmic dance 
and may develop interesting and characteristic dance 
patterns. "Mirror Dance" may be reheard and enjoyed with 
rhythmic pa.rt:!.oipation again at ·this lesson. 
Lesson 4. During the final lesson all of the com-
posi tiona in this unit should be reheard and contrasted 
in mood and rhythmic movelllent. All of the students should 
participate rhythmically in some way. 
If the unit has been of great interest to the students 
they may ask to hear certain oomposi tions at later tinles. 
This, of course, is desirable and will serve as a measure 






~ IV Our rhythm~· While there are many 
numbers in this album with which rhythm instruments rr.ay 
be used as incidental agents for participation. some of 
the compositions lend themselves to more extensive use 
of th.e instruments. A unit featuring rhythm instruments 
might include the following numbers. 
"Lavender's Blue", English Folk Bong. RectJrd 
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it45-5009. This compos :1. tion is in a slow, steady three-four 
meter and is very good for use as an. atHlompaniment for the 
rhythm instruments. 
":Polly Put the Kettle On" • English l''olk Song. 
Record i\'~45•500<J. '!'his :l.s another "standard" a(lcompan:l.ment 
for rhythm instruments. It is in e steady two-four meter. 
"Knight o:t the Hobby Horse" by Schumann. Record 
/)45-5011.. This oomposi tion has a steady rooking rhythm •. 
Its orchestration is suggestive of the use or rhythm in• 
struments. 
"Dance o:t' the Moorish Slaves" by Vex·di. Record 
h'45-5008. Rhythm instruments will be valuable in em .. 
pha sizing the dramati. c qual i tie e of this number whio h was 
also used in Unit Three. 
These compos:!. tiona have been arranged in the order 
of their simplioi ty for orohestretion. In the first two 
numbers the students wil.l find that it is quite easy to 
make up interest1r!g orchestrations. 'I'he last two com .. 
posit ions will require a. m<ll'e imagine t1 ve • less regular 
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orohestratj.on but the results should be interesting. 
Although the instruments are featured in this unit other 
rhythmic activity may be included. 
The teacher will finl it quite satisfactory to 
have a smell group of instruments which the students take 
turns _playing, :ror to watch another.play the instrument 
is often a great motivation for a child to desire to play 
it better and more accurately. If the students have had 
much experience in other types of rhythmic participation, 
u· they have lea.rned to clap the steady raetrie beat and 
can find the first beat of a measure, ·&hey will experience 
little difficultY j.n worlcing out an acnompaniment Using 
the instruments. 
VOI,UME !V 
With the except.ion of a few short compos:!. tiona of 
a descriptive :nature all of the music in this album may 
be classed as dances or marches. Of the five marches, 
all are well-knowl'i"selections from opera. The dances in-
clude a number of waltzes and gavottes as well as other 
less common types. 'rile musical compositions ere most 
sui table to:r use on the !'our th grade level for they are 
relatively short and suggest considerable rhythmic 
participation w.hieh. is des1rsble in this g:rade. 
1!. rrtooy of ·the compositions included in this album 
should acquaint the student with sever~1l well ... known ma.rohes 
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in differen.t. moods; 1:\e should begin to understand the 
different rhythmic swing which is to be found in vario.us 
type~1 or dnnoes, and. he may learn .to express this in terms 
of the time signatures.· Further. the student should learn 
t;o hear phrase repetition and contrast in muSic and should 
incorporflte this faotor into his rhythmic interpretation •. 
It is hoped that the teacher will provide much opportunity 
for student rhythmic participation through bodily move~ 
ment !llld the appropriate use o:t' rhythm instruments •. These 
act1.v1Ues not only provide an enjoyable ·typa of participa-
tion which I'<"•firtas muscular coordi.nation, btrt llll1lke the 
expressive rhythmic :t'anto;rs in the muaie more meaningful. 
In add:l.tion the taaehe r should hear in mind the fact that 
students of this age illf.<Y begin the aural and visual re• 
cognition of soma of .the tnore comm.on instrument(~ such as 
the violin, trU!IIJlet and clarinet. 
From tho reo:ord.ed lll!1l terial available in. this album 
four uni1;s o:t' study are suggested. Each unit should ex-
tend over four or five eonseeuti ve weekly lessons or 
approximately twenty ... f:l.ve minutes flurat:!.on. The follow-
ing organization of units will give the teu;oher a unifying 
theme for usa in presenting selected OO:<''l.posi tiona ax1d will 
sugges·t the order j,n which these numbers should be studied, 
"Notes for Teachers" in the front of the record album will 
provide the teacher with many ideas to fuoili tate. the 
actual presentat:i.on oi' the lesson. 
Unit I _:F'our famous marches. Four of the five --
marches cont~lined. in this albll1l.l ore suggested for use in 
this unit of four lessons. These marches are often heard 
Hn<L the sl;udents studying thie untt should b(e able not 
only to identify them but should also know a 11 ttle of 
the background of each. .All of the OO!tlpost'tions are to 
be :tound on Record ;.14fi•5015 and should be presented in 
the following order~ 
*"Toreador t>ong" from Carmen by Bizet. 'l'his well-
known melody in march tempo hHs a steady rhythm through-
out. The music is taken trorn the scene of the toroodor 
arena in the la at act of the ope.r•a. 
''Street J3oys Parada" f'rom Carmen by Bizet. This 
is a short, crisp march in a ster1dy ·tetnpo. It is an ex• 
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cellent higb.•stepping merch and is taken from the first 
eot of the opera where street urchins imitate the soldiers 
of the guard • 
*"March o:r the Three Kings" by Bizet. .1l march 
•~hich, in 0011 trast to the r1bove, is suggeati ve of a solemn, 
dignified occasion. It is as,;oo:l.ated with Christmas in 
that it pictures the comi!4~ ot' the Three Wiseman to 
Bethlehem. This well•known melody should ·oeoome a favorite 
with the students. 
"March'' from Aida by Verdi. This 1narch swings along -












Lesson 1, Introduce the unit with a brief discussion 
of variety in marches. The students will rendi ly understand 
the di.ffe.rence between the precise military march, the crisp, 
short-legged toy march, and the slower, more dignified grand 
march, Inform the students that all o:f these t;ypes are :round 
in marches from operas. An opera is a story told .in acting, 
dancing, and singing. (Perhaps the students are acquainted 
with the oh ildren' s opera, ''Hansel and Gretel".) Briefly 
' describe the scene from garmen wherein "Toreador Bong" is 
heard, Play And study the composi-tion with the ertuden·ts 
li stsning and participating by mar chine; and pla~ting ap~ 
propriate rhythm instruments. At the same lesson "Street 
Boys Parade" should be introduced end heard once or twioe 
in order to show the contrast between the two rrtarohes. 
It !!lay be noted that '"l'oread.or Song" is a grrmd~ impressive 
maroh suggesting an arena wherein a crowd cheers the en-
trance of the brave tor.eadors. "Btraet Iloys Parade" lacks 
this grandeur. It moves with the :;horter, more rapid and 
less preoise steps of fun-making boys. Phrases may be 
heard and indicated with a change of direotion in the 
marching. 'l'he greater portion of the "S·treot Boys l'nrade" 
may be reserved for the next lesson. 
Lesson 2. Lesson two might begin with a brief review 
of. "Toreador Song"; this being followed by a aareful study 
of "Htreet Boys Parade" and 1m intJ"od uc tory description and 
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haarir~g of "March of the Three Kings" from _!. 1 Arlesienne 
Suite by BiZ!~t. The distinctive character of each march 
should be noticed and displayed in appropriate marching 
by the a tudenta. A few selected rhythra instruments may 
be used to accompany the marching. 
Lesson 3. With appropriate marching and drmnetiza• 
tion the study of "March of the 'l'hree Kings" and "!\'!:arch" 
from Aida may be completed at the third lesson. A brief -
story .. baokground will make the music more meaningful. 
\l'herever possible the more common orchestral instruments 
should be pointed out as they are heard in the recording. 
Lesson 4. The last period may be used tor a re .. 
ltesring of all the numbers in the suggestecl order. It 
is hoped that the students will recognize the different 
compositions and will enjoy hearing them and participating 
with appropriate marching and the use of rhythm instruments. 
l1ddi tional material: A fifth march, also included 
in the album, may be used to extend the unit if desired. 
?:his is "Soldiers Ohorus" from Il Trovatore by Verdi. -
It is a rousing and yet very melodious lllarch from a famous 
opera. 
Unit ll Uifferent kinds of dances. Of the numerous 






been selected for use in this unit of five lessons. Some 
of the remaini.ng dances are listed for use in Unit Three. 
A study of this unit should give the student an elementary 
understandi.ng of the movenwnt oharacteristies of the more 
oollll1!0n dAnce :roms. Jrurthamore, ·he should become ao• 
qua in ted wi·th two or three well .. known ccmposi tions which 
he will learn to enjoy and to recognize wheneve.r he hears 
them. 
The following order of prenentation is suggested: 
"'*The Skaters" by Waldteufel. Record /t45~5012. 
This is e well•known wal t.z tune in a stea<lY rhythm. It 
is rel~!tively shor·t and features bells (<nd tlutea as the 
predominating inst;ruments. Music with a swinging move• 
ment is a waltz. It has three beats to a measure. 
'"".tl.maryllis" by Ghys. Record #45·5012. This is 
a well-lmown gavotte in f3 clear steady rhytl:rnl. It is 
quite sho.rt. This is an excellent example of this du11ee 
t'orm •Nhiell has tour beAts to a measure and usually starts 
em the third beat. 
light .. footed dance with easilY heard phrases, some ot 
which ritard slightly at ·the end. Since the phrases 
begin on the third beat in four~four time the oo1nposi tion 
displays the typical rhythmic design of the gavotte as 










"Minuet" 1'rom the Third Movement • symphony #39 by 
Mozart. :Record #45·5012. This delightful composition has 
a steady rhythm throughout. .A minuet has three beats to 
e measure but does not swing like a wel tz; 1 t seems to move 
in deJ,nty steps and in this way reflects the ert'l in which 
1 t was used. During the lifetime of Mozart, the Ughteenth 
oentu.ry, elegant manners arid elaborate dress were the vogue 
:l.n court eiroles and this "M:I.nuet" is an. example of. one 
type of b~lllrN>m dance which was popular at that Ume. 
"Country Dance" by Beethoven. Record 1¥45M5014. 
In :tts first and third sections this composition has a 
fine free-swinging rhythm :l.n which the phrases are well 
defined. The middle eeotion, slower !Hld more graceful, 
is approached by a .ri tarded phrase. In contrast to the 
above ".MinuEl'l;" which was a dance for the el.abox•ately 
dressed nobility, this "Country Dance" is typical of the 
more robust; ou t ... of -doors dances enjoyed by the Village 
folk. 
Lesson 1. "The Skflters" and "Amaryllis" may be 
presented at the firet lesson. The teacher sllould po:f.nt 
ou·t the different character of the two numbers: "The 
Skaters" is a waltz and swings in three beats while 
"Amaryllis" is a gave>tte wh:l.ah 1r~arts on the third. beat 
and. trips along in four beats to the measure. 'l'he students 
should clap the steady bE~at of tl1e music • discover the 









experimentation with sui table steps for nimple dances of 
these types the phrase pattern of the compositions should 
be considered. A taw rhytbm instruments may effectively 
accompany the playing of the recorded musio. 
Lesson 2. At the seeond lesson the two gavottes, 
"iwar;rllis" and "Gavotte" by Handel may be st\ldiE~d and 
compared. The stUdents should listen and participate 
with appropriate rhythmic response tl:xrough bodily m.ove• 
ment and. the use o:f' rhythm instruments. 
Lesson :.:;. "Minuet" by Mozart should reoe:tve the 
greatest oonsideration during the third lesson. The 
gavottes and waltz may be played briefly to show their 
eontrasting eharacter. The minuet and waltz are both 
in three-fcmr time but the minuet seams to tnove in dainty 
steps rather than :l.n the swinging manner of the waltz. 
Lesson 4. The greater part of lesson four ma;sr 
be concerned with the study of "Country Dance" by 
Beethoven. It should be noted that this composition was 
inspired by the dancing of peasants and village folk 
wMreas the ro.inuet was w.t'i tten for the dancing o:r lords 
and ladies in the king' s court. This 1'act accounts tor 
the more robust, quioker .. mov:tng character or the one and 
the dainty, stepping movement of the other. 
Leason 5. The fifth lesson may serve as a review 
n:nd sUlllltlary of the unit as a whole. All of the com• 
ptlsi tion.s should be replayed as the students attempt 
to :!.dentify them. Appropriate rhythmic participation 
will make all of these lessons Mre enjoyable and more 
meaningful. 
Unit !XI Dances old and mm to us. This unit --- -----
of four dances is designed to be presented sometime 
after Unit 'l'wo has been used. :rn this, three of the 
compositions studied in iJnit 'hvo are used to lntroduce 
four new selections. 'J.'he unit my serve to broaden 
t.he students' acquaintance with various types of dances. 
The <lOmposi tions :may be used in the following order: 
*"'l'he Ska tJ~~rs" by Waldteufel. R10cord ;1145~5012. 
'l'his number was used in Unit Two. 
"W!ll tz" Opua 9b • flumber 1 by Schubert. Hecord 
i}45 .. 5012. 'l'hil.l waltz has a steady and graceful rhythm. 
"Waltz" Opus 33, r'iu:mber 7 by eohubert. Beeord 
#45 ... 5012. Thj.s waltz haa a more tranquil and flowing 
melody. 
"Country Dance" by BeethoV'en. Ilecord :1'45-5014. 
A brief description of this may be J'ound in Unit Two. 
"Country Dance,. by Wober. Reoor!l 1/45-5014. This 
number contains interesting. melodic pa·tterns in running 









"Gavotte" by Handel. necord ({45-5014. Unit Two 
carries a brief description or this numbe.1·. 
"Gigue" in :s ... flat by Oorelli. neoord f/45 .. 5014. 
'l'his is a relatively short dance in a sk:i.pping rhythm. 
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wi tll a steady tempo throug.hou t. A gigue is an old 
guropean dance form in any or several :rhythm.a. Its chief 
characteristic is its basis of .r•apidly moving groups o:f' 
three notes. 
r .. esson l. "Skn -ters" should intrOduce the first 
lesson which features different moods in waltzes. After 
hearing and briefly discussing thi.s number the Schubert 
Vial t?.ea may be presented and the different e11araoter and 
mood of the two ll'll'ly be pointed out. llhythmio participa• 
tion in the form of clapping, swaying~ and the use of 
rhythm il.J.Strume:nts is recommended• 
Lesson 2. At the secnlld lesson the familiar 
"Country Dance" by Beethoven may be replayed and the 
students reminded that the dllnoing of country folk in• 
spired this gay and lively number. Present "Country 
Dance" by Weber a.s another oomooser • s way of pj.eturins 
the same th.ing. 
Lesson 3. The gavottes studied in Unit 'I'hree 
were originally danoes ot country t'olk. During the third 
lfJsaon "Oovotte" by Hnndel may be revi.ewed hril'lfly .and 
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then "Gigue" should be introduced as another gay, out•of .. 
doors danee having more swing tha.n the gavotte. The 
studan'ts should skip to the musie and show the phrase 
pai;tern by turning at the ends of the phrases. 
I,esson 4. 'I'he :!' inal period may be used fo:t• the 
rehearing, with appropriate students part:teipa t:ton, of 
all the llO!llpositions in the unit • 
. lldditional material: 'l'he following waltzes by 
Schubert whioh are to be :f'cound on Record ~~45·5012 of the 
t~lbum hne not been .included in the study as outlitted 
above. They may be used to extend the unit if the teacher 
desires. 
"Waltz'' Op;u1 9b. Number 2. This is of a more 
deoitd ve character. The one •two-thl'ee heats are very 
readilY h~lsrd. 
"Waltz" Opus 35, rJumber 2. '!'his waltz has a 
steady rhythm but is more restrained and quiet in feeling. 
"Waltz Opus 33, Number 5. '£his is .a fine swinging 
waltz; mora Vif.\'Orous in oharaoter • 
"Waltz" Opus 9la. :Number 10. A gay waltz; this has 
twirling rhytl'll!!io patterns in the melody line. 
Unit !1[ ~..tories in f!l.Usio and dancing. The four 
oomposi tiona suggested for this unit will demand a more 
imaginative approaoh and more oare:t'ul listening :for these 
ere not conventional dances. The physical response should 
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be guided by the "story" whlch each number might suggest 
by its contrasting sections A.nd ritards. This l.a an l.m• 
portant study for in it ts training tor d:l,reoting the 
imagination to follow an.d to interpret; the music. All 
four of these oomposi ttons are available on Record 
{;L;!, 5 ~50 lih 
"Snowdrops" by 'l'chaikovsky.. :l.'his is lovely "m.ood" 
music for quiet • imaginative listening or dramatization4 
it contains some ritards and a contrasting section. 
"Passepied" by Delibes. '!'his graceful lit tla 
danoe is in the rnino.r mode. It displays a steady tempo 
throughout and has a middle section in a contrasting, 
slower mood. 
"Allegro :t.n G" by Melldelssohn. Tl1is number ex~ 
hibUs a steady rhythn! tbrOUI?,hout. Sml!E!times it is 
prancing in oha.J?Mter and at other ·times it is smooth 
and quieter. 
"Silhouette" by Dvorak. 'l'his music is ot a heavier • 
more mysterious character in the minor mode. It con• 
tains one ritard between the second and third sections. 
Lesson 1. Introduce the unit by remil:lding the 
students thnt :muslc Mn tell a story or describe a 
ser:tes of acti viti as. Suggest that dnncing may help 
tell the story 1t it follows the mus.:ic hut that in Ol'fler 





the ohanges in the muai(l. !'lay the reoo.rding of' "Snowdrops" 
and d:l.souas stories whioh tha music mey suggest. n:n-
oournge the students to dramatize the stories. play ftp 8 
~lro:priate rhjl"thm :l.nstruments and :;;j.ng the rnelody~ f3pfJOial 
oaro w:l.ll be neoasstu•y in order to make the movements 
and sound of instruments .. :tit the .r:l.tards in the com-
position. Introduce too delightful danae, "Passepiod" 
and experiment br:l.efly with rhythmic interpretations 
using walkin•'h :>liding, and running steps. Save the 
greater portion of this study for the n~xt lesson. 
LtHlson 2. Con ti:nuo the study of "l?assepied" 
with a eons:l.deratio.n of appropriate da.uoing wh:l.oh might 
be used to bring out the dramatic elements of the mus:l.e. 
'l'he tlasily heard solo ins truman ts should be pointed out 
and identified. The students !i!lil:V l:l.ke to rehear 
"Snowdrop a" and they should pa:rtie1pate rhythmically 
in the ways most enjoyable to them. 
Lesson :5. "Allegro in G" and "Silhouette•• should 
be studied oarefu.llY during the third lesson. The eon-
treat, in eharacter or these two nl;11llbers 1.s quite m.arked 
and {lhould be exhi'bi ted in dramatizations expres~;ive of 
the story a.:nd. the m\1,sie (>f each. The dramatizations may 
be based upon tht<~ ttse of the fundanwntel movements it\ 
various patterns. 
Lesson 4. All four of the compositions included 
tn 1>he u:n:l. t should be replayed for the pleasure to be 
derived from the hearing and dramatizing of them. 'rhe 
studen·ts may rtJoall. some of 'the sto.ries a.nd dramatiza-
!;ions ast;ooiated w:l.th th(:J d:l.:f'ferent musical nutilbers. 
The enjoyment in the interpretation of the music 1$ 
the important item tor this lesson. 
Mdi tional ma teria.l: Although the following 
oomposit ions seemed to have less j.nte.r.E,sting possibili• 
ties for dr~wuath:a·hion the teacher may u~1e them to· ez .. 
tend the un:l.t if he desix-es. 
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"Playtime Humber 4" by M .. adotf. Raoord #4f)-5013. 
This is a very short ooruposi tion with a running or 
s tapping mo vexna nt • 
"Playtime Number 10" by !,iadotf. Haoord //45~501~5. 
I.n a slow, pushing rhythm, this ool:aposition is in three 
sections sat off by rital•ds, !t is quH;e short. 
VOLUMl~ V 
Dances and roorohes ccmsti tu.ta i;he entire content 
of rlllltl')!!lio Ju~tivities Volll!lla !· These ttOmpositions are 
of considerable vaz·iety and, in addition to :providing 
an oppor•tun:tty for the student to listen and respond to 
rhy·thmi oally stinltlla ting music, a study or the ae nll!llbars 
will introduoe to him several of the world's well-loved 
melod.ies and dance forms. He will beoome better 
acquainted with bas:!.c dances such as the gavotte and 
lt<inuat. He will meet dances from many countries an([ 
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in many s·tyles. Among ·these Etre the morris dance 1 the 
.t•eel, jig, hornpipe and tho llalling dance. The student, 
using simple steps, will enjoy dane ing aorae of these. 
The arrangement of others will make them l.W.H:ppropriate 
f'or extensive dano:l.ng and it is at this time .that the 
student will observe that even without danoing 1 t is 
enjoyable to hear ·finis type of' music; he w:Ul become 
more familiar with the use and purpose ill l!"!Usio of 
ri tards • bresks and Cion tY.'ast1ng sections. 
In this section specifiC~ units of study t using 
the material in ·this album, are outlined for use o.n the 
:t'itth grade level. It is hoped that this will help the 
classroom teacher plan a mo:re effee'ti ve use of the;:<e 
recorded musical compositions. l!'rom. the fJVtlilable 
recorded material three units of study are reoonl!nended. 
'l'he title of. each unit will give th£1 unif'ying theme for 
study elld the listirtg which includes a brief deaor5.ption 
o:r eaeh eomposit.ion will show in what order the numbers 
should be presented. it brief sketch of eaoh lesson is 
also given so that the teacher may see clearly the 
amount of m.atex·ial to be covered. ll'or suggestions 
useful in the presenta'tion (?f each individual aomposit:ion 
'the teacher is. referred to ":Notes for 'l'eache.rs" which 









Qa.U! Q£!ltN1sting moods 1!!. marches. ()f the six 
ma.t•ohes included in the albUlll, ±'ou.r are suggested for use 
in this unit. '!'llis s tuiiy is designed ·to snow tho v~u·:Lety 
of mood and pm·pose which ;way be found in lllarohes.. In 
addHion, a study of tl:lir:1 ma-terial should asr;ist in 
acquainting the student with the more common orchestral 
instr11ments and some of their va.ded tlses. lfour con-
t3eoutive weekly lessona of twenty-five to thirty minutes 
length shoul'l provide enough time to cor;lplete the unit. 
'l'illl :following or<ler is SU({~gested tor pr~Hwntation 
of the oompoBi tions all of whioh are i'ound on no cord 
#45-5018. 
inspiring r.vu·ch in a very sn''PPY '•~~mpo. 'l'hero a.t•o no con-
trasting s~Hl'~:i<ms or breaks in the z·hytlwt. 
"March" fl"ora ])Jhigenig in AUli 1?. by Gluck. '£he 
stately, solemn and ma;jestic feeling of this march is 
O!U'l"ied throughout th.e oompos:t, tion .• 
'*Mt:ll"Ch" from ~ii~t,atl.l..t'es by Heilthold. This ccm-
position displays the i'ollowin.g cont.rasting moods: A 
(military), B ( l'(l\'eNmt and rnajo stic) and 0 (mHita.r.y). 
"March Grotesque" by Binding. This OO!flpoui tion 
ia sugf~esti ve ot characters associated v;i tll Halloween for 







grot.esque so.1:ot of' melody whioh f'a(lss ou·t toward ·the end. 
Lesson 1. In·t.roduce the unit with a d:l.scussion o:r 
marches: Some of the various kinds are the military march, 
the toy march, and the grand march. '.l.'l1ey usue.lly move 
in two or fou.r beats to a measure and ordinarily keep the 
same mood and rhythm throughout. Inform the students 
that in this unit they will hear some different things 
in :marches. At this first lesson the Schumann ma:roh 
should be carefully studied with student discussion ot 
the r[OOd and instruments heard. Appropriate use should 
be made of rhythm. instrtt!ll.ents and other forms of rhythmic 
paJ:'ticipation. it is important that the students dis-
cover the unusual three-tour meter in this march. l''bllow-
ing the stud:y- of ''March" by Schumann the contrasting "March" 
by Gluck: may be briefly in traduced. 
f'ul attention during the second lesson and the teacher 
should be sure that the students observe the two distinct 
moods in this eomposi tion. '.!.'he cauok march may be studied 
further and briefly compared with the Ileinhold "March" 
which has a middle section of a simU.ar mood. Vi/arching 
and the use of rhythm instruments by tM students are im-
portant activities. 
r.esson s. In oonnectiotl with the study of "Maroh 
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Grotesque" during the third period, the students should be 
urged to drnmattz.e the mua:l.e for this is a comic march 
dema11d1ng distorted, :ret :rhythmic, MOVement. conclude 
the lesson with a rehearing and m<n:u:n.ary of "March" by 
HeinhoJ.d which W!ls oonatderE;)d at the previous lesson. The 
contrasting sections in thiE: march are import.l'lnt and the 
. stl~dents should ree1ize thnt e. story sequence demlHlCls the 
Ch<u~ge of mood. 
Le13so.n 4. 'l'he fourtll lesson should serve as a 
s1uumary for the unit ill which all the merahes are replayed 
and discussed brie:t'ly to point out their contrasting 
characteristics. TJwre should be xattch student partil:!ipa ... 
tion through app1•opriate marching and the playix~g of 
rhyth.nt instruments. 
Additional Material: If time permits an(l an ex• 
tension of the unit is desired, it would be well to in-
clude a study of "March of the Priests" by Mozart. This 
is a very lovely composition in a dignified, reverent 
mood with a steady, alow""lll.oving tempo throughout. 'l'his 
number is omitted frQl11 the unit but is reoollllMnded as 
supplementary llla terial. 
"War Bong'' by Heinhold seew; to be less significant 
music and so is omitted from the unit. However, it may 
be used if the teacher wishes. 'I'his oomposi tion contains 
a contrast in mood. 
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Unit y Dances f'.rom the 21::!!. v.'Qrld !!?. !£! .!!!.!.• The 
organization or this unit is based on the assumption that 
students in the fifth grade study American hi story and are 
aoquain·ted, in a general way, with the fact that the oul~ 
ture of this oount.ry, in large part, is indebted to the 
I~uropean peoples who came here, Of the1Je, the m.o !)t ob .. 
vious early contributors are England ard Franoe. The 
f1lot that the early settlers brought tlleir songs, dances, 
and other oul tural as.sets with them should be a oonsidera-
tion of the social studies program. It is recom.tru:mdad 
that the study of this unit be undertaken after a bAsic 
understanding of the historical background has been as• 
tablished. 
~rhe following order is suggested tor: the oomposi tiona 
to be used in this unit of five lessons: 
"Shepherd.s Donee" by JiJdward German. Record #45-5018. 
. . . '7 'J:his is !l delightful, gentle, !ll:ld g:r~toeful morris clance 
suitable f'or dmple daneing. 
"Gavotte" by G·ratry. lleoord rf4:5-5019. A eourt 
dance 1 more anima ted in ehartlcter than the minuet, this 
displays a clear stepping rhythm which may ensiJ.y be adaptett 
for dancing. '!'he harpsicho.t'd is the featured instrument. 
*"Minuet"' by 1'1.lozart. Record A145w5019. This is a 
polite, decorous court dance which was carried to this 





country by the early genteel class. The composition should 
be in the permanellt repertoire of familiar tunes of every 
child. 
-l'"'l'urkey in the Straw" arrar~ged by Quoin. Fleeord 
11''45-5017. This is a familiar American ••reel" tune which 
should be in thEo permanent repertoire of tmd.l:!.ar tunes 
and • as such, contains breaks ill the rhythm. which make 
:1. ts use as a danae very lin11 ted. 
Lessr.m 1. Inform the s·tudents that at '.:he time 
of the colonization of tunerica the English country people 
enjoyed a type r:>f mor.d.s dance of which "Shepherds Dance" 
is a sample. "Shephertls Dance" shm<ld be studied quite 
ue:ref.ttllY with the students listening for the difJ:~erent 
melodie.s as they appear. Student experimentation with 
various dr:lnoe steps will be nn app.ropr:tate anti vity. It 
a cont.rastj.ng type of dance, one which omue chiefly from 
J!'ranoe and was enjoyed in the great b~;llrooms of' the 
nobility. 
Lesson 2. The study of the Gretry "Gavotte" may 
be continued at the second hlaaon with "Shepherds Dance" 
boing relloard also. 'l'he students will ll~J able to put 
sirolple yet suitable dance steps t;o both of' these numbers. 
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Lesson 3. "Minuet" by Mozal;'t should be the im• 
portant 1 tam for t.rtttdy during the third lesson. The 
students should learn to think of i;be 1'-linuat as a dignified, 
pol:!. te court dnnoe and may retwgnize t.he h!lrps:l.Qhord as 
the solo instrument. I"t llhould be pointed out tl!a t the 
early nristocraoy o:r this oountry, Claorg<~ Wash:i.ngton and 
i11 the s·tra1~" IDI;y be played and dillwussed very briefly 
dul":l.ng this lesson. It :Ls an .il!llerioun "reel" tune which 
was extremely popular on the frontier. These pioneer 
who {~njoyad Vigorous dances • wore gingham ~;md oalieo 
.rather than silks ~mel satins ond were no-t; con.oerned with 
keeping powder€~<3. wigs in plaoa. 
L~1sson 4. A reheadn.g of all of the compositions 
is in order during the :final lesson. More attention 
should be given to "Turkey in the Stra.w". '!he students 
should try to identify as numy of the C()ll!posi t:l.ons as 
possible and may t11souss the more important i tams studied 
d.ux·ing the pr~>Vio11s periods. 
£p.~t IU Dance& rro:m illl"lrl,Y ooun·t£..:i,sl.!• In this 
third unit the fanlililU' "Minuet" by Mo'lart which was used 
1.11 Unit 'l'wo 1<; used u.ga:ill to in t.rodu.oe en other of the 
same type: "Minuet" by Gluck. This is followed. by three 
unit should introduce to the student a few less common 
dances. The student should increase his understanding 
and enjoyment of colorful orchestrations anrl form i,n music. · 
The following order of compositions is suggested for use 
in this unit of :f'i~e lessons: 
*"i\~inuet" by Mozart. He cord /{45 ... 5019, This number 
is described in Unit Two. 
*"Minuet" by Gluck. Record //45-5019. '.l'his stately 
dance with a lovely melody may v11~ll become a part of' the 
permanent repertoire. 
known !rish "jig" displays a colorful orchestration and 
uses m1my instrUJllents in brilliant ways. 'I'he ritarded 
middle section and the ending make dancing the entire 
composition inadvisable although the first section may 
be danced. quite easily .. 
"Norwegi.an Dance" by Grieg. Beoord ;\b45-50l.fi. 
This is a fnmili<H' melody :'l.n a Norwegian "hsll,i:ng dance". 
The :U:rst 1md third sectiozis may easily be dtmced, 
"~:he Swiss Mr~id", a folk tune. Record 1!45-5016. 
A lovely calm dance containing turns and pauses throughout. 
dlou.ld lm rehear''\ ontl l:l:t'if'l:f'ly l'f3Viewed. Jrollowj.ng this» 








also features the harpsichord as solo instrument. T.he 
teacher should refer to "Notes for Teachers" for suggested 
aati vi ties rmd ideas for dlsuussion. 
Lesson 2. "Irish Washerwoman", a vigorous jig, 
may be the featured composition o:r the seoond lesson. and 
"Turkey in the Straw" I studietl in Un:i. t 'ti;O I raay be played 
to show the similar:!. ty in moo(t. Both of the.se ·tunes are 
now enjoyed by peo)l.e who like jolly, fasiHitoVil'lB square 
and round danae. 
Lesson ::,. T:tte third. pe:riod may sta~·t with a l'e .. 
hearing and review of the essential poir>ts of "Irish 
·,,1fal~herwomml", ou·t the me in po.rtion o1' the l!HHJOn sho~1ld 
be devoted to the study of "No.rv~egian Danae", Thi~; is 
another :t•c.,st•!l10ving dance which has some sections ·tor 
performance by a solo dancer. 
r.<HH!Oll ,.~,, Dtu:•ing the fourth })(ll'iod "~1:}16 Swise 
Maid" tdlOUld be carefully studied with special attention 
being gh'en to the grMtl:fUl phrase lines tUld form of the 
composi ti.on. This tllaY be compared with the livelier 
"l'Jorweghln Danae" which was introduced at the last lesson. 
Lesaon o. Dw.•ing the final period nll of the com ... 
l)OSi tions ohoulu be l'eheard awl. bhe ess<;mtial points of 
many of the lllusical nvJnbers they oan reoogn"ize and uame. 
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Some rhythmic activity is desirable in all the lesson of this 
unit. 
An additional cOil'lposi tion 1 "Masquerade" by Korngold, 
Record t!145·50l6, may be used with this unit if desired. It 
is a hornpipe • suggests more irregular, imaginati va pat·~erns 
f'or dancing and hence was considered a more difficult 
composition to interpret. 
VOLUME VI 
!u seeking a unifying factor for usa in d.ealing 
vii th the musical content of this albUlll i.t was observed 
that folk ·tunes and .l."hytbms oharMteristic of different 
oountrii.HI were imoo.rtant i tams in nearly all of the eom-
posi tions. Sinee the student <>f the intermediate grades 
normally studies peoples of other lands • :1. t seemed that 
this would constitute a valid approach to a type o:r music 
which would enrich the student's understanding ot other 
cultures as well as widen his own experience w:t th music. 
The lllllSical content of' the uli>um, therefore 1 embodies a 
unifying idea and yet has variety in a nUlllber of ways. 
Further, it is baaed on Iauaical eompos it ions o:l:' worth 
whicll are heard rather often on the .radio o.r in public 
performance. 
n is reoOl!J.lllencled the t the m\Utical material of this 
albUlll be used with students of the sixth grade, and .it is 














listening experience in previous grades. However, much 
of' the content o:f:' tile albtllll is l'lppealing enottgh :ror use 
in non-teohni.eal presentations to students with little 
musical background. 
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The objectives of these units are oonoeived in 
tams of musical growth ill the student as a result o:r h:h 
experiences in connection with a study incorporating the 
selected musiolll 1\la terials. These may be stated as 
:f'ollows: 
1. A widening of the student • s musical exp erienoe 
to include an awareness and enjoyment o:f:' music o:r many 
types, of many nationalities, and by many composers. 
2. A {~rowth in the student's responsiveness to 
the expressive elements or musio wh:l.oht in this unit, 
e•re notesbly: ohara.cterist:lc rhythmic patterns, melOdies 
ad.optad from folk tunes and the tone quality of certain 
3. 11 gro;vth in the student's abil.i ty to translate 
the expressive musical elements into a variety of mood 
V!llues and mea.n1nga which have significance tor him. 
4. A e;rowth j,n interest which will lead the student 
to further oontaot with music on his own initiative. 
The musical content of the album may be classified 
under the two headings of mar.ches and dartoe rhythms, and 
from it three units of study are suggested. ':!!his division 





lessons will enable the teacher to use .it more easily 
and at various times during the year at the convenience 
ot ·the class. It should be pointed out that in almost 
every ease these oomposi'tions. by well-known composers, 
are based on some ~)lament of the musical art oharaote:ris-
tie of the peoples of a particular area or raoEh 
~! ~!!larch!!! three setti$S• :rn t1 series 
of four consecutive weekly lessons it should be possible 
to show how a variety o:t' rhythms and folk melodies are 
used by composers as they build !llarChes suitable tor 
different settings. The oon.tposi tiona e;hould be presented 
in the order given below and in the preselltat:ton the 
teanher Should use those suggestions from "Notes for 
Teachers'' ;vhioh seem most suitable for the olass. 
*"Process:!. on of the Sa,rdar" by II'Politov-Ivanoff. 
1> d ,, A ,. '""'1 .,,eoo.r /t""''-""'"' • This inspiring. colorful march with 
its rich instrumsntations, fine melodies, and exoi ting 
rhythlns is oriental in oh.araote.r. !t is based on a !'olk 
sot~g :t'rom the region of the Caueus Mountains in southern 
Russia and deseri bes the triumphant .retu.r·n of the Ozm.· • 
or head of t;he tribe, and his warriors. 
*"March" by Prokofieff. Haoord £145-5021. This 
rna:r.oh, although it keeps a steady, crisp tmnpo throughout, 
displays exaggerated rhythmic and melodic patterns whtch 
make it grotesque and comical in character. 
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"March of the Pilgrims" by Berlioz. Record 
1145-5021. sm.,oth-flowing melodic lines and a slow-moving, 
leisurely tempo are characteristic of this ma.rch. 
Lesson 1. The lesson may be introduced with a pre-
sentation of' some of' the inf.o.r.mation about "Procession of 
the Sardar"; then the students may be asked to listen for 
position--is it gay and dancing in character? No, it is 
more strong and bold. The recording may be replayed as 
the music is studied in various ways. Students should 
march to the music • sing the principle melody, listen 
tor or play the steady drum rhythms, and attempt to 
identity tht) principle orchestral i.nstruments heard in 
the composition. 
l.esson 2. "1?rocession of the sardar" may be re .. 
heard during this lesson as ·the students participate in 
some of the ways sUggested in Lesson One • Following this • 
"March" by Prokofieff may be played as a contrasting type 
of march. The students should <iiscuss and.· attempt to give 
their :l.mpress:tons or the music and then the story may be 
told as s background to the music • 'l'he oomposi t.ion may 
be replayed several times as the students listen for and 
discuss the rhYthmic patterns, mood, and orchestral in• 
stru:ments, which are beard. 
r.esson 3. A 'brief mention o:f the two preeeding 
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marches may be made early in this period. "Procession of 
the sardar" should be described as a processional march 
and the Prokofieff nUlll.ber as an exaggerated comic march. 
"March of ·t;he 1'ilg.rims" may be played, unrunned, as the 
s'tudtmts l:l.s·ten to determine the ohsraoter and general type 
ot this march. After a short disoussion of' the mood and 
a prer-;entation of the story, the composition should be re-
plll;ved as the studen·ts listen oareful.ly for the instruments 
used. Appropriate marching and the playing of the rhythmic 
patterns may be i.nteresting and value ble acti\ri ties. 
I,esmm 4. 'J:he last les::-.on should be spent :ill re• 
hearing a 11 of the numbers and :!n a discussion of their 
more important tlspeots. l'he great contrasts in mood !lnd 
movement should be elltphesized. .<\11 of the students should 
be able to recognize end identify these three marches. 
~ II C)le.racteristie dance :rpythms !!!!'!. melodies 
~ ~li:t'fere.!!! oounuries. The following oomposi tions • oased 
on the dance rhytl:llns and melodies of' three different coun-
tries, will provide much opportunity for the teeoher to 
guide his studenti'l in understanding the use which oomposars 
often make of foll~ melodies and rhytJmm. It may be on .. 
served how an original melody is varied, through changes 
in orchestration, rb.ytl:lln, and harmony to make the com-
position interesting. Since the mus:l.col numbers are so 
lnelodious and contain such rich ht•.rmonies and interesting 
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rhythms the 1c1tudents will find this a very enjoyable unit 
for study, The f'ollowi.ng order is suggested for the study 
of these oomposit:l.ona in four lessons: 
*''Country Gardens" by Grainger. Haoord ;;!.45•5020. 
This :!.s Ml ar.ran{)ernent of an old English morris danoe tune. 
It has t3 steady rhythm throughout and nhoulc1 he in every 
student;' ~1 repertoire o:t f>lmil:l.ar compositions. 
"'Gzar:l,ne Mazurka" by D~cmne, Heoord ,J45-ti022. A 
traditional Polish dance is the oasis of this appealing, 
graoe:rul c:t)mpol.ld. tion in three~four meter. It has occasj.onal 
.ritardad snots and oontra~>ting aect:l.ons, 'l'his dance form 
is also found mnung ·the piano ooroposi tiona o:f the oeleb.rated 
Polish OO!llposer, Chopin. 
"Bpanish SQrena.de" by Bil?:et, He cord 1l45-fi022. 
This colorful snd appealing COlliposi tion is based on the 
typical melodies and bolero rhythms of Spain, 
Deversl days in a.<lvanoe of the first "lietening 
lesson" of this una • ·the teacher should gu:l.cte the class 
in a disouss:ton of fell~ dances and songs of countries with 
which the students are familiar. For eXfJmple, folk songs 
of Mexieo 'l">hioh are well known and are often used for 
dtmaing are "OieU. to Lindo'' and "Lii Cuchl\1racha'' • 'I'hese 
songs may he found in the st'udents• song book, ~'lusio 11veru:where8 
I) ~rhel'eSS AJ.'mitage 1 et 
t;he series, A Singing Bchool. 
Company, 1944 l . 
al., Music 11lver¥;where (From 
Boston; ·a.(J. Birehn.rd and 
I 
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end i.t would be woll to stng them it they are familiar to 
the students. If a MexiMn dance is known by any student 
this might also be used. Discuss, also, the costumes used 
and the typiool dance steps as well as typical musical in-
struments. A HL1lilar approaoh ruay be made to familiar 
se)ngs ~1nd dBnoes of o'.;her oountr:l.es. 
r.esson 1. The teacher may in trod uo e the first 
listening les11on in the unit by stating t11at oom.posers of 
music have often taken the foll<. '"unes and rhythms of {1if'• 
terent oountri<)S for use in their oomp()s.i tions. '£he students 
will be interestE~d in knowing that the three musical com-
post tiona to be studied in this unit have their origins 
in folk tunes and danee.s. !n this study the class shOuld 
attempt to find, in a non-technical WilY, what part oJ:' the 
music was ·the original folk ma terinl, and bow the comp.oaer 
developed this material through repeti t:!.on, varied orches-
tration, and so forth, into an attrac.tive p:teoe of concert 
rQUsic. "Country Gardens" should be studied with these 
objectives in mind. The students may eing the principle 
melodies, play the more important rhythmic pat·t.erns and 
listen for the 11100d and illstrumentation of the oomposi tion. 
Lesson 2. "Cou11try Oardens" may be replayed and dis~ 
cussed briefly earlY :l.n the second lesson. It should be 
observed that this is a lively· oountry danae suoh as was 




contr·ast to this, "Ozr>rine :Mazurka" is u court dance of 
the l'oli sh nobility. Al'though it is 11 vely, 1t is more 
refined than the country danoes.. 'l'here are many attractive 
tnelodie s to be sung and rhythms to be played in this com-
position.· Perhaps the students will wish to experiment 
with tracti tional m!H::urka dalme steps. 
Lesson 3• "Spanish Serenade" will provide an inter~ 
eating study for the third lesson, Remind the stuiients 
that all or the oompositions in this unit r:lre based on 
folk songs and dance rhythms. I.n this case • a fl'renoh oom-
>JOser used a Spanish dnnoe rhythm t'fH' h!ts composition. The 
colorful Spanish etmc;sphere of the gay crowd and bright 
costumes should be associated with th.is ;i!cmaa. r.rhe bolero 
rhythm in this oompoHi tion is en especially important 
ohsracter:l.stic as is • also, the use of the oestHne·ts in the 
orchestration. 
Lesson 4. 'l'he outstancling eha.raoteriatios of <~11 o:t' 
the oomposi tions should be mentioned as they are replayed 
cluring the final lesson of the unit, "Country Gard.ens" 1s 
H cwrapo~;>ition b~1sed on the lively, yet .relst:i."'lely simple 
dnnoe of country t'olk, "Ozsrine liJtazurl<a" hils 5. ·ts roots in 
the more sophist:l.oated 1 yet lively, bnllroom rlanoe of 
nobility, and "Span:l.sh Serenade", because of its notional 
background, is more colorful and J:'hYthmically intex·esting 
I; han either of the other two. Student partic:l.pa"t:J.on through 
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si ngint,h playing of iltstrU!ll.ent s end dano ing should be an 
important part of this lesson. 
ID!lllll Hhtth!!!~ ru:& nwlodies £!. the l\legr.~ .!;_§ paed 
2.\:: composers. 'I:wo compo~>i tiona in this album. fat' ture the 
rhythtm; and tunes to be found in the dancing and. singing of 
·the Negro. In oomb:l.nat:ton with two or three Negro songs 
these make a waJ.l .. bn1rmoed unit of three J.el.'Hlons. 
"Ji'.t•om the Oanebral<e" by Gartlner. Reoord ;?45-5023. 
This oompoeHion features the syncopated rhyth.'lls and tunes 
of the Negro of the West Iml;tes. There is a slower midcUe 
section in. contrast to the lively first and last seoUons. 
"Juba Dan.:ce" by Dett. :Record if45-502~'i. Another 
oomposi tion inspired by Hegro rhythms and. tunE>~l 1 in this 
nU!ll.ber the melodic and rhythmic patterns move faster and 
with less degree of contrast between the different sections. 
Leason 1. It t>hould be po:1.nted out the t rhythm, 
as well as melo<.ty, has hed a very intportant place in the 
life of the Negro. He uses songs in ooxmcotion with his 
religion as well as songs and rhythms to help him work. 
J\s an intJ.'oliuotion to the unit, songs such aa "ESw:tng Low, 
Sweet Chariot", "Deep ttl.ver" al)d "Litt:le David, Play on 
Your lhrp" may he su.ng and described as the Negro's means 
of expreS!liXIg his religious ideafil in !lOng. ~'he stu.derJ.ts 
ll.laY know t)lat the Negro liked to dance and <>ing for re-








synoopatEHl rhythm was used and this has become the rhyth-
mic bnsis of much of the ponular musj.o of America. "l•'rom 
the Caneb.ral,e" should be studiecl considering this rhythmic 
factor as well as the form ani instrumentation used by 
the composer. 
Lesson 2. "Juba Da11oe" displays a more regular 
rhythmic pattern which is relatecl to a rhythmic chant. 
'l'he students wiLL enjoy "patting" the iHH>io rhythm as well 
as reoi ting the chant. 'l'he va.riety of i.nstruments which 
·the composer used is quite interesting, and indicates his 
cleverness a·~ being able to transform very small ideas, 
borrowed from the Negro, into an interesting compos i tj.on. 
L~:m son 3. Both of the e ornpos i ti. one may be heec1rd 
during the third lesson. It will be found thr.1t ":B'rom the 
Canebrake" has ~wsily discernable contrasting seet:!.ons, 
but the not11ble feature of ",Tuba Dance" is :l.t H stecdy 
oasj.o rhythm.. Both are besed on dencel x•hythm~?. of the 
Negro rather than upon religious feeling sueh as motivated 
sonte of the well-known lJagro songs. 
I 
C Hli.l''J!EH VI 
!n the previous chapter, the musical content of the 
el bums, cla~Hdf:ied as 1:HY'l:'HMIC AC'l'IVI~.'II::e>, wan briefly des~ 
oribed and organized into units wlth suggestionn for pre-
sentl'!tion, Similarly, in this chapter, the six reoord 
albums, LISTl£N!l~G hG'r!V!TUS, have been evaluated and a 
variety of study units lla ve been set up for use with eACh 
album. 
AsHle from his need for activity and. his love of 
rhytl.lm.io, physical renponse which was such an important 
factor in the li£1tening lasso ns based on the albums of 
HHY'I'IiMIO AU'J!IVI'HES, the young st:udent hn s other needs 
flnd interests which may be served. and dl:'lVeloped through 
music. :from infancy through old age, music wh:f.cb has a 
soothing rmd relaxing effect i.s nBedE><l and loved. In this 
series or albums there ore many such omnpos 1 tions. Volume 
One givtJll an important place to lullabieti and in subr;equent 
albums quiet, descriptive oomposltions serve the same purpose. 
Desorj.ptive music may be defined as that in which, 
i;hrough musicAl met•ms, the composer conveys to the listener 
1 IlOA Vic tor nee oro. Library for Ii:lementa:ry Schools, 
'1\ . 'J ' ' 1" 71 ''" 7" '.' 7'1. 1>' '74 M 7'' '' 7" .a ::.nrms J. untoeret~. .~.~- ", .1.- (';j, 1!; ... t}, w- , .~.u. .... n • .;~~-:- u .. 
,----------·"·-------
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rather sp~'oifio id<~as. These may range, on the one ex·treme, 
f.ron1 a rather realistic imitation of an objeo·h, through the 
impressionistic portrayal of a scene or event, to the oom• 
munioation of a general teel.ir1g or emotion. 
The major portion of the compositions in these albums 
is descr:l. pti ve iu some way. 13eginning w 1 th music which tells 
a story or ~~hioh is desctipti ve of events and oharacters 
well within the young student • s understandi.ng and enjoyment, 
the content of' these albums gractually broadens m::t'ti.l a grea·t 
variety of characterizations an<l moods are made available. 
The student should learn to hear and to sense the 
descriptive detoil of r.t oclro.position. Fl.rst he will be ~;~ble 
to express what he hears by engnging in pantomime or dre!li8-
tization, and la tar, verbal deSCl'i ptions wi 11 assist him in 
hie expression. .As musio beoomes more raeartingtul for him 
the student finds that it oan be expressive of' the evor~ 
widel'lil1g rani>e of feeling v.:h i<lh is present in him. Later, 
when he heal'S nntsic related to his own feGling, that music 
may become a N!rson~~l means of eX]:lressi.on. 
As in the p.r cgram. base(! on the tl1lYTH11! G .1\C'l'I\f!~'Tl~S, 
the student, through his oontact with the umsic of 1;hese 
alburas. gradu11lly acquires in:f'ormat;ion about the construction 
and the per:l"or!lliJnce of th:l.s music. He may lee.rn about some 
of the basic techniqttes which composers use in putting their 
thoughts and feelings into 111usical form. "~rheso may have to 
do "i!i th fuctors dealing with meter nnU. the notation of 
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.dlY"llm, J,>hx·ase repeti Uon alit contrast, dynamics, melody 
line and harr•1ony. He r:J.ay hear the different tone colors 
of the ins trmueni;s and u;,.<~y learn to irlentity them and to 
unct.erstrmd why a ;Hl..etioular instrument i:: used fo.r certain 
effects. It is at this time that "absolute'' music \Vill 
come to b<1 of' interest to the student. 
'fho term ''absolute·' as used in rEllation to music is 
a .r.cla ti ve one, (;3tudent s may more readily understand the 
term "pure" which J.ll(lY r•1so be used in i;his connection.) 
"Absolute" music is that in which the form and musical 
elements of the composition are m.ore obvious to the listener 
than what ·the composer has to say. '"Nhile :l.t is perf'eo'Uy 
legitimate to seek the •meaning' of a piece of 'absolute' 
music, we must not think that it is 'about' something, like 
a piece o·f descriptive px•ose•: .2 !Absolute"' music has another 
parallel in the benutiful, abstrcwt design of a P'>inter • 
Here, again, it is not the meanirtg ot the pi.otu.re, but the 
cmn.bination of color snd design which is im:portfmt. 
In Volume Three ·the student is fir.•st introduced to 
the symphonic fo.rr11 through the hearing of I!f.lydn' s "'l'oy 
symphony". · 'l'hereafter he Jneeta muei o from opera, Hansel 
~ Gretel in Volume Jl'our, and other fo.t·ms tluoh ac: the 
"sonPJta", "etude'', and ''cantata" .in Voluntes 1''1 ve and Dix. 
2 .James L. Mursell, 1~dUGntion !!?£. Musical Growth 








'l:hese oomposi tions may serve, in a general way, to Lntrod uce 
the student to music of a non-descriptive :nature. 
F'ollowing the form of Chopter Five, in this chapter 
the rrntsionl content of each of' the six nJ.bums cnlled :t.I;1Ti!:Jll~ 
s·l;udy. This, the re~ml t of extens i.ve study nnd expe:rimenta-
in what grouping and order the compos it ions may b<J used. 
Here, also, Vol.ume Dne is designat.ed for use in first grade 
in second grode closses, and so forth. 
In all of these albums there are a limited number of 
cmrmosi tions ctil:lich everyone nhonld know atld make a part of 
his repertoire of memorable music. In e'lch untt these com• 
posH ions have been starred in the hope the t they might be 
hea.rd more of't~;m and studied in such a walf that they might 
become life-long favorites wtth erHlh. st;udent. 'l'hey are 
VOLUME I 
The mus iea 1 compositions r ecc>rded in this nl bum are, 
as r' whole • app,,aling and suHHble for use wiiih the first 
grade student. NE~arly half of tM seleoticms mny be used 
for quiet listening during the <Jhort ''res·ting" periods 
which IJNl so e~lsential in primary clas!lroomH. Others of 
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through which the student may intertH'et the music he hears. 
"Notes for Teachers", to be found in the front of the record 
album, give descriptive stories whereby severol of the 
selections 1MY be made more J:U~)antngful to the s·tudent. 
The twenty•hlo musical com.positiems recorded. in this 
Hlbum are c lass:!.fied into three types for the teacher • s use. 
consl.dera tion is the 
young student's nefld 1Hld use of music, j.s the basis upon 
which tlle followin?; 11n:!.ts are organi7ed, 
!)J:l!:!l. 1. Mus io £2£. quiet l:Lstenint~· In every primary 
classroom thet•e come times dur inc the day when f'l ohort 
period of quiet relaxation ia essential. il't l:h:l.s Ume the 
mental and physical rel~Jxation will be more oomnlete if 
suitable music is used as a bEwutifying and ouieting agent. 
'l'he following ten oompoBi t ions recorded in r,rs•rEU!JIIG 
AG'l'IVITii'l:S • Volume One, are suggested for this use in the 
:first grade. 'they may he presented in any order desired. 
In pr,:.senting the music, only a f.e1~ worda should be 
soid. The oorttposit ions, when played at an apn.ron:riate time, 
will touch the student ·•ithout lengthy explanation. 'l'he 
teacher rrmy train the ohi.ldren to listen more orenti valy 
by rwki.ng tllem to shut th<>ir eyclS aud let the music .help 
them "dream''. Individua.l experiences may then !Je told to 
the clarm. 'rhese com.positiorl.s should. be used over ant! tJvar 
during the year so that the tlhildren will become very 
' i t 
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familiar witl:t the vlell-loved. mel(ldies. c>ix or the com-
positions, t;hose starred, are sugges·ted as "mt.'ll'lOl'Y melodies". 
Dy this it is meant that each child should recognize the 
melody and should be able to give it a name. If the actual 
title of the oomposi tion is simple tu:!d h!1s meaning for the 
ohiltt it should be used, otherwis!~ another mmms of :l.dentifi-
The fact that a child can associate 
a W'1me with a composition will enable him to ask !'or it 
when he wishes to hear it. There shoulr1 be no &;lament of 
Hecord }45··5024. One of the 
best-loved nnd most beautiful of lullt~bies. 'rhis soothi.ng 
atld beautiful music is fine for quiet listening and resting. 
'""The Little aandraan'' by lkahms. Heoor<l i/45-5024. 
This well-known lullaby should be a part of the per!nHnant 
listening repertoire of every ohild. 
*"M:l.nuet" by Ueethoven. He cord //45•5020. 'rhis is 
a lovely melody which :?.hould be familiar to all, It is fine 
for quiet listening but may Ellso be used as an accompani-
ment for walking activities. I·t contAins slight ritards 
at the ends af' phral!H)ll. 
*"Hook .. Jl-Dya-Baby" by C,omnitl/3• Heoord i/45-5026. 
As a childhood ravori te among lull.e bias every child. r.;nould 
recognize thj.r; melody when he h<:'!t1ra 1 t. 
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*"Humoresque" by Dvorak, Reoord !'45~5025. IIP.atur-
:l.ng the violin as solo instrument, this i.s a b~autiful 
melody l!hioh the studen·ts will enjoy as often as it is 
played. 
~"Minuet" by Paderewski. l-ieoord d45-50B5. '1'h1.s 
music, in n very tranquil mood, :ts suitnr)le 11s a11 ac-
companiment for f>imple walking or da11oing steps. It has 
two oont:ras ting moods • the first very sedate und slow and 
the seoo.nd moving along in quick little r;teps. TlH~re are 
ri tards between the sections. '!'his should be used for 
qu:!.et listening as well Hs for appropriate activity at 
o the:r times. 
"Hush My Bab~}" by P.o,wseau. Record ;/45-5024. A 
soothing lull.aby sui table tor quiet listGning and. for 
resting. 
"Lullaby" by Mo:rart. Record ,1,15-5024, 1'he s t;udents 
will enjoy this restful mHlody. It should be used often. 
"Oradle song" by Schubert. Hacord •/'45-!5024. A 
charming melody in the same lullaby mood which is found in 
tlle preoed ing nUlllbe.r a. 
"Sweet and Low" by i..larnby. Hecox·d ,/45-5024. This 
lovely melody which is suitable for quiet list(~ning is un-
f'ortuna tely poorly .recorded and oozu;equen tly is not re-
commended for use. 
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~ ll Music !1:!lh storl! association, While it is 
desirable that music, whenever possible, make a direct 
Rppeal to the listener it is necessArY, with the untrnined, 
to direct the ear to hear specific ttlings in the music. 
It is here that st;ories and descriptive materinJ. are mo.s't 
useful in the listening program. If. a child is informed 
that the music "tellB" a story and if he can dLrect his 
attention and im.agination to hear the musict:~l details 
.representing that story he will h8 ve pro€!;I'essed toward the 
point when, without descriptive notes, he will be able to 
attaol1 his own interpretation to what he }leara. 
l!'or a short unit nf foux• c onseoutive weekly lessons 
in which the student attempts to direct his attention to 
siraple descri ot iva details in music the following numbers 
are suggested. 
''March Of the I.i ttle l.ead Soldiers" by Pi erne. 
Hecord lj45•5025. ~rhis march is quite long but retains a 
s·teady tempo throughout. It has the stiff, j arky character 
of toy soldiers r,uuohing with stiff' knees. 
"Sleeping Tin1e" by Pinto. neoord t/45•502'7, Very 
' ' 
good descriptive music with an acooznpanying story. It may 
also bo used for quiet listening periods. 
~Mru:-ch.• .. 'X'rumpet and Drum" by Bizet, Hooord ;J-45-5025, 
A march in a steady tempo and featuring the trulll:pet, drum, 
~md ')ioaolo as importa.nt j.nstruments. It has en iroaginative 
story asBooiat:!.on. 
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Le::mon l. "March of the Little Lead Soldiers" should 
be hear<l S!~Veral times. The students may wish to march to 
the nmeio. The story given in "l~otes for Teachers", poge 
four o:t the record album, should be told. 'l.'he students will 
be able to hear <JOme of th<1 story details in the music and 
these ~?J:wuld be discussed. 
l:.esson 2. "Sleeping 'I'ime" should be studied durine; 
.this lesson. 'l'he dramatization suggested for this numbe.r 
is qui ·te readily heard in the music. 'l'he students should 
be directed to listen for one i tern. at a Ume. If time per-
mits, ''March of the Little Lead Soldie.r.s" m.ay be replayed 
at this lesson, 'rhe students may be a hle to point out the 
descriptive elements of the music which were studied at the 
last lesson. 
Les1son 5, "l':ilarch•-Trumpet and Drum", •nith apnropr:l.-
ate descriptive notes and actlvi ty, will make Ftn intereE~t• 
ing nnd. worthwhile study :t'or the third lesson. 
Lesson 4. The fourth lesson may llegin with a re-
view of "Maroh-..<r:rum!)et antl Drum" as studied during the 
prev:i.ous period. The students should cor'ltribute by giving 
descrintive detnils, those disoussEHl at the previous lesson 
as well as ·their own additions. Dramoti:drtg, lllarching, or 
nl.,ying rhythm instr\tments appropriately will add interest 





the Little LEHHl. :Joldiers" should be similarly reviewed 
during this lesson. 
!!!!11 ill Music ~ descriptive ~cis tionl! !.!?.!'. 
cirmnatizatiOJhi 'l'he omnpositions suggested for use in this 
•,-' 
unit lwve descriptive elements which a:re Hu:ltnble and in-
te.r.esting for dralll.atization by young stud.ents. 'l'hese l.<hou.J.d 
be presented in n series of four lessons in the following 
order. 
''Inlpromptu-~The 't'op'' by Bizet! Heoord g:45-5025, .1\s 
the title su.ggests, this is prob!'.bly ll!.OHt descr:!.ptive Of a 
top running do><m and being rewound to buz.z again. Other 
dJ~ama tizations may be applicable, however. 
"Batlinage" by Herbert. Record ;/4<)-5026. 'l'his is a 
gay whimsical tune in which each phrase has two parts: fast 
running patterns at the beginning contrasted with a slowex· 
.ri tarded section at the em. This number iS llui table for 
several di:t'ferent interpretations. 
"March, Little Soldier" by Pinto. Record //45-fi027. 
~rhe march has a steady rhythm throughout. It is almost 
grotesque in character and has the short step movement of 
a toy march. 
"Run, Rum%" by .Pin to. Record /!45-!5027. 'l'hia com-
pos:ttion hils two dlstinct moods which should be evident in 
the dramat.i.?.ations o:r the students. ~i'lle first and third 







quiet and meditativ,,. 
Lesaon 1. Int'orm the students that, wh:i.le the pieces 
they are Hbout to hear do not really tell a sttu•y. they do 
seem. to deseri be what someone <Jr eomething is <lo ing. Play 
several times, ".Imp.romptu--'I'he Top" as the students listen 
to hear when the top b\~zze<J, falls over, and then is .rev1ound. 
J>lay the recording of "Baainage" arn inf'o.r.m the students 
that, since there is no label on this music, everyone must 
listen tm<l deoide for hin1sel:t' what it descrl.be1.1. The 
students should use .rhyth:nic bo,lily moven:tent to interpret 
what they hear. :J:n "Notes for 'reachers" the teacher wi.ll 
find information which will be o:t' assistance in guiding 
the l':rtud.ents as they seek to interpret the music. 1:he 
teacher should not tell the students what th0 music "says" 
for it may have differ.ent meanings for diffe,eent individuals. 
However, th.r.otlgh k:nowing some of the pOSIJible, suitable re-
sponses the teacher will be in 11 better position to en-
cou.rage and to guide the students in expressing their id(las 
Lesson 2. neplay "!tllprornptu" a11d "BfHiinage"; ask 
·t.he students to give short rhythmic intarpre•,;atj .. ons of the 
musia and discuss the associations of the last lesson. 
"March, Little doldier'' !llay be :l.nt.r.oduoed. In this ·the 
students should rea.lize that this is not an ordinary march. 
It is a stiff • sho.r·t•legged toy rilarch. Ap ~x·opriate m€trching 
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and use of rhythrn lr,struments will be the atu1lents• best 
means or expression. 
Less\>!l ~1. Introduce the lesson with a replaying of 
"March, Little Doldier". tleveral of the s tuden·ts may march 
appropriately to the music and others may participate by 
playing a s:rru'lll number of rhytlun instruments. The teacher 
may then in trod uoe "Hun, Run!" by asking the students :r irst 
to listen to (\etermine what the music describes. ~"ieveral 
ind.ividuals should dramatize the actj.vity they feel in con-
nection with the rnusic. It is a goo(! idea to have the 
pupils who. are seated. .r.e.spond with rhythmic arm and hand 
movements as they watch those who are moving about. This 
will serve not only to keep all students part:l.cipating in 
the lesson at hand but will give the teacher an :i.ndioation 
of ea.ch child's response to the music. 
Lesson 4. All of the compost tiona JJ!ay be replayed 
tlur ing the fine l le sa on of the u.n:tt. Whell possible a number 
of students should take turns dramatizing the music with 
expressive bodily movement; rhythm instruments may be played 
if their use. is appropriate to the tnusin. 
Five compos it ions recorded in this album have not 
been included in the organization of the units, While the 
teaclter should feel free to 11se eny of tl:wse numbers • they 
were omitted from the tmits because they seemed a little 




contposi tions are as 1'ollowo: 
"J~egend of' the Bells'' by Planquette. Record 
l/45-5026. This is a lively, dancing number featuring a 
variety of bells. 
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''Ring Around the Rosy" by Pinto. Record t,L45~5027. 
'I'he irregular, excited movement patterns of the nmsic are 
descriptive of' cll:l.ldren at play. 
"Hobby Horse" by Pir1to. Record #45-5027. Descriptive 
of the random activities oi' children pla:ting together. 'i'he 
mof)d of this coraposi Ucw shifts from one i<lea to another, 
"Gavotte'' by Popper. Record t!45·50f!6, 'l'his extremely 
short number tn a rapid rhythm may be sui table a a an ac· 
omnpaniment to the dramatization o:t' amall lively creatures. 
short l'fJOording features a running pattern in the melody 
line accompanied by a steady rhythll1:lo beH;·t. 
The listening activities of the second grnde student 
may range from the hearing of quiet music played during the 
resting period to the f'Qllowing of music which very reaus~ 
·uoally "tell.s a story". An add.itional l:tstening activity, 
which was impo1~tant, also, in connection with the use of 
music from RHY'f'HM.IC ACri'IVITIJ!:S, is the hearing of music 
descriptive of: ao·t:ivity. I'Jhere possible, the hearing of this 
type of oomposi tion nhould lead ·to a dramatic inte.rpretation 
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of the music by the student. 
Gornposttions useful in connection with all of the 
above activities are contained in this album. From the 
av*1ilable reeord.ed material three uni to of work are sug-
gested. 'I'her~e are based upon student need and. the level 
o:r musical growth generally found in the second grade 
student;. 
Nearly every day there wi 11 occur times when a nh.ort 
period of quiet relaxation is essential. At this tin1e the 
heRring of appropriate music will make the relaxation more 
complete and satis:t'ying. Jlor this reason ~~ number of com-
posi tiona are suggested for this use; these e.re grouped 
in Unit One. 
Since stories and dramatizations have great appeal 
to children of this age Unit Two has been designed to 
present selected oompos.it ions of this type. 
Young students understand and enjoy music to whioh 
·they- can move, !'or tlCtivity is an important ingredient of 
childhood. Unit 2'hrae consists of a group of compositions 
which are especially suggestive of ectivitif;S such as 
galloping, step[)ing, and swaying. These units, as outlined 
below, are designed. to plan the use of the ava:Uahle 
material so ths t there may be some sequence to the studies 
undertakell. "Note.s for Teachers", to be found. in the front 
of the record album •nll give helpful suggestions ·to be 




!IlJ:ll I Music for QUiet list anini:)• The compositions 
suggested for use in 'this unit may be used in any order 
desired, 'l'hose starred are especially important melodies 
and should be pleyed many times during the year so that all 
students learn to know and to love them. In presenting the 
music the teacher should give the !IP.lllte o:r the composition 
so 'tha.t the stUdents vlill have a means of identifying each 
.nwnbe:r.. Generally spealcing • there should be a minimum of 
explainj.r,g in connection with the playittg of this music 
for the students will love thE~ melodies for 'themselvr;s. 
is a ClOl!lposH:I.on Which the students ~lhould l~H~:rn to recog ... 
nize and love. Its chief use is that of quiet listening 
but tho teacher <till Also find a use for the ideas suggested 
in seations one, two nnd four ot "Notes for '1'enchers". 
*"Melody in li'" by Rub in stein. Record ;/45-502\J. 
In this beautiful melody, which should be fmlliliar to all 
students, the only important technical point is the :t'Mt 
tho t the 'cello plays the melody. A • cello is on instrument 
related to the violin. It has a deeper • .richer voioe and 
is so much bigger th~lt it is played by holding it between 
the knees instead of under the ohin as is the violin. 
*''Waltz in A-flat'' by Brahms. Hecord t/45-5029. This 
number should be played otten so that it beoollles a familiar, 
'>'Jell-loved melody. 'l'he teacher may wish to lilention the fact 
that the violin and the flute are the singing instruments 
l 
in the oontpCH>iUon but there should be no other technical 
"'l'he L:l. ttle Shepherd" by Dt~buasy. 11eoord d~ts~;,-;o30. 
'l'he piano serves as the scllO illS t.rument in this ooraposi tion 
which is qu:!.etl.y descriptive of a pastoral Hoene. 
is a longer- o:rehe stral cot!lpos:i. tion in a se.rerw, quieting 
mood, 
ing a VHt'iety o:r bell sounds> this short number is most suit-
able for quiet listening but may also inspire a limi tad. 
amount of Mtivity if desired, 
"The Hu.rdy-Gu.rdy Man" by Goossens, Record ;/45 .. 50:30, 
The music is imi t11tive of' the old.-·t;iroe orgal1 grinder. It 
is a short oomposi tion featuring the piano as the perform-
ing instrument. 
Unit l! Music ~ stor~ and pjctur~ associations. 
'I'o those who possess imagination there is unl:tmi ted o:oror· 
tuni t.y for ()leasurable experience in music • f'or this is 
e. rf!edium capable of producing vivid picture and story 
' 
associa tiona. Th~l following lllUHi cal compositions wi 11 give 
;rovng students experience in li.stening for dEll>criptive detsilt>, 
''Of a 'l'ailor end a Bear"' by MacDowell. Heoord 
//45-5028. J:his is a ;realistic desortptive oomposi tion wHh 
an intex·estingt detBiled story which the stUd(!lnts will enjOY'· 
! 
I 
and ·~Moths (Jnd .But terfUa a" by .lUg~r. Hacord ;/45-50~ll. 
'lihile the first is a quiet compos;!. tion, dMcriptive ·Of a 
pleasant scene and mood, the second part is imitative of 
·the clumsy mov.ements of the heavy nnin1als nomed in the 
",;itle. !t should be use<l as a contrast with t;he first 
present any darting 1 quiek-m01tir<g creatures. 
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"Golliwogg 1s Cake-Walk" by Debum;y, Record ,)'45-5030. 
'I'his well recorded "or1.p0Sition teat\U'es the piano a(; the 
solo instrument. 'l.'he music is descriptive of the dance 
of a clo~mish rag doll. imy drarnatization should follow 
the vary-ing rhythm and mood of the ocl!!l!)OS 1 ti on and will 
demand exnggex•ated movement rather than the simple f.unda .. 
mantel movements. 
"Ii!l:t'in Danae" by Grieg. Record r/45-5029. This. :ts 
a vary short, lively number with a orne elements to suggest 
anti vi ty in conneoti<:.>tl with an imaginary story. 
These musical numbers should be presented in a 
series of four wael~ly lessons of twenty-five minutes 
duration. 
Lesson 1. '.t'he tenoher nmy introduce the un:l. t by 
informing the students that music can "tell n story" or 
''paint a picture" for those who know how to listen to it. 
'!?ell the story "01.' a Tailor and a Hear" before playing 




story and music should be disoussed and the recording re• 
played as Winy times as desired so that the students r11ay 
hear more or the dramatic detail. 
Lesson ~. The three short oomposi tiona from the rvand -
£t Youth suite should be presented during the seoond lesson. 
Since these contain less dramatic action. the contrasting 
moods in the three should be pointed out. "Fairy Pipers" 
is a quiet, dreamy mood, "Tame Bears" is more awkward and 
heavy in movement while "Moths and Butterflies" has swift, 
graceful melodies. Students should realize that music re* 
presenting different characters and moods will be different 
in sound, 
Lesson 3. At the third period "Golliwogg' s Gake•Walk" 
may be studied carefully. Students may wish to dramatize 
the music with appropriate movements or they may compose 
a story to describe the lliOtivi ty of the dol.l. The record-
ing, in its entirety or in parts, should be heard several 
times during the lesson. 
Lesson 4. All of the compositions in the unit W!Y 
be reheard and enjoyed with as much discussion and drama-
tization as desired during the fourth lesson. The teacher 
should point out the ;t'Mt that a parson who really !mows 
how to listen will never mistnlce ''bear music" for ''fairy 
music''• 
j 
It the teaeht'll' desires to extend ·the unit, "Elfin 
Dance" may be presented in a fifth lesson. .Itt this time 
any of the other numbers which are fa.vorites in the unit 
may be played. 
~ ill Mus ;e s1~B&est in& simple !lOti vi t;y; using 
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the tundamental movements. The several oorr.tposi tion.s selected -- - --
for use in this study feature a variety of mood and movement 
and they are placed in tho unit so that this variety is 
emphasized, Four weekly lessons should be ~nrf'fioient t'or 
the presentation ot the following seleotions. 
"Light Cavalry Overture" by Von <>uppe. Record 
f,f45•5029. This short composition will demand galloping 
or other rela·ted movement alld the use of a limited number 
of rhythm instruments. It features a solo trumpet and drum 
and is in a steady tempo.throughout. 
"Vial tzing Doll" 'by Poldini. Record !?45-502g. This 
is a steady, gra~eful waltz suitable for swaying, stepping, 
or dane :tng. 
"'l'he Wild Horsemar1" by Schumann. neool'd #45 .. 5029. 
The phrase pattern is easily heard in this mush for it 
features different instrumentation and dynamic levels on 
alternate phrases. It is in a stet?ldy galloping rhythm. 
"Andantino" by Thomas. Record 1,145~5029. This very 
short composition, suggestive of stealthy tip-toeing, is 
quite mysterious in feeling. 
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"Little Hunters" by Kullak.. neoord ,r45-50tl8, This 
composition tea tures a galloping rhythm with horns playing 
occasional hunting calls. The variety in phrases demands 
imaginative interpretation. 
"Spinning Song" by K~1llak. Record 1{45 .. 5028. 
Imitative of a spinning wheel, this whirling melody has 
occasional breaks in the rhythm. It is probably less suit .. 
able for dramatizations than those compositions listed above 
alld, consequently; has not been suggested for use in the 
following brief lesson plans. 
I.eason 1. During t.he first lesson both "Light 
CavalrY Overture" and "Waltzing Doll" should be studied 
carefully. The teacher may challenge the students to hear 
the descriptive quali t:Les in the musio am may ask them to 
make up their own stories and sequence of activity to go 
with the mulde. 
Lesson 2. "Wild Horsel!lan" is a slightly longer com• 
poai tion in which the phrase pattern is easily heard and 
should be a factor in the drame tization. The contrasting 
number, "Andantino", may be heard also. 
Lesson ::s. Another oompo.sition featuring easily 
heard changes of mood and act1vity from phrase to phrase is 
"Little Hunters". '!his should be studied and dramatized 
during the third period. It' time permits it may be desirable 
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to replay "The Wlld Horseman" Which was studied during the 
previous period. 
Lesson 4. The final lesson of the unit may serve as 
a period during which all of the composi tiona are reheard, 
dramatized 1 and en,1oyed as old friends b;y the students., 
VOLUME !II 
Although the twelve compositions recorded in this 
albU!!l are representative of a variety ot styles and com .. 
pos:srs • practically all may be classed as "descriptive" 
music. Through the hearing o:t' msny of tb.ie type of l'lO!ll"' 
position the student will become inol'easingl:V more ex .. 
pe.rienced in listening for the 1110re specific details in 
music. l!e will learn that music may be descriptive or 
mood and feeling as well as of characters and action. It 
is hoped that his exper ienoe with this music will help the 
student have a more :l.nmginative approach to music in his 
subs.equant listening experiences. 
Two of the compositions herein are recorded with the 
piano as the performing iM trument. This is important in 
that it makes it possible for students to observe that the 
[)iano, alil well aa the orchestra, can perform descriptive 
music. 
One compos it ion, '''I!oy Symphony" • reool'ded in this 
albura, must be oonaidered a novelty number rathex· than one 
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with desoripti ve conneoticns.. The recording "To a Water 
Lily" by MacDowell, unfortunately, is poorly recorded and, 
consequently, will not be :reool!llllanded for use. 
Jh•ont the recorded material available in this al bu.mt 
four units o:r wo:rk are fJuggested. These units should be 
studied in oonsEHIUtive weekly les1ions of from twenty to 
twenty~five minutes duration. Since there is no dl.reot 
oonneo'tion between the units the teacher may use them in 
any order he desires. The oomposi tions to 'be inol uded 
in each un:l. t are named in thE! order reooliDniHlded for their 
presentation~ C'>fmeral suggestions are made to gui.de the 
teacher in planning the letaH;ona • but "l'!otea tor Teachers" 1 
which will be found in the front of thE! record album, 
should be referred to for specific help in the presentation 
ot each compos:!. tion. 
u~~! I ! ~rionette -~· In this unit. three com-
positions, ":I'he 1\ller:l.onettea" by the American composer, 
!Edward MacDowell, have been t•etai.ned os a group. These 
musical numbers will be found on Record #45•5032 and should 
be presented in the following order: 
"Wi'tch"~ a short composition descriptive of the weird 
and mysterious activities of the character named in the title. 
"Clown". '!'his oompoa:t tion suggests in nmsio the 
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clumsy eaper1ngs .end. f'un .. mald,ng of tha.t well•knovm oirous 
performer. 
''Villa,in" portrays the sinister qualities of ~m evil 
person or animal intent upon doing harm. 
r~essort 1. !ntroduoe the unit with a diseussion of 
marionettes in general. Many of the stud.ents wUl have seen 
these "little people" in action and some may have manipulated 
or made a simple one. Inform the students that they will 
hear a series of three musical oomposi tiona descriptive of 
th.t'ee diffel'ent ms.t'ionette oharaoterth Discuss wi tones and 
their oharacteristios and ·then play the recording i:n order 
to hear MacDowell 1 a tnusioal description of one. The students 
should be urged to dramatize the music. It win 'be :found 
that those who have bact previoU$ oppo:rtunity, more or less 
regularly* to respond with expressive, rhythmic bodily move~ 
mant to the mua:tc they have heard, will be eager to give 
their interpretations of a wi toh' s eet:tv1t;r.. If t:ime per ... 
mi ts t "Olown" m•>Y be briefly introduced. 
Lesson 2. Replay, first, the "Witoh" and then the 
"Clown" so that the students may he!ll' the contrast of mood 
and activity~ students who dram.atize "Clown" 111ust follow 
the music in their interpretations. Mere :run-making, 
"showing-oft", which does 110 t follow the music, is not a a• 





I.eason 3. Introduce "Villain" as the third marionette 
character. Compare the difference in the musical descrip• 
tiona of the three ms1•1onettes and replay all of the ItUillbers 
for dramatization by various students. 
Y..!!ll };1 Ima!Jiinar:c I!,eople and £:!laces. As with thf:l 
preceding unit, the musieal compos:!. t:l.ons in this ere o:f' a 
descriptive nature. '!:hrough a study of this musical con• 
t;ent the student may learn a finer discr:l.minAtion of character 
as portrayed in music; he will have further experience in 
respcmcUng with dramatic 1uovement to the mood and rhythm 
of the mus:l.o and he will become better acquainted with the 
sound of a variety of orchestral instruments. 
In this unit, designed to be studied in a series of 
four lessons, the following compositions shoultl be pr~1stmted 
in this order; 
"March of the Dwarf's" by Grieg. Record ii4[5·5035. 
This is a weird 1 exciting march With a contrasting. serene 
middle section. It is very descriptive of the pranJ(s and 
oaperings of the mischievous little brown people. 
"l<lleg.retto" by Gounod. Retoord 1[45 .. 5053. A oham-
ing danoe in an oriental mood. this has a more swinging 
movement than the othar cornposi tions ot this unit. 
"March of the Gnomes" by Rebikotr. Record ~~45-5033. 
Slower and less exciting • this number laclts the prankish 





tion and features "kindhearted gnomes" rather than prank• 
stars. 
Lesson 1. "March of' the Dwarfs" should be the musical 
nUillber for consideration during the first lesson. Introduce 
the study with a diacusaio.n of legendary peoples sueh as 
trolls, dwa.rts, and elves 1 and th~,:i.r nlisehievoua activities • 
.ll.:l.'tel' the music has been heard a tin~e or two the story as 
contained in "li!otes for 'I'eaohEirs" should be told and the 
students then maY be asked to listen for the details in 
the music. Dramatization will help make the e.xpress:tveness 
of the music more meaningful. 
Lesson 2. At the see011d lesson "Ma:r.ch o.f the Dwarfs" 
may be reheard once or twice as the important points are 
mentioned. The student$ should not:toe especially the con• 
trasting sections in the composition. The sound of the im ... 
portent instrtl.lll6ntiJ ahoul\1 be drawn ·to their attention. 
The ertudents will enjoy the smooth, swaying rhythm of 
"Allegretto'' Which may be presented next. Ask, "'l'o what 
country might we go to hear muaio like this"? Perhaps the 
reply will be, "To AreM.a where lovely, derk•eY(!Hl girls 
danae or gypSies whirl". f:lpeak about ballet dflncing with 
its graoe:t'ul leaps, whirls, and J.'unning patterns. Ask 
i'l.i!'ferent individuals to i.nterpret the music with appropriate 
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m.oveWlEl!lts while oth<lr students play the rhythm on a Slllall 
number of rhythm instruments. 
Lesson :;. The thi.rd period should feature the study 
of "March or the Gnomes". 'i'he story llli:\Y be told so that 
the students eon lieten for the various episodes, Itlterest .. 
in{~ drmnstizations could 'be developed anrl drums or other 
rhythm instrum.ants might be used effaoU vely v•Hh the !llUsie. 
~leveral orohestr!'ll inetrume.nts are easily identified :l.n 
this oompos1 ·t:ton. 
tesson 4. All of the oomposit:ton.'l should be reheard, 
discussed, ana briefly dramatized during the final pe1•iod. 
The contrast between the prankish character of "March of 
the Dwarfs" and tha slower, kind gnomes should be noted 
especially. 
Unit III Pictures .£t Spring;. While three of' the 
compositions selected :t'o:r. presentation in this unit are 
descriptive of activity, the fourth introduces a selection 
desoribin6 a mood or a feeling. It is very important that 
the students understand ·this additional function of music. 
JJ'Urtlwr, the use of the piano as e. performing instrument 
in one oornpos:l. tiou of this unit should be :noi;ed. Wh1lo the 
piano do<;Js not have the variety or tone color represented 
in an orchr~atra, it is, nevertheless, quite an effective 
media for the performa:noe ot descriptive rnusi o. The piano 
in contrast to the orchestra in music may be likened to 
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bl.ack and white in contrast to color in photography, 
'I'he following four well•known oomposi tions may be in• 
eluded in this unit of music related to springtime. 
"Of llre•er Hobbit," by MAcDowell. Record //45-5032. 
~'his oom.posi tion :Cor the phno suggests tha activities of 
Mr. Rabbit as he i'irst frisks about }md later is pursued. 
This is an important number for 1 t introduces the piano as 
an instrument cape ble o:r. producing Clesori ptiva music. 
*"Spring Song" by l{endel asohn, He cord ir45~5035. 
A lovely, 1,(;nger eomposi tion for orohestro J this is des~ 
oriptive of a mood or feelil'l€; abou·t spring r11ther than of 
activity • 
"'"'I' he Bee" by Francois Sctmbert. Record t(45-5035. 
Jls s solo ooroposi tion for the violin this number llas been 
a favorite with ~mdienees because of l. ts graoa.ful rapidity 
of m.o vema nt • 
''Weltz in D-f'lat" by Chopin. Record f,i45-(5035. 
A whirling., :f'rislting ruelody arrange<! for vi olin solo, this 
may be deacripti ve of any number of aoti vi ties. It has a 
contrasting middle section. 
All of these composi tiona ax·e descriptive of sonte• 
thing, the ao'&ivity of small creatures or the way a person 
feels on a lovely sunny day. Whenever possible students 
should be sllowed to pantomime and dramati:>:e the music es 





ml'lke their movements more interpretive of the musie, for this 
will necessitate more aaretul, imaginative listening. 
Lesson 1. This lesmon "Of Bre'er Rabbit" should be 
studied carefully. 1'h•> teacher w:l.ll find that the para~ 
graphs "About the Music" and "Mood" to be 1'ound in the 
raoord album "Notes :tor •reachers" will be especially help-
f<Al in the presentatior1 of this number. ''Spring Song", 
another descriptive co~n:po13i tion, may be :l.ntroduced at this 
lesson and stUd:ted. more completely later. It will be noted 
that, in contrast to "Of Bre •er Habbit", whioh is des-
criptive of activity 1 this number "paints a picture" in 
tone. 
Lesson 2. "~lpring Song" may. be stltdied more care• 
fully at this time as the students dramatize the ohangee of 
mood heard in the music. "The Bee", a contrasting number 
featuring the violin as the solo instrument. should be played 
several times so that the students will. hear the darting 
and buzzing of the bee as it is represented i1l the musio. 
This. like "Of Bre 1e.r Habhit" • is d.eso.r.ipt:!.ve of activity. 
Lesson ;3. Durit:Jg the third lesson '''I'he Bee" trlf:JY be 
replayed as students prepare to identify and describe the 
activity. "Waltz in D~flat", while lacking in deEHJriptive 
notes oonoerning spring, may easily be ea~sociatetl viHh the 
season. !t might be well to ask the students to listen 
carefully and m:1lte th<~ir own descriptive assodations ror 
1 
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this number before ·the llla'terial in the "llotas" is used. 
Lesson 4. This should serve as a period during 
which all of the ootllpOsi tions are .reheard, dramatized and 
discussed. 'l'he students often find i ·t interesting to see 
how many of' the numbers they can identify after the titles 
have been discus sad and li stad at .ra:ndom on the bla·ckboard. 
!rn.p.ress the stu(lents with the :t'ac.t the.t umsie ean desor•ibe 
the way a composer feels as well as activities of vnrious 
so:r;•ts. Poin·t out that the piano, when played well, can 
make the listener hear a story as well as does an orchestra 
or other i:nsi;rument • 
.!:!!&! JV I!J!. "Toy Si[mnhony". Two listening periods 
are recol11l!landed tor use in the s-tudy of "Toy Symphony" by 
Hnydn, Reao.rd /!4J'1 .. 503?. The composition is presented in its 
entirety oi' '~hree movements and 1 with the aid of the avail-
able "Notes for Teachers", should make interesting l.istening. 
Lesson 1. 'l'he story o:r the music lllBY be told. and 
then the first movement of the record played as the students 
listen and identify 'the 'boy instruments. 'I'he fou.r-:rour 
meter of the fir·st movement may be pointt:.~d out and followed 
by the students by clapping or· marching with the beat. It 
should be disaovered that the "Niinuetto", saoond movernent on 





Careful listeninB 1id.11 l'evel:ll the fact that a tow diff'ere.nt 
inr$truments are used in this lllovem.ent. 
Lesson 2, The points studied in the first lesson 
may be reviewed end the remainder o:r the Symphony studied 
dux·ing tbis period. Students might enjoy pre1;en(l.ing to play 
the different toy inatr~~ents, which should be identified 
as they ere heaJ:cl. '!'he study of this unit should reflult 
i:n the stuO,ent understtuld.ir~g of a syn1phony as a long com .. 
position .for the orchestra. It is in several parts or move· 
ments and eac.h movement is in a different mood and rhythm. 
YOLUME IV 
'l'he music recorded in this album has been found to 
be of considerable variety. Here is music by classical, 
romantic, and modern composers; here are numbers taken from 
important musical :form such lHl ·the symphony 1 opera; and 
sonata as well as several dances of differe!It types and 
peoples. With one e:r,;oep·tion1 ''Nocturne" l)y Mendelssohn, 
the music of this album i1; well recorded, 'l'he compositions 
!tt'e of short or modera·te leng;'th S() that the student's span 
of interest is consi.dered. 
!!'rom the recorded material available in th:ts album 
four units of study have been planned. A study of this 
material Should sel'1!(;) to acquaint the fourth gl'.'ade student 








may add to his collection of "memory melodies". Further 1 
the student should learn to know, in a general way, the 
meanittg of the term ''opera" and should become familiar wHh 
the story and a few ot the melodies from ·~he ohildr(m's 
oper.<'l, "H11nse.l and Gretel''. 'Ph•'l»e un.i ts t')ay alno introduce 
to the student the period and nmsic of the 
Mozart and Haydn, a.nd they should give him w:t (ier expex· ienoe 
in hearing many typec of descriptive music. H is hoped 
thst 1 with the e~ssistrmee of this fo.r.:mulatiol1 of units and 
the material in the reol..lrd album "Notes for TeaolWJ:'s" • the 
instructor will be able to guide the students in an interest-
ing end .meani.ngful series of listening l{lSI!Ons. 
Unit ! MUE•io from "Hansel and Gre.c.t,::.:;·e~J.-'', 'l'he s·tory ---- -- ·--~ 
and importnnt meloc.U.es in this well~known ehildrentfl opera 
ahoulil be fa.rn.Uiar to every- student. Since an abbrev:l.ated 
form of both of these el ementa appears in ·the mus:to text~ 
book ~ Sinl$~0 fc)r fourth grade, this ia an ideal time to 
use the recordings. 
Record #45~5036 in. this album ghes four of the prin~ 
oiple melodies, all of which are printed. as songs in ~ Sing. 
"Susie, Little Susie" is .a whimsi oal nonsense song 
about a little goose girl and her. barefoot geese. 
3 Theresa Armitage, et 
the series, A Singing Hchool. 
Oompany, 1944). 
al •• MusJ£. Ever~here (From 
Boston: G. C. 'irnhard elld 
] 
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"Dance in the CottHge" ts tl froliold.ng tune whereb;r 
Gretel teaohes Hansel to dance. 
,.Wee Man in the: Woods", This is a cunning tune meant 
to be a riddle song. 
*"Children 1 s Preyer" is the most l:leauti:f'ul melody in 
the entire opera. It is a composition which should be dear 
to the heart ol' everyone. 
This opera should be studied us].ng both the inform-
ation availab.le in the record album "Notes for 'I'eaohers" 
and in ~ Sine;. A study oi' the dramatic script as found 
in .\!! !3ine; will give the story and provide the setting for 
the musical compositions. In add1.tion to two or three 
lessons wherein a study of the rt;~eorded music and the 
materi.al frc1m "Notes for Teachers" :Ls the prino iple featt't!'e, 
the opera may be atud.:ied at other mu$10 periods when learn• 
ing to sing the songs is the important item. 
Uni 11. Il:, Music [2!. ~ ladies and gent lam,$ of long 
ae;o. The oomposi Uons selected for this unit are well•known 
melodies with which every child should be acquainted. It is 
suggested that a series of five weekly lessons be given to 
the study of these important musical selections. 
*''Minuet" by Bocoherini. Record #45-5037. This is 
a lovely minuet in 'three sections. #l.fter the initial study 








"'l'hem~~· i'.t'otil .WMl!. .:!:!! ! by Moreart. fieM.rd ~J45-l10~l9. 
l\11ol'!:art begun oontposil'lg tuneu when he was but four yoars old. 
'l'hh 1s a g<~ntle, qulet:l.ng tM1lody w!'i ttllln for the smoo type 
of nudienee for 11'1tlich Hayfln wrote hill "~!w:·prh•e :)ymphony", 
11 pnrtd.on <>f which in hesm lu th({ roU.ou1ng numt.e:r, 
*>f Atlde;nt(~'~ bjr H~.l:ll'd.n • Pl'>oo.rd 1!45 .. 50!.'\'7. 't;M.EJ l:llllfili.o 
ar1d ita atro•y wU1 delight tlw rJtudent.a. It :I.e one of 
Haydn's W~lll•rmown corr.poeit:tona aoo .mtoulii be fnrdliel' to 
au .. 
lA.tsson 1. In:ll.roduoe the tmit wi 1; h fj b:r:Mrr dr~ so.r:i.ptil>n 
and a.iMussion ot ce\U't Ufe and dl'e$t~ in tlte ~mrly Rit:tht~;Emth 
Century. Inform tlw students toot in tho~a"' d~l:\I'U th~ lon1ea 
!'l:nd gentleman il<11'!0·0tl. v~u:y l:J(!!illlt:U'ul, car~a:rul. dl'lnoe~ auuh 
af,l tho minuet. This fi.rat lelilscn of tlw unit f:lhm:tl.d te~1ture 
the 1.m:retu.l a •;udy of "1\!lintW t''. 'l.'h$ eomposi tion may he 
playe.d ,-,ev(Jir,!l UllW!il 1n part or arn a whoJ.e to illuetrl'lte 
d1ffi'!:f.t'lll·nt l.JO:i.ntt~ whioil al:'i!l di r::our>l!led. l:n::t'.;:,rm the s ·tmdanta 
that, l!!lthoo.gh the til:i.lt®t is now very ael<~mrl. tl.lmu~.H:l» it is 
often played irl 0 011UGJ:''l:S bw(IIJU$6 ()(*ilplG l.1!.iV<ll tO Ulillli' tlHI 
elmrming melo<.Ues ,,;nd the graoetul rhy·thtl~o "(}(ntotte" nw,y 
be intx••)lhtood in tM.a leszwn as <cll'lothe.r dtU:lC€1 uaed by the 
l.rJrds and la d:iaa Cli' too t'laJ:WI pt~X':i.Od, rUt)ltilltd 6 per·t1<1ipa tion 
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through stepping and bowing and the possible use of a taw 
rhythm instruments is reoon~andad in connection with the 
study of both ot these numbers. 
J ... esson 2. The important points o:f "l!Jlinue t" should 
be reviewed during this lesson ancl the recording t~houl.d 
be replayed for the students. The study of "Gavotte" may 
be completed. Tell the students that • in addition to dancing, 
the ladies and gentlemen o:f these days cd'ten spent the even-
ing liertening ·to lovely music.. If e kiP.g or a prince were 
quite weal thy he WQUld pay musicians to live at the castle 
so thO t they might give a concert whenever h!~ wished to 
hear mueic. One oi' the composers who wrote music for these 
concerts was Mol!:art. It time permits, too Mozart "Theme" 
may be introduced briefly at this lesson. 
Lesson 3. In the third period .Mozart's ''Theme .. 
should he caref'ully studied so that the music is heard a 
number of times. The two oomposi t:tons studied at the p,re-
ceding lesson may be reheard at this time. 
I.esson 4. '!Andante" shoultl be the important oom-
position for study during the fourth lesson. ln:f'orm the 
students that Joseph Haydn was another composer who wrote 
concert music for the noblemen of the Jaghteenth Century. 
Tell the st;ory before the mueio is heard. This number 
should lle s·tudied quite carefully for it is desirable 
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t;hat many students learn to know it. Mozart's "Theme may 
be reviewed if time permits. 
Lesson 5. Use the final lesson of the unit for 
summary and rehearing or all the compositions. students 
should be ene(luraged to identity the musical numbers as 
!J.ill!;!;! ~ ilil dancint;? :mach CO!nposition suggested 
for study in this unit is deser:!.ptive of different creatures 
or persons danaing. The unit m.ay extend for five oonseou~ 
ti ve weekly lessons using the following musieal. nunibers. 
"Deer Dancett by Bkil ton. Record it45~5ml9. 'l'his is 
1nusic descriptive o:r an Indian ceremonial service f'ol' the 
dead. It is written by a composer credited with fine authen-
tiaity in his reproductions or Indian nnwic. 
' 
"Dance" by Bartok. Record rlLg,5·5031l. This aom• 
position suggests the aolorf'ul costu.ro.es and the vigorous • 
rliythmieal denc.'ling of' the Hunger:!. an peasants. 
"Gnotte" by Gossec. Record i/45~5038. Used in the 
preeeding unit, this compo[!ition is reviewed here for the 
contrHst whieh it provides for the above dAnce. 
"Bn·tranoe of the :r..t t tle Fauns" by Pi erne. Record 
it45·503B. 'I'his is a delightful oom.position descriptive of 
those legendary c.reatures, faunst in a processional taa.rch. 
"Dance of the Chinese Dolls" by Hebikof'f. Record 
1,145-5038. Aa an imitation of Chinese music this nUillber 
l 
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displays a s·teady rhythmic pattern and a five•tone seale 
instead of the usual seven-tone seale of occidental music.· 
Lesson 1. Introduce the unit with a short discussion 
of dancing by different people and characters. Perhaps some 
of tha students will be able to desor1.be or snow the chsrao• 
ter1stics of an Indian donee. 
an Indian do? (War dance, ch~noes in connection wi til pr11yers 
for rain or success in hun·ting.) Has any student ever seen 
a gypsy dance? What kind of steps clo they take and what are 
their clothes like? ('l'his might be described as a rapid,· 
whirling, stamping dance done by people in very colorful 
clothes.) What other creatures dance? How do fa tries and 
elves dance? Do the students think they would recognize 
t.he musto for a fairy donee if they heard it? Inform the 
students that they will hear a group of different dances. 
Tell them that ei3Ch d11nae describes a di.:t'terent person or 
group dancing. During the first period "Dear Dance" should 
be studied quite carefully with the teacher us:l.ne; those 
suggestions from "Notes for Teachers" which seem particularly 
sui ta.hle for the olass. l!'ollowing this• "Dance" by Bartok 
may be introduced briefly as a dance of real people from 
another country. 
Lesson 2. "Dance" by Bartok should be given more 
ca.reful consideration during the seoond lesson. "Gavotte" 







which is determined by the environment in which it was used. 
Lesson 3. 'l'his period may begin with a brief rehear-
ing and discussion of '*Deer Dance", "Dance" by Bartok, and 
"Gavotte", the compositions studied in the previous lessons 
of the unit. Following this, "Entrance o:r tlw !,ittle l!'auns" 
should be played and discussed i!l such a way that the com .. 
position vrill realistically portray for the stutlents the 
dancing of' these legendary creatures. 
Lesson 4. During the fourth period "Dance of the 
Chinese Dolls" should receive careful study with the re-
cording being heard s(;}veral times as different points are 
discussed. ''Entrance of' the Li ttl!Jl Fauns" llll'IY be reviewed 
at this time. 
Less.on 5.. AU of the compos1Uona may be heard and 
their important points discussed during this final lesson. 
The fact should be emphasized. that with tlw help of music 
all kinds of people can express their feelings in dance 
and that thi.a same music can help otber people understrmd 
them. Even imaginary peoples like the Chinese Dolls and 
L1 ttle li'auns seem to come to life with the help of appropriate 
music. 
!ll!llll Humor 5!nd ~ .1J! musi o. .Each· of the four 
compositions selected for this unit depicts in music a 






guided in their hearing of the different characterizations 
of humor and fun which the composers have put into the musio. 
In some instances there may be heard the eetual imitation 
or sounds and actions while in others me.rel:y the mood is 
conveyed by the music. 
F'our weekly lessons wi 11 be sufficient for the pre-
sentation ot the .following short compos! tiona. 
"l'lay No. 2" by Mompou. Reno.t•d rf.45-50:'.'m. This 
ntunber is quite "mo<'tern" and impressioni.stie in manner of 
writing. It has elentents of both depiction of mood and of 
imitation of activity. 
"Humoresque" 'by Tehaikovsk.y, Record t/'45 .. 5037. This 
is a merry, laughing piece o;t' music • full of run and joking. 
Caprice on "Airs de Ballet" by Gluck, Record 
l/45·5038, A lovely, restrained btlllet dance, this com• 
position depicts pleasant divaNlion rather than a spaoif~io 
aotivity. 
"Play on the Beach" by Mompou. Record #45-5039. 
Very similar to "Play No. i'!" • tb,is number con tHins musical 
imitations of sea gulls rult1 the eotivities of young children. 
Lesson 1. At the first lesson the unit may be in• 
troduced by discussing '<mys in which people plny and. en,joy 
themsol vas. (For example, by telling stories, dancing, play-
ing tag, dnging • going to the beach or mountains, gossiping • 
going to a eonoert or ballet, 13nd so forth.) Intorrn the 
1 
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atudente th"t writers of murd.o hl:lve tJ:'ied to l1e!i!oribe in 
musiC l'!ll of tbaae ·things. Introdooe an4 stud1 as aom .. 
pletelJT es JJOSiil1 ble "Play No. 2'' tllert contrast this ra-
lattvely quiet oor~~posit:ion with tbe j(1ll.f "Ii.Uil'l()l'eaque". 
1111!11 be ittt.l?oduced. 'l'ho studente wUl enjoy this "h~'~Pi'IY'" 
musi o end mey llruu or Ging the lovaly melod;;y. 
Ler;~;on :'1. Du.t•ing the thira leaoon the important 
poittta Pf "Cnpdoe" may b{' dillC\Hssad nn~l the mtuli!l hl>!U'Ci. 
n~llil'l. "Play on the lle~Hlh" should 'be pretamted aml mtmUed 
~!a oompletely aa JlOJJtsibl.(;',. 'l'he dascl:'iptive .!;}nrer.l"ephs to 
be round in "!iotes i~o.r 'l'<M:~ObA~rs'' will be e~pec1.ally help ... 
ful in l)l't~sant!ll{{ thh eotllposltiot~-. 
T.esoon 4. 1leplay et~ch l~U!S!ber dur:l.Xl~i the ±'m:u•th period; 
d11liOUfH!l the :l.n:tpor,tnnt pt>iUtf\ praviously etudi~)d by oomp~i:tij:; 
fUlt'l. eontrneUrae the conlpoat.Uona fiG they :rep.r<lsen.t tU.t1'erent 
typen ot play. 
Jm. 1nm:t;rs:h1. ot the oontent of thts t~lhUl!i revlS\alli! the 
mnjority of the oompoaitiom; to be o.f' a dasOJ.'1.ptive t<ature. 
They repreen!.mt rr.tta:I.!Ull deso.r.ipt .. ions o:t' m~oh th1.nc:a aa gound .. 
in~ tibj~.*ots, still £~oene.l!< and tnCJOd<lt ~me\ !!lOVing a<HE.mes. 
'J'hese descriptive numbers have been grouped together for 
study in one unit. 
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'l'he remaining oompot;i tiona in the album are classed 
as "absolute" music and have been arranged into a unit 
oHlled "Little Pieoes by Great Masters", 
Upon the completion of: the study of 'these units the 
fifth grade student should be able to listen. with a more 
imaginative approach to oomposi'tions desoriptive of a wide 
range of subjects. He should understand in a general way 
the differences between "descriptive" and "absolute" musio. 
Furthermore t he should be aware of the :raot that there is 
no sharp line of di st:l. notion between the two types, for 
al.l music oo11Veys some element of feeling. 
!1!!U .! Music describe$ manz things. Of the deaorip• 
tive Gompositions available in this album the follov;:tng 
are suggested :tor use in this unit 1 
"'l'he Music Box by Liadow. Fleoord h?45-5040. This 
nUillber im:l. ta tes the sound of the mechan:l.eal musio box ·with 
its precise rhythm and high-pitched tone. 
*"Olaire de Lune" by Debussy. Record /;145-5043. 
This music is descriptive of a still scene, of the mood 
surround.i11g an old castle as it stands bathed in shimmering 
moonlight. 
11Pavanne of the Sleepir~g Beaut;r" by Ravel. Heeord. 
H45-5043. A stately dance in memory of the "Sleeping Beauty" 
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thi.B music i.a des<U.'i pti ve or the reelil'lt) or l()1\611neeli end 
,;/4l'\ .. !5041. Th.ia musio detl<l.ribes the V~Jry ntstely, ret~l*l. 
l'I(U';llil and otl1WSI>here o'f a great; eourt with its important 
trumpet O!llla JiHlnonMing the at'J.'ivol of the guests. 
"Oh Vernte l.and • Thou .tov®ly" a tlwedish Folk me lm'l.y .. 
H~ntord i/45 .. 5040. :tn t;hi$ lov9ly• plnintive illlillQdy there 
is th\!ii depieUon of the teeUng one has fox- his hmll.elt:md, 
in thh oase, ~3weden. Often mush is demu:1.ptive in a 
;.)f'l!lal.'&.l W~l:f and !llJ£1Y b~o1 interpreted in seve tml ways. This 
si.>lect:ton mi1~:ht ali\lo be considered d.eao.ripU.vo o:f tho 
bemJ.ty o:r the swediHh landacepe with ita w:Uie ('l:lCpanEH'H1 o:r 
mo11nta:tn.s. foJ:'(Nill>s. and bodies or water. 
rr~a terial wo~tld m>,l<lll this unit too long. tl~'!tlS!iH:uantl;; t 
two of th>t~ deser:!.ptive compos:!. i;:l,om; htlV~ been C'Jta:ittod troru 
th;;; outl:i.oo. ~t'he ''l:lol'Wef!,ia.n Rt•:l.dal P:roces~>ion'' wns m~t1 tted 
because it :l.a 'l.ea.s r>ften M!'il."d tbtH1 "1?etlt1Vtil March" and 
1~; t'I.Cfiit>r1pt1va 1n a ubi~Uar way. ~he "Witches· Dance" was 
not !nolt!ded b~li:IEmae the •nett\ urn o:r· the p:'h~l:ll> mal::et:! 1 t J,eslil 
attra~t:l. ve r,,s deat~l'ipt:t.ve t:~uaic f'or the purponlll~> \:If t;he unit. 
'i'he length C1f the unt·t will d~:~pend upon the ll1S1;urit;r 
(;f the~ a tudenta, the skill or the tel'lch<or in pr('aenting the 
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ol' this study it is as sUllied the t five weekly lessons of 
· thirty minutes duration will be devoted to the hearing and 
study of this material. Only by .much rehearing can a com .. 
nosition really become known to the listener. For this 
reason it is suggested. that each nUlllber be played, if 
possible, during three different periods. 
From a study of this unit students should discover 
some of ·the many areas in which music may serve as an ex~ 
pressive, desoriptive agent; they may increase their un(!er-
stancting of the sound and use of different types of musical 
instrUlllfmts and may accept some of these oomposi tiona as 
life•long friends. 
Lesson 1. Introduce the unit ·oy stating that music 
may be descriptive of mrmy things. Perhaps the students 
will recall the way music pictures for the listener the 
graoeful movements of the "Sugar-PlUil! Fairy" in the Nut--
Cracker ~>ui te. 'fhe students will be able to give examples 
by naming other compos! tiona they know. "The Music Box" 
should be studied quite carefully with the mechanical 
character of the music being especially noted and accounted 
for as an imitative device. '!'he composition, as a whole 
or in parts, should be played sever1>l times !HI different 
aspects of the music are considered. "Claire de Luna" 
may be heard ~~s a compos:!. tion desor:l.,ptive in another way. 






joyment. "Cln1.re de tune'' should be studied oa.t•e:!"ully flS 
the ata.tdents (~tmdd~:r tha af)prc:rp.r :!.a tenees o:t the !'1Udo tor 
the eoene ~n1ct at·tempt to disuo"lfU' sooo of the ll'lattne by wthioh 
the eftaota t'l.re o ch1aved ! the 1Ul1' of ~mf.t t del. ioa ta toned 
inlllt:ruoont$ rllnd fll'il~~{)tll glicUng rhythraa t1nd melod:tes}. 
d.<l!~o:rib!Sd tHll ''mood muoio" J)ioturing tl:te qu:\.et~ lonely t 
>:ol:!. tude r>1~ i;h!!l <lleepine; princear;. 'mV'lll ~>t tbo atn!leuts 
may like 'tt) ~~x;~ x•iU10ut with apr~r.opriate aolelllll dt!mo~l move-
mEmts. 'l'he last half or tl¥:1 )?$dod llhould bl'! devoted to 
position tHlt1 HOil'l.e of the points of study should b~l r&• 
Z"AI:t''ll'~ld for uone>ldert1tion during the ne~t ,P('U.'iod. 
tinue dW?ing thil'! period as U.1ill students (lt~Hmntill'o the p:ro-
eGasion. 1'5itll~ the i:mpo.r1mnt melod:l:as, t:tnd play 1:ne r:hytht~fl, 
;rh~) !1{ltlt.r(lt'lt1ng numberll "011 Ve.t•J.ooland 1 'Plttm. !,e>v,~ly··, may lJe 
intr.odUtH~d as ~ ooli1f)OI!li tion de(~e.ri!:.t:l:vi!ll of a quiet fefl!Htl€: 
or lovely seer~ l"fl tlw:t· than rm :trnpr:EHM~i ve event. 'l'he 
students sh(mld. attenttYt to di.~~omrer acn•U$ o.t' the m~Hlllf:l• such 
aa srnr.loth, flovw:f.r.q~ meloo iet~ pla.yad hy atriw.:;ed inst.rumenta 




Lesson 5, All of the compos! tiona should be replayed 
during the final period. Students may identity and des• 
cribe the descriptive qual:l.tias of as many of the different 
musical numbers as possible. some dramatization end rhythmic 
participation is desirable, and general conclusions may be 
drawn conoerni~ the wide variety of subjects encountered 
in descriptive music. 
1!.!!.! II Little pieo~ & gea~ lll!isters. A study 
of the compositions included in this unit will serve to 
introduce the student to music from too pens of four of 
the world's greatest composers. It will present, in an 
elementary way, the musical :t'or.ms ot "symphony", "cantata" • 
"etude" • and. "sonata'', and w:Ul provide examples of the 
type of oompoait:l.on which might be classed as "absolute" 
music. 
This unit should be studied after Unit One has been 
completed. 1\. series of four weekly lessoX~S should be 
sufficient for the presentation of the folloWing compost tiona. 
All of the numbers au imluded on :Record //45 .. 5042. 
"Come Let Us to the Bagpipes fJound" from Peasants 
Cantata by Bach. This number has the &,t~Y l!lood ot' a peasant 
dance. It is descriptive music in that it JlOrtrays a lively 
gay mood and yet it has the simplicity and clarity of form 






"Andante", Second Movement, S:?1l11Jbon;t No. ! in 
D~major by Haydn. A very g,raoe:t'ul melOdy perl:ll'lps as 
.t'epresentative ot the type called "absolute" music as any 
of' the numbers in this unit .• 
"Scherzo'' from so.ua.t11, .Qpus 26 by Beethoven. This 
:l.s a jolly 1 bustling compos:!. tion containing a contrasting 
middle section. It may serve as an introductory example 
ot a portion of the "sonata" for1n. 
"Etude" in G~flat major., O.t:us ,!!2, !2• 2. by Chopin. 
Although originally written as a study oomposi tion for 
developing piano technique, this number has been given the 
title ".Butterfly" Etude bees use someone felt the t the 
tno'Vement was descriptive of this creature. The recording 
is of the piano as a solo instrument. 
Lesson l. Introduce the unit with a brief dis• 
ou.ssicm of "desoriptive'' rlluaic as tl:u1 t vlhioh tells a story 
or describes something. Inform tlle students that el though 
all music has a mood or reeling of some sort not all of it 
was written as d,escriptive music. ildd that in some com .. 
pos1 tiona the form (the s:vstematio repetition and contrast 
of melodies and .rhythms) Beamed to be of so much irrterest 
to the ootllposer that he did not tr;il' to desoribe anything 
in particular. Liate:ners enjoy the lovely melodies and 
rhythms of this music and like to listen to the clever 
manner in whielt it is put together. Tlliill ·t:r.ve of musio 
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is sometimes called "absolute" or "pure" m11sio~ Study 
"Come I.et Us to the Bagpipes sound" as completely as 
posaible, hearing the number several times as different 
aspects are considered. Introduce ''Andante" but reserve 
the major por·t:l.on of the study for the next lesson. 
Lesson 2. Hev:tew the basic oonsiderations of the 
unit and continue with the study of "Andante"~ "Come 
Let Us to the BagpipEnJ Sound" should be replayed and briefly 
discussed, "Scherzo" may be introduced. 
Lesson 3. study "~Jelterzo" quite carefully at this 
lesson, pointing out the difference between "sonata" and 
"cantata" and guiding the students :l.n listening for the 
three sections of the compos :I. tion~ "Etude" by Cltop1.n may 
11e llear(l <luring this pex·iod also~ 
Lesson 4. This m.ay serve as a period for the re-
hearing of all of the oomposi tions and for the summarizing 
of some of the points made in tlle unit: the general dis-
·tinotion between "descr3.pti ve•• and "absolute" music~ and 
the general uses of the te.t'llls "cantata'', "sonata", "etude" t 
and "symphony" • 
VOLUM.lil VI 
Album Six of L!;;Jl'E!HNG ll.CT!VITI:ms is most sui table 
for use with students on or near the sixth grade level. 
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These students should learn to enjoy and to understand the 
music of greater variety and length which this volume con-
tains. They should be acquiring an ever larger repertoire 
of famous oomposi tiona which they recognize and enjoy, 
and they should develop a greater understanding of musical 
form, instruments tion and other musical values which make 
listening more mem1ing:t'ul. 
Music ot both the romantic and the modern styles is 
to be found in this album. Several of the omnpos:l. tions are 
quite descriptive in nature and three different dances as 
well as two or three lovely melodic oomposi tiona e.re in-
cluded. While an orchestra has recorded the major portion 
of the numbers, two are played by the solo piano. 
Fro~n the recorded. material available in this album 
three short units of study are suggested. 'l'hese units may 
be used in any order desired !Uld it is hoped that the brief 
lesson outlines Will serve as guides to the teacher in pre-
senting the material. 
Unit ! Pieture$ ,!!! mus;l.C. The three oompod tions 
selected for use in this unit represent the modern as well· 
as the .t't>m!Ultio style in ll'!Usio and rnake uae of two different 
mediums, the piano and the orchestra. The unit should be 
presenteO. in three oonseautive weekly lessons udng the 






"Btfl.l!~d ':Cold at Candlelight" by Geott. l'leoord 
#45 .. 004'7. 'L'l:lb i!ll ~l oirnple 1mpreas1on1atio li\lmher, ra-
lattnl;r ~hort and dieplay:tl~g a. varied una of 1.natrumenta. 
This short. quiet orchestral omltpcmit·j.on featurel.l mml.a.rn 
lmt'mt'H'iie a. 
'l:wo otheJ:' OO!l'!I)I'.Hlli t:i,ons !IW;t be :l.:no luded in the unit 
if d:esired. Of i;he~~~. "Young Girls in the Gardtm'' by 
i~imli,l)Otl :l..a omitted h0re 'bf!O!kU$1'! it is Vlill''}J aiiWiltu• to "C.r:l.as 
in the rJtraet" wll:toh is inclUded :tn the unit. "'l'l:u,, Youth 
or :ilar•eules" • by Ht'd.n:t ::laan:s • ia omitted 1J0o~:rus•~ it 1s 
h~:~rde.r to !'!:cn:tprehend and ohoUlil 'be us ad Ollljt ~:l'i th muaicl!llll! 
eHlValloed students. 
'l:h.e l~ngt:h of the un.i t will t1~,;pend upon the matur:t. t)f 
of the 11tuc1ents a nil the thorol.;glm~flH w1 th which th!ll oom .. 
po.s!tions are a·tudied. 'rhe final let~<lon mny s~w~te tls a 
sUlll.Ule.ry !Uld snou:lll be ut.J~d <Jo e time for the reluilaritlf£ oi' 
aU. the nuMbert:~ and fo.t• a d.1 sou61'!!1on oi' the mura illt!')o.t•tant 
points of atHih. 
"deaor:l.ptivo" fl\USio as that nlltoh "Pa_l.ll'ts r; p:!.oture" in 




is described, A tUscussion may center around the many 
things Which may be described in music--the lovely quiet 
scene of moonlight on a lake 1 the way one feels about a 
lovely sprin.g day, a parade o.r even the buzzing of a bee. 
If. the students can suggest other things which might be 
portrayed. :l.:n music they should use dese.r-ioUve words in 
telling what type of music they th:l.:nk would be suitable for 
a given see:n.e, action, or feeling. Play "Ballad Told at 
Oandle•Light" and study the descriptive character and mood 
of the music. Try to cl.iscover how the composer achieved 
the effects; 1;hat is 1 what instruments are used and what 
are the irupox•tant eharaoteristics of the rn.elody and rhythm. 
Introduce "'I'o Sp.t'i!l€:" as another type of desoripti ve com• . 
po si t:l.on. Play and di sousa it briefly but reserve the 
greater part o:f:' the study for the next lesson. 
Lesson 2. Recall the muaio and discussion of the 
previous lea son by playing "Ballad 'l'old at Candlelight". 
The students should be able to remember something of the 
setting and the mood o:f the com:posi tion. Continue the 
lesson with a oare:f'ul study of "'l'o Spring". 
Lesson 3. Inform the students that the rnodern 
i>panish composer 1 Ji'rederie Mompou, wrote a group of pieces 
called "i?:l.ot\U'es from Childhood". O:f these "Cries in the 




in an almost empty. quiet street, perhaps on an early 
sunday morning. Discover as much as possible about the 
melody, rhythi:n 1 and harmony o:f thi.s music. In ooncl us ion, 
replay bot,h "Ballad Told at Candlelight" and '"Po ~1pring", 
Point out the difference :!.n the descriptive qualities of eeoh. 
tlnit II Four famous oomnoaers in a iollv mood • 
... _ - ·- - - ~ "~-- -- .......... "'""' ;1,1-- .. ~-
The compositions used in this unit represent different styles 
of music as well as the use of two different mediums, the 
piano and the orchestra. All of the oomposi tions are in a 
gay, light•he!.lrted 1 sometimes J:rumorous mood. 
"Scherzo" by Schubert. :Record £'45 ... 5044. This is a 
frolicking, lively tune arranged for the orchestra from the 
works of one of the t~rld's great o~aposers. 
*'•n:ungarian Dan.ce" No .• 5 by Brahms. Hacord it45·5044. 
A fine number which everyone should know; this is an excellent 
example o:t' contrasts in mood and dynamics within one com-
position. 
«Dance ot the Gnomes" by Liazt. neoord ~!45-5044. 
'.l?his piano E!O lo is in a crisp, romping ~Style and brings to 
mind the frolicking of small imaginary creatures. 
*''Polka" by Shostakovitoh. Record #45~5047. A 
distorted, comic, and somertimes grotesque danae, this often 






Lesson 1. At the ·first lesson "Scher:w" should be 
studied carefully. '.l:he teaoher may use those sttggestions 
from "Notes for '.reachers" which seem npplioable, starting 
with a general consideration of the music and its mood 
and going to a mo.re specific study of the instr'lltllents used, 
the shape of' ·tne melody line and rhythmic factors. As these 
items are studied the music should be heard seveNtl tirnea. 
'!'.'he latter part of tlw period may be spent in the pre~ 
Uminary hearing and. general discussion of "Hungarian :Uence". 
The contras·t between tl'\e light f'riaking character of the 
"Scherzo" al'ld the more, robust quality of the "Hungarian 
Dance" should be pointed out. 
J.esson 2. ''Hungarian Dsn¢e'' may be stucUed quite 
completely at the second lesson. The instrumentation 
should 'be noted and the different melodies should be 
studied carefully. If time permits, ''Scherzo" may be 
heard again. 
Lesson 3. DuriDg the th:l..rd lesson "Dance of the 
Gnomes" may be studied rathel:' oompletely and contrasted 
\dth the remaining compos:!. ticm ot the unit, "Polka". 
Section two, "Iviood", in "Notes for Teachers" states this 
aoa1parison very well. The greater pa:rt of the material on 
this last nmrtber should be reserved i'or the next lesson in 




Lesson 4. In addition 1;o a COlllple'tion of' the study 
ot upolka" • the fourth period should serve as a time for 
al.unma ry of the idee of the unit, namely~ that light -hearted 
gaiety may be portrayed in several ways by different com• 
posers, t:>tudents should be able to identify these four 
musiosl numbers lind to point out their important oharaoter• 
is'Cios. 
1Jn1 t ill .;?jlirring melodies !]z master oom12osers. 
A short but thoroughly worthwhile unit may be made o:f' the 
f'ollo>nng three compos i tiona, 
''t>ym.phonz !!2.• ,1, 'J:heme from "11'inale" by Brtahms • 
Heoord £>45·5044. 'l'his is a beautiful meloqy which is an 
excerpt :f'rom a standard tl1USiMl fOrm, the symphony. 
*"Hungarian DaMe" No. 6 by Brahms. Reoorrl 0!45-5044. 
This composition is also listed in Unit 'l'wo (see page 157). 
"Leave !we To Languish" by Uandel.. !leoo.td 6!45•5044. 
This oo111posi'tion fe!'!tures a sustained and lovely melody · 
which has been adapted f'or orchestra from a vocal solo •. 
The first and last numbers listed are the important 
items in this st\ldY for "Hungarian Dance", used in Unit 
'I'wo, is presented as a cOlllj)Oflition full Of' lovely melodies 
and is included here tor the contrast it offers. 
Lesson 1. At the t'irst lesson the teacher should 
point out that t although rb.ythm. is a ve.ry important factor 









Study ~}.l!!}pho:n;r No. 1 carefully, hHaring it several times 
so that the class will be able to s:l.ng the melody by ear. 
'l'ha students should have a general understanding of a 
symphony as a oomposit ion written for a full orchestra. 
!t is in four contrasting movements, which might be likened 
to episodes in s story or chapters in a bOok. "Hungarian 
may be replayed and its melodies compared with those 
of the symphony theme • 
Lesson 2. Discuss and rehear briefly the Symphony 
Theme at the beginning of t,he second lesson, 'l'he remainder 
of the period may be spent in the study of "Leave Me to 
Languish". The story should be told and the students should 
have an opportunity to sing the melody several times so that 
they might better feel the prayerfulness ot it. 
Lesson 3. The third lesson may serve as a review 
and sUllll!t&•y wherein all three aomposi tiona are played and the 
important points or eaoh are discussed. Do the students 
agree that a lovely singable melody might cause a composition 
to be remembered longer? The students should be able to 
identify these mt!!lot'l:l.es, to point out the mood of esch and 
name some of the important instruments heal'd in eaah. 
CHAPTER VII 
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
Educators tods.y are oonaerned with fostering the 
positive growth and development of the "whole child". Many 
persons and factors share in the carryi:ll{l; out of this im-
portant project and 1 among others, music makes its sig• 
n11'1oant contributions. 'I'he objectives of nmsio education 
are the same, ultil'll!ltely, as those of all education and it, 
in its own way, mek.es s unique and valuable contribution 
toward the developmEmt of the educated person. 
r.istening is but one of several ao"tivities in the 
total program of music e,ducatig.n which promotes musical 
growth in the individual student. The l:l.stenirtg activity 
should never be ct:ms:l.dered an isolated study for it ac~ 
companys the other activities of singing, playing, and 
moving to rhythm; !UJ.d, in turn, ts enriched. by t;hem. ~l'here 
may be no set pattern for a l:l.stening lesson for variations 
in 13tudent experience and rJge as well as in the available 
musical conten·t will serve as determining factors. However, 
if purposeful listening is a dominnnt aotivi ty, then the 
experience may be cr\lled a "listening lesson". With the 
addition ot' a few ape oialized techniques f1nd practices re-
commended for use with the listening lem~on, the instructor 
will find trwt his own teacl1ing methods which have been 
tailorecl to suit the needs of his peri;iouler clasr;, wlll 
serve him well in the presentation of the listening lesson. 
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An abundance or recorded material is available to 
the classroom teacher; the chief obstacle to its use is 
the tas.k of selection and o.rgan:i,zation. A fine contribution 
in selection has been made 'by the EQ! Vietor neoord I.ibrar~ 
!2£. Elernentarl Bohools and many valuable suggestions for the 
use of tlle material are given in its aooompan;ring "l~otes for 
'!'eaohers". However, this material, in itself, does not pro~ 
vid.e the complete answer to the problem of materiels for the 
classroom listening lesson. 
Tlte chief contribution of this thesis has been the 
organization of graded units of work using some of the 
meterial in the EQ! Victor Record Library ~ Elementary 
Schools. It \V(1S the wri ter•s own need, as a music super-
visor, 1'or an additional. organization of this available 
material in such a way as to assist her elementary cla.ss• 
room teachers in carrying on rrtore effective listening lessons 
which inspired this study. As evidence of 1;he i'aot that 
others have felt a similar need it may be re;;>orted ·that, 
since its beginning, many teachers and mus io supervisors 
have expressed interest in the material as something which 
would be voltmble to them. l'lle only early basis for 
judgment concerning the ev<mtual value of this work is 
that of the evident ·help which classroom ·teachers gained 
from the material as it, in its various stages of develop-







Having suggested a specific sequence and or.ganiza• 
tion or the available material :for use there was conaider-
al,le question in the mind of the wri.ter as to how much 
suggestion of teaching rout;:tne should be gi van in the ac~ 
companying lesson plans. In experinlenting with detailed 
plans it was round that these had li. ttle appeal to most 
teachers and the writer recalled the educational principle 
that this type of plan is valuable only to the person who 
makes it, and then largely as a point of departure. Since 
"Notes i'or Teachers" contained so many well organized. sug-
gestions :for· use with each eomposi t ion 1't seemed advisable 
to set up units in such a way that this material might 
be used directly. This resulted in simple lesson outlines 
suggesting the order and amount of material as well as the 
impo.rtan t points f'or each lesson. 
•reachers having previou.s experience i!l the \)re-
aentation of. listening lessons were happy with the resulting 
organization of tha rna terial, f.or it gave them short units 
of work which they could use at various times during the 
year. (The writer's earlier and longer unite were criticized 
because the students grew tired of' the study before its 
completion.) Further, the short le1won plans, used in 
connection with ·the "Notes for ~!eachers'', gHVe this experienced. 
teacher freedom to use the teaching teohiliques wlliCh best 




Since the teacher inexperienced in presenting music 
listening lessons needed more help, the writer, as a musio 
supt;lrvisor, gave (temonstration lessons in the classrooms 
of these teachers. A skeleton lesson plan, as set up in 
this thesis, was used in each case and the "Notes for 
Teachers" were consulted for suggestions of' possible activi-
ties and in1'ormat:l.on dealing with each composition. The 
demonstration was designed to show the use of the material 
and the application of SOli1e specific techniques for oarry-
ing on the lesson, I'here followed teacher-supervisor dis• 
aussion of the problem and addttional mutual observation. 
It was found that, after a period of two or three months, 
teachers, previously reluctant to attempt listening lessons 
were quite enthusiastically onrrying out the project with 
benefit to many students. 
It is expected that, for many teachers, this organiza-
tion of units will serve as a means whereby they may become 
well acquainted, perhaps with guidance and encouragement 
from their music supervisors, with the recorded musical 
lll8terial in these albums e.nd the result will be listening 
experiences for n~ny students. It is hoped that some teach• 
era may find, after becoming acqu.ninted with thE) content of 
tlle Libx-ary in the ways sup,gested in this paper, that they 
will want to u.se the .t'eeorded ma ter:l.al in c1i!'ferent end more 
imaginative ways. Whatever the end result, if thj.s pro,ject 
aids in providi.ng richer experience in music listening for 







Absolute music--the t in which the form and. musical elements 
of the com:posi tion are more obvious to the liE!tener 
than any meaning which the composer may wish to convey. 
Classical music ... •music "which (lisplays an absolute perfeo· 
tion of structure which is ideal''.l Thus this term is 
related to the above, "absolute music". The period of 
Mozart, 1756•1791 is considered the olassical period 
in music. 
Descriptive music--this may be defined as music in which 
the oompos~r conveys to the listener rather spec1f1o 
ideas. These may .ra.nge from a realistic imitation, 
an impressionistic portrayal to the coromunication of 
a gener~l feeling or emotion. 
Dytlalllios--·the varia t1on in loudness and softness with which 
the note~l are produced. 
Etude--an exercise or study designed to present technical 
problems tor the performer. 
Form-.. the pattern of phrases and sections within t1 composi-
tion. It is based upon the relationship of the different 
parts as .rega.rds the similarity and contrasts in length, 
rhythmic • and melodic content, etc. 
Gavotte-.. a lively old French dance form in :t'ou.r-.:rour 1neter 
iii whiOh the phrases begin on the third beat of the 
measure, 
Gigue--an old Jturopean dance fo.t'lll in any of several rhythms. 
Its chief characteristic is its basis of rapidly moving 
groups of three notes. 
Ualling dance--a fast moving Norwegian dance with sections 
for performance by a solo dancer followed by refrains 
for the dancing of the larger group. 
:Harmony--the sounding and agreement of two or more musical 
tonea based on the "art of combining sounds into chords 
and treating tlmse chord<J according to certain rules'' .2 
l '!'heodore H. l<'inney, £~. H:l.stoq: of Music (Hew York: 
Hareourt, Brace nnd Company l 1 p. ::mo. 
2 J.,ouis 0. I&lson, ~lusio Diotionar[ ( Philadfjlphia: 




Rorupipe•-a 1i vely old English dance in three•four time; 
named for the instrument played during its performance. 
Harpsichord--an instrument much used before the 1nv~mtion 
of the piano. In shape it resembles the grand piano 
and sometimes l.1.e s two rows of keys for the various 
shades of loud or soft can only be obt!'l:!.ned by chAng-
ing from one set of keys to another, or lly m.oving 
certain stops as in the organ. Its 'drei;l are :not 
struck by hall!mer.s but plucked by quills." 
Impressionistic music--that written, not with the :i.dea of 
reproducing exac·tly sounds or _pictures, but of trflfiS ... 
mi tting the idea which grew in the mind. ot ·the composer 
as a result of what he heard, saw. or experienced.~ 
!nstrumentation-~music written i' or performance by a speci-
fied group of instruments. It is based upon a oraou-
cal !mowJ.edge of ·the .range, sound, and !JJ.echanical 
operation of each instrument as well as a corwidera·ticm 
of harnmny and musical form. 
!Aelody-•the principle tune in a compos! tion. It is si.mply 
described as "a succession of' simple sounds so arranged 
as to produce a pleasing effect upon the ear''. Ei 
Meter *-the succesnion of accents in music. 6 
:Wlinor mode .. "'ill1lsic based on selected tones >~hich, when 
arranged into a musi(H~l scele and .r.altlted to the major 
scale using the same tones, hes a tonal canter a minor 
third lower> on the s:l.Jtth scale step of the ms,jor scAle. 
Minuet--a rela ti V<~ly slow dance in triple rhythm, :rt is 
charaoterized by a dainty stepping movement. 
l\Eorris Dance--an old F:nglish country dance of the middle 
ages. It is in f'our•four tinH:J. 
3 Louis C, Elson, £2• .~., p. 136. 
4 'rheodore M. Finney, S?.lol.• ill·• p. 546. 
5 Louis o. Elson, op. ott., p. 168. 





lvioveme nt••the name given to any portion of a oomposi tion 
comprehended under the same measure or time. 7 
Opere--"a drama set to music, for voices end instruments • 
and with scenery, decorations, and aotion".8 · 
Orchestration--music written for per:t'ormeooe by a speci:t'ied 
group of instruments • an orchestra, [lee instrumenta-tion. 
Phrase--"a short musical thought of at least t~vo, but typi-
cally four, measures in length, closing with a coden.oe".9 
Reel--a lively dnno e of the Scotch Highlanders, usuallY in 
tour•f'our or six-eight time. 
Rhythm--"regulari ty or flow of movement which gx·oups by 
recurrent heavy and light aecent".lO 
Hi tard--a gradual slowing down of the rhythlil. 
Homantic music .. •music of the nineteenth century which used 
the "psychological expressive possibilHies inherent in 
musical materials••ll to express the composer 1 s emotions 
and interpretation of life. 'l'he opposite of "classic". 
Soherz.o•"'a lively, humorous iustrumet~tal oomposi t:l.on in 
quick ·tx•iple rhythm. It is one of the movememts in the 
symphony form. 
Sonata•-"a composition for one or two instruments~ usually 
in three or four movement co11trasted in rhythm and 
mood but related in ton~>lity arld having unity of etyle".l2 
7r,ouis c. Elson, 
8 Ibifl., p. H39. 
op. ~·· p. 178. 
9 Webster's !~ Oollestata Dictionary. 1949 edition. 
10 ];bid:,p. 729, 
11 ' 'rheodore !i!, Finney, 212.· ill·, ;), 41'7. 




Suite~-an instrumental aomposi tion consisting of a series 
of old dance forms in the S!l!lf.l or related keys. 
Symphony--an instrumental composition for full orchestra. 
It is in the soMta form of four nlovements .• 
Tenrpo--"the speed of the rhythm, the rapidi t~ with which 
the natural aoeent s follow each other" ,13 
'l:one color~-the sound. peculiar to a ;:,articular instrument 
or voice. 
Waltz--a danae in three•four time. 
milmet and is di-stinguished by 
than stepping movement. 
It is derived from the 
its sw:Lnging rather 
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